SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
Evaluation | Analysis | Assistance | Operating Experience
Board of Directors Meeting Agenda
October 23, 2019 – 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Eastern
The Omni Grove Park Inn
209 Macon Avenue, Asheville, NC 28804
Dial-in: 408-792-6300
Meeting Number: 714 801 235
Passcode: mrdCT393

1. Call to Order and Welcome to Asheville
2. Administrative Items
a. Safety Guideline
b. Security Briefing
c. Introductions and Establish Quorum (Attachment 1)
d. Antitrust Guidelines (Attachment 2)
e. Confidentiality Requirements (Attachment 3)
f.

Fiduciary Duties (Attachment 4)

g. Annual Conflict of Interest Review (Attachment 5)
3. Consent Agenda
a. Approve Executive Committee Vice Chair (Attachment 6)
b. Approve Minutes of April 24, 2019 Meeting (Attachment 7)
c. Approve Agenda
4. Board Chair’s Report, Greg Ford, Board Chair
5. President’s Report, Jason Blake, President and CEO
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6. Guest Speaker, Frederick W. Gorbet, Member NERC Board of Trustees (Attachment 8)

BREAK: 10:30-10:45 a.m.
7. Board Committee Reports
a. Board Executive Committee
b. Human Resources and Compensation Committee
c. Nominating Committee
d. Board Compliance Committee
e. Finance and Audit Committee
i. Review 3rd quarter 2019 unaudited financial statement (Attachment 9)
8. Approval of SERC Bylaws Modifications (Attachment 10)
LUNCH (12:05-12:45 p.m.)
9. Regional Risk Report (Attachment 11)
10. FERC and NERC Report on January 2018 Cold Weather Event
11. Facility Ratings Outreach and Lessons Learned
BREAK (1:50-2:00 p.m.)
12. Critical Infrastructure Protection Themes-Mitigation Approaches and Sustainability
(Attachment 12)
13. Align Update
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14. Technical Committee Reports
a. Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee (Attachment 13)
b. Engineering Committee (Attachment 14)
c. Operating Committee (Attachment 15)
15. Upcoming Meetings and 2020 Meeting Schedule (Attachment 16)
16. Closing Remarks and Adjourn

Attachment 2

SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
ANTITRUST COMPLIANCE GUIDELINES
I. GENERAL
It is the policy and practice of SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) to obey the antitrust
laws and to avoid all conduct that unreasonably restrains competition. This policy
requires the avoidance of any conduct that violates, or which might appear to violate, the
antitrust laws. Among other things, the antitrust laws forbid any agreement between or
among competitors regarding prices, availability of service, product design, terms of
sale, division of markets, allocation of customers or any other activity that unreasonably
restrains competition.
It is the responsibility of every SERC participant and members of SERC staff who may in
any way affect SERC’s compliance with the antitrust laws to carry out this commitment.
Failure to observe this commitment will result in serious consequences to such SERC
participants or members of SERC staff, as the case may be. For example, SERC may
refuse to allow a SERC participant to participate in SERC activities if such participant
refuses to comply with these guidelines.
Antitrust laws are complex and subject to court interpretation that can vary over time and
from one court to another. The purpose of these guidelines is to alert SERC participants
and members of SERC staff to potential antitrust problems and to set forth policies to be
followed with respect to activities that may involve antitrust considerations. In some
instances, the SERC policy contained in these guidelines is stricter than the applicable
antitrust laws. Any SERC participant or member of SERC staff who is uncertain about
the legal ramifications of a particular course of conduct or who has doubts or concerns
about whether SERC’s antitrust compliance policy is implicated in any situation should
consult SERC’s legal counsel immediately. Any participant or member of SERC staff
who observes an improper discussion at any SERC meeting should immediately raise
the issue with whoever is in charge of the meeting so that the discussion can be
terminated and, if needed, appropriate advice sought. It must be remembered that even
passive participation in an unlawful discussion may lead to a finding of collusion.

II. PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
Participants in SERC activities (including those of its committees and subgroups) should
refrain from the following when acting in their capacity as participants in SERC activities
(e.g., at SERC meetings, conference calls and in informal discussions):
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Discussions involving pricing information, especially margin (profit) and
internal cost information and participants’ expectations as to their future
prices or internal costs.



Discussions of a participant’s marketing strategies.



Discussions regarding how customers and geographical areas are to be
divided among competitors.



Discussions concerning the exclusion of competitors from markets.



Discussions concerning boycotting or group refusals to deal with competitors,
vendors or suppliers.

Any other matters that may fall within these guidelines as prohibited activities should be
brought to the attention of SERC’s legal counsel before being discussed.

III. ACTIVITIES THAT ARE PERMITTED
From time to time decisions or actions of SERC (including those of its committees and
subgroups) may have a negative impact on particular entities and thus in that sense
adversely impact competition. Decisions and actions by made SERC (including its
committees and subgroups) should only be undertaken for the purpose of promoting and
maintaining the reliability and adequacy of the bulk power system. If there is not a
legitimate purpose for discussing a matter that is consistent with this objective, please
refrain from discussing the matter during SERC meetings and in other SERC-related
communications.
SERC participants and members of SERC staff should also ensure that SERC policies
and procedures, including those set forth in the SERC Bylaws are followed in conducting
SERC business. Other procedures that may be applicable to a particular SERC activity
include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:


Delegation Agreement between the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) and SERC



NERC Rules of Procedure



NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program



SERC Compliance Program Procedures



SERC Regional Standards Development Procedure



Organization and Procedures Manual for the SERC Standing Committees

In addition, all discussions in SERC meetings and other SERC-related communications
should be within the scope of mandate for or assignment to the particular SERC
committee or subgroup, as well as within the scope of the published agenda for the
meeting.
No decisions should be made nor any actions taken in SERC activities for the purpose of
giving an industry participant or group of participants a competitive advantage over other
participants. In particular, decisions with respect to setting, revising, or assessing
compliance with SERC regional reliability standards, NERC reliability standards, or the
NERC Rules of Procedure should not be influenced by anti-competitive motivations.
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Subject to the foregoing restrictions, participants in SERC activities may discuss:


Reliability matters relating to the bulk power system, including operation and
planning matters such as establishing or revising reliability standards, special
operating procedures, operating transfer capabilities, and plans for new
facilities.



Matters relating to the impact of reliability standards for the bulk power
system on electricity markets, and the impact of electricity market operations
on the reliability of the bulk power system.



Proposed filings or other communications with state or federal regulatory
authorities or other governmental entities; provided, however, that any such
communications or petitioning of governmental authority must have a
reasonably foreseeable chance of resulting in favorable governmental action
(i.e., the hoped-for governmental action must be possible when viewed
objectively).



Matters relating to the internal governance, management and operation of
SERC, such as nominations for vacant committee positions, budgeting and
assessments, and employment matters; and procedural matters such as
planning and scheduling meetings.

Any other matters that do not clearly fall within these guidelines as activities that are
permitted should be brought to the attention of the SERC legal counsel before being
discussed.
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Attachment 3

SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT

Members of SERC Committees, Subcommittees, Task Forces and Working Groups,
who are employees of SERC Member Companies and thus represent all segments of
today’s electric industry, may, in performing SERC Functions, have to use information of
a sensitive and commercial nature, including but not limited to that provided by SERC
Member Companies and designated as “Confidential Information”, that SERC Member
Companies customarily hold confidential and do not disclose publicly. SERC and its
Member Companies recognize that at times it will be necessary or desirable for SERC to
disclose Confidential Information to the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC) or to third parties. As a result, the SERC Board has adopted a program to
preserve the confidential nature of that information so that SERC Member Companies
will not be competitively disadvantaged by providing Confidential Information to SERC
for its use in performing SERC Functions.
SERC has entered into a Delegation Agreement with NERC and complies with Section
1500 et seq. of the NERC Rules of Procedure, both of which govern the conditions upon
which SERC will disclose Confidential Information to NERC. SERC may also enter into
Confidentiality Agreements with third parties for the disclosure of Confidential
Information, if a third party demonstrates a need to use such information in a matter that
is consistent with the purposes of SERC. Additionally, SERC Member Companies have
signed or will sign Confidentiality Agreements that prohibit (i) the use of Confidential
Information by its employees for other than SERC purposes and (ii) the disclosure of that
information to any third party, unless disclosed to NERC pursuant to the terms of the
SERC’s Delegation Agreement with NERC or the NERC Rules of Procedure, or to a
third party that has signed a Confidentiality Agreement with SERC. If either you or your
employer has not signed such an Agreement and/or your employer has not designated
you as an employee authorized to receive Confidential Information then you will not be
given access to Confidential Information and you will be required to leave the meeting
before any such information is disclosed, used, or discussed.

Updated 9/9/11
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SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
Evaluation | Analysis | Assistance | Operating Experience
FIDUCIARY DUTIES OF SERC BOARD MEMBERS
The SERC Board of Directors (“Board”) is the governing body of the SERC Reliability
Corporation (“Corporation”), responsible for the ultimate direction of the management of the
affairs of the Corporation. The SERC Board is responsible for policymaking, while the President
and CEO is responsible for the management and execution of SERC Board-made policy and
day-to-day affairs of the Corporation.
A corporate, fiduciary duty arises when a person has an obligation to act for the benefit of a
corporation. SERC Board members have fiduciary duties to the organization, including duties of
care, loyalty, and obedience. SERC Board members are required to act reasonably, prudently,
in good faith, in the best interests of SERC, and in furtherance of SERC’s mission.
Duty of Care
• SERC Board members must act with such care that a person in a like position would
reasonably believe appropriate under similar circumstances. SERC Board members:
o must be informed, based on reasonable inquiry;
o may rely on information and reports received from trustworthy sources; and
o must protect any confidential information obtained while serving the Corporation.
Duty of Loyalty
• The duty of loyalty requires SERC Board members to exercise their powers in the
interest of the Corporation and not put their own interests or the interests of another
entity or person above the Corporation’s interests. SERC Board members:
o must avoid any actual or apparent Conflict of Interest; and
o must act in good faith.
Duty of Obedience
• SERC Board members should act in furtherance of the Corporation’s mission. Because
SERC is a not-for-profit corporation with members, directors owe the fiduciary duty of
obedience to SERC’s mission, not to SERC’s members. SERC’s purpose as defined in
its articles of incorporation and bylaws is to promote effective and efficient administration
of Bulk Power System reliability in the SERC Region.
Basic Responsibilities of Directors:
• Attend and participate in SERC Board meetings
• Diligently read, review and inquire about corporate material
• Monitor affairs and finances of the Corporation
• Exercise ordinary and reasonable judgment
• Be fully engaged
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND BUSINESS ETHICS POLICY FOR SERC
REPRESENTATIVES
It is the policy of SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC) that its directors, officers, employees and
other representatives maintain the highest ethical standards in the conduct of SERC business.
This policy shall apply to SERC’s directors, officers, employees, industry subject matter experts
(ISMEs) participating on a SERC audit, or other SERC representatives, together known as SERC
Representatives.
General Requirements Applicable to All SERC Representatives
SERC Representatives shall avoid and refrain from involvement in situations where there is a
conflict of interest (Conflict). A Conflict arises where a SERC Representative’s personal or
financial interest is materially affected or may reasonably appear to be materially affected by his
or her actions or decisions in his or her capacity at SERC. SERC depends upon the integrity of
each SERC Representative to complete his or her own assessment of individual Conflicts. Each
SERC Representative must recuse himself or herself from acting on behalf of SERC in any
particular matter involving the subject of a Conflict.
The following are examples of categories that may give rise to a Conflict:
Financial Interests
A Conflict may exist if a SERC Representative has a material financial interest, or potential
financial interest, whereby the Representative has or may have, directly or indirectly, through
business, investment, or family: a material ownership, investment interest, or compensation
arrangement in a particular entity (or its affiliate). In such a case, the SERC Representative must
recuse himself or herself from acting on behalf of SERC with respect to any SERC transaction or
arrangement with that particular entity (or its affiliate), and from participating in any SERC
decision or action related to Reliability Standards and that particular entity (or its affiliate). It is
considered a material financial interest for a SERC Representative to have direct investments in
the securities or other financial interests of any SERC registered entity or its affiliates or in
energy-focused mutual funds or exchange traded funds in an investment or retirement account.
Family
The financial holdings and/or employment of a spouse or minor child may be imputed to the
SERC Representative, and therefore is considered a Conflict if the financial holdings and/or
employment would be a Conflict if held directly by the SERC Representative.
Gifts
A Conflict may exist where a SERC Representative receives a gift that materially affects or may
reasonably appear to materially affect his or her actions or decisions in his or her capacity at
SERC.

Approved by: Board Executive Committee
Effective Date: August 17, 2017
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND BUSINESS ETHICS POLICY FOR
SERC REPRESENTATIVES

Previous Employment
Prior employment with a Registered Entity within the SERC region or an entity with which SERC
does business may create the appearance of impropriety, or may give rise to a Conflict, if a
SERC Representative acts on a matter or participates in a decision-making capacity with regard
to such an entity.
Future Employment
It is considered a Conflict for a SERC employee to participate personally and substantially, in a
matter that would have a direct and predictable effect on the financial interest of a company with
whom the SERC employee is seeking employment or has an arrangement concerning
prospective employment. If this situation arises, the SERC employee should update their Conflict
of Interest disclosure form. SERC’s General Counsel will review the Conflict and notify the
employee’s manager to ensure work assignments are managed to avoid the creation of a
potential Conflict. SERC’s General Counsel shall forward all notices and recusal memos to
Human Resources.
Other
It is considered a Conflict for a SERC Representative to negotiate or approve a contract,
purchase, or lease on behalf of SERC where the Representative has a direct or indirect interest
in, or receives personal benefit from, the company or individual providing the goods or services.
SERC Representatives should consult SERC’s President or General Counsel for further
information on what might constitute a Conflict or if questions about a potential Conflict arises.
Exceptions
In the event a Representative has a Conflict or potential Conflict and wants an exception, he or she must
request a written exception within thirty (30) days of a new Conflict or potential Conflict arising or becoming
a SERC Representative. Where in the opinion of the President, a Conflict exists or may exist but
does not have any significant impact on SERC or on the decisions or actions of the SERC
Representative, the President may, after consultation with the General Counsel, permit such Conflict
or potential Conflict to continue. In cases where the President or any other corporate officer has
a Conflict or potential Conflict, the Chair of the Board of Directors may permit such Conflict or
potential Conflict to continue. All exceptions to this Policy shall be documented.
Specific Procedures for the SERC Board of Directors and Board Committee Representatives
Each Director is required annually to disclose the entities with which it has a Conflict or potential
Conflict. Directors are not required to disclose the nature of the Conflict, only the existence
thereof. The SERC President or General Counsel shall be responsible for maintaining a current
list of Conflicts for Directors. In addition, each Director is required to indicate whether or not it has
a family or business relationship (as defined by the Internal Revenue Service) with any other
SERC Director, Officer, or employee.
If at any time a new Conflict arises after the signing of the annual acknowledgement and
disclosure form, Directors are required to disclose that Conflict to the SERC President or General
Counsel within 30 days, who will ensure that the list of Conflicts is updated and maintained.

Approved by: Board Executive Committee
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND BUSINESS ETHICS POLICY FOR
SERC REPRESENTATIVES

Notwithstanding each Director’s responsibility to abide by this policy, each Director shall retain the
right to represent and/or defend his or her organization in any specific compliance action or
potential compliance violation.
Prior to any meeting where SERC Directors are taking an action on behalf of SERC, SERC’s
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary must ensure that the current list of Conflicts is reviewed
and will note any required recusals on the meeting agenda. If an additional Conflict exists or
arises that is not noted on the agenda, the SERC Director with the Conflict or potential Conflict is
responsible for raising it and recusing him or herself from any discussion or action on the matter
with which he or she has a Conflict or potential Conflict. A review of current Conflicts is required
for, but not limited to, Board Executive Committee meetings and Board of Directors meetings.
Specific Procedures for Technical Committee Representatives
A review of current Conflicts is also required prior to any procurement activities by SERC
Technical Committees or any subparts thereof.
Specific Procedures for Employees
SERC requires that each SERC Employee fill out an annual disclosure form detailing any existing
Conflicts. Annual Conflict of Interest acknowledgement and disclosure forms will be reviewed by
SERC’s General Counsel and maintained in the Human Resources and legal files.
SERC Employees must divest any conflicting financial interests within sixty (60) days of
employment with SERC. An exception exists for a retirement plan or retirement savings plan,
including 401k and pension plans, with an entity other than SERC, provided that the existence of
such a plan is disclosed to SERC. Such retirement plans or retirement savings plans shall not
include any direct investments in the securities or other financial interests of any SERC
registered entity or its affiliates or in energy-focused mutual funds or exchange traded funds.
SERC shall ensure that SERC Employee work assignments are managed to avoid Conflicts.
Nonetheless, a SERC Employee must recuse himself or herself from participation in any
particular matter involving the subject of a Conflict.
If at any time a new Conflict arises, SERC Employees are required to disclose that Conflict by
updating their Conflict of Interest Disclosure form within 30 days. General Counsel will review
the Conflict and promptly inform the appropriate manager and director. The list of Employee
Conflicts will be reviewed at least annually to ensure that work assignments are distributed
consistent with this policy.
In general, whether or not a Conflict exists, a SERC Employee may not act in a decision- making
capacity with regard to an action or decision involving his or her former employer for one year
following departure from that employer.
It will be considered a Conflict if a SERC Employee requests, accepts, or offers anything with a
value of more than $100.00, including but not limited to travel expenses, vacations, property,
discounts, contributions, and goods or services from an industry stakeholder or any other person
or entity doing business with SERC. Acceptance of an occasional business-related meal or
transportation is permissible when the value involved is not excessive and clearly will not place
the SERC Representative under any obligation to the donor. However, in order to prevent the
perception of a Conflict, SERC Employees performing compliance monitoring and enforcement
engagements should not accept meals from registered entities while on the engagement
Approved by: Board Executive Committee
Effective Date: August 17, 2017
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND BUSINESS ETHICS POLICY FOR
SERC REPRESENTATIVES

Gifts or offers of gifts that constitute a Conflict should be returned or declined, with an appropriate
explanation. If a SERC Employee receives a prohibited gift that is not returnable (e.g., perishable),
such gift may be given to an appropriate charity.
An employee’s failure to observe the conflict of interest policy may result in disciplinary action, up
to and including termination.
For a period of one year following employment at SERC, former employees shall not represent
a Registered Entity (as an employee, contractor, consultant, etc.) in any dealings with SERC or
attend any SERC meetings. This restriction does not preclude engaging in “behind-the-scenes”
assistance or work.
Specific Procedures for ISMEs and Independent Contractors
This policy shall apply to ISMEs from the time that they are placed on an audit team until their
involvement with the audit has been completed. SERC requires each ISME to fill out a conflict of
interest questionnaire at the time of their assignment to an audit team. The appropriate audit
manager and/or the Audit Team Lead will review, catalog, and maintain the ISME questionnaires
and adjust the audit teams if necessary.
This policy will also apply to independent contractors during the time of their engagement with
SERC, when the nature of work performed involves compliance monitoring and enforcement
program (CMEP) activities or making business recommendations and decisions. SERC requires
each independent contractor who performs CMEP activities or makes business
recommendations and decisions to: (a) complete an annual disclosure form detailing any existing
Conflicts; and (b) if at any time a new Conflict arises, to disclose that Conflict to the General
Counsel within 30 days.

Approved by: Board Executive Committee
Effective Date: August 17, 2017
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Attachment 6

Chris Wagner
Chris Wagner graduated from Clemson University
with a BS in Electrical Engineering in 2000 and from
The Citadel with an MBA in 2017.
He started his career with Santee Cooper in 2001,
and spent his first six years working as a field
engineer in transmission system protection and
controls followed by 10 years in the Energy Control
Center serving in various roles supporting real-time
transmission operations.
Mr. Wagner’s real-time transmission operations experience includes system operations
planning, energy management systems, interchange management, and CIP, as well as
management and oversight of control room operations.
Mr. Wagner was named to his current role as Manager of Transmission Planning & System
Design in 2017. His main responsibilities include management and oversight of long-term
planning of the interconnected Santee Cooper transmission system and administration of
Santee Cooper’s OATT.

Attachment 7

SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
Evaluation | Analysis | Assistance | Operating Experience
Board of Directors
DRAFT Meeting Minutes
April 24, 2019
Tampa, FL
Chair Greg Ford called to order a duly noticed meeting of the SERC Reliability Corporation
Board of Directors (Board) on April 24, 2019 at 9:00 a.m.
Stacy Dochoda, President and CEO of FRCC, welcomed the attendees to Florida. Ms. Dochoda
highlighted FRCC’s history and commented on the continuation of the FRCC Member Services
and dissolution of the Regional Entity. She thanked SERC staff for working with FRCC to make
the transition a productive and effective effort.

AF
T

Attendance and Quorum
A list of meeting attendees is provided in Exhibit A. Holly Hawkins announced that a quorum
was present.
Antitrust and Confidentiality
Ms. Hawkins reviewed SERC’s antitrust guidelines and confidentiality policy, which were
attached to the meeting agenda. Ms. Hawkins also reminded Directors of their fiduciary duties
to the Corporation.

D

R

Consent Agenda
On a motion duly made and seconded, the Board approved the following items on the consent
agenda:
• the appointment of Technical Committee Officers for Operating Committee
o Chair: Jeff Harrison, Associated Electric Cooperative
o Vice Chair: Daniel Case, Electric Energy, Inc./Vistra Energy
• the appointment of Technical Committee Officers for Critical Infrastructure Protection
Committee
o Chair: Tony Hall, Louisville Gas & Electric, Kentucky Utilities
o Vice Chair: John Greaves, Georgia Power
• the October 24, 2018 meeting minutes (Attachment 6 to the agenda)
• the agenda.
Board Chair’s Report
Chair Ford expressed his enthusiasm for SERC’s future, particularly with the integration of
FRCC and Jason Blake’s leadership.
Chair Ford provided updates from the February NERC MRC meetings. The MRC elected
Colleen Sidford as a new Trustee and reelected Bob Clarke, Ken DeFontes, and Dave Goulding
for an additional three-year term. The NERC Nominating Committee has begun a search for
another NERC Trustee to be approved at the February 2020 meeting.
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Chair Ford discussed NERC’s recently issued Participant Conduct Policy, which applies to all
participants in NERC activities. He explained that the Policy sets expectations on participant’s
conduct during meetings and conference calls, specifically prohibits distribution of confidential or
“embargoed” work products, and directs stakeholders to not imply in any way that they are
speaking on behalf of NERC. Chair Ford reminded the Board that if any SERC Board member
is approached with questions or is directed to speak on behalf of the SERC Board, the member
should coordinate those requests through Chair Greg Ford, Vice Chair Todd Hillman, or SERC
President and CEO Jason Blake.
Chair Ford noted that the NERC Board approved the termination of the FRCC Regional Entity
and transfer of the FRCC registered entities to SERC at the February meeting. Additionally, the
NERC Board approved two revisions to the SERC Bylaws: 1) to add three seats to the BEC to
integrate FRCC members; and 2) to introduce staggered terms for BEC members.

AF
T

NERC provided guidance by sharing a draft of its Independence Principles for consideration
during the next set of Bylaws changes. Chair Ford expressed his appreciation to the NERC
Board and Jim Robb for their support and engagement on this.
President’s Report
Jason Blake, SERC’s President and CEO, expressed his appreciation for the trust that the
Board has placed on him to perform his role at SERC. Mr. Blake thanked Ms. Dochoda and the
FRCC staff for their support and commitment to a seamless transition. He also thanked Jim
Robb for his dedication to working collaboratively with the Regions in bringing synchronicity to
the ERO. He noted his appreciation for Janice Case and her work on the NERC Board in
moving towards a risk-based approach. Mr. Blake commented on the value Andy Dodge’s
contributions at FERC bring and that SERC looks forward to working with him in the future.

R

Mr. Blake discussed his three key focus areas:

D

1. Positioning SERC as a credible and trusted expert organization for its stakeholders:
The focus remains on ensuring SERC’s efforts are efficient and focused on risk, and its
resources are deployed in optimal capacity.
2. Establishing SERC as a leader across the ERO Enterprise and FERC:
SERC has continued efforts with ERO-EMG to align Regional Entities and NERC to
ensure the work is centered on mission.
3. Establishing SERC as a highly desirable place to work due to culture and importance of
the work: Building a trusting environment where every staff member understands how
their work is important to the mission.
Mr. Blake noted that he has met with SERC staff, NERC staff, and Board Members to obtain
feedback, as well as analyzed SERC programs and departments, and employee’s skill sets and
gaps in an effort to determine the best way to advance SERC and deliver the best value. He
noted that work continues in SERC’s continuous improvement efforts through value stream
mapping, and that processes are being analyzed to assess value and eliminate waste so that
desired future states can be mapped and implemented.
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Mr. Blake noted there are two key goal project goals related to the FRCC transition. To keep it
simple for stakeholders by ensuring a seamless transition, and merging the best practices of
SERC and FRCC to create one superior single SERC Region.
Guest Speakers
Jim Robb, President and CEO of NERC (Attachment 7 to the agenda)
Jim Robb commended SERC and FRCC for their thoughtful discussions and decision to
integrate the FRCC Regional Entity into SERC. He commented that he was pleased that the
SERC Board selected Jason Blake for the President and CEO position and is excited for the
great things NERC, SERC, and the other Regions are working on to move the ERO forward.

AF
T

Mr. Robb discussed NERC’s E-ISAC Strategic Plan implementation, risk areas of focus, ERO
efficiency and effectiveness, and the Business Plan and Budget schedule. He noted that the
alignment between NERC and the Regions is exceptional and the structural changes that are in
place will serve the ERO well. Mr. Robb explained his vision for creating value and achieving
the mission of having a highly reliable and secure bulk power system. He highlighted the
importance of retaining top talent, creating innovative and risk-based programs, collaborating
across the industry, and promoting independence and objectivity. By focusing on these things,
he noted that the result should be an effective, efficient, and collaborative ERO Enterprise.

D

R

Janice Case, Vice Chair of NERC Board of Trustees (Attachment 8 to the agenda)
Janice Case provided background on her various roles serving on NERC Boards and
Committees. Ms. Case highlighted the need for the ERO to focus on the biggest risks to
reliability. She noted that understanding risk, digging into violations that have substantial
impacts, and ensuring they are mitigated should be top priority. Ms. Case commented that
penalties capture attention and change behaviors which can drive reliability for the future, but
that penalties are not the only method of helping a company get compliant and much can be
said for a good Outreach program. Ms. Case indicated that it is not uncommon for companies
to lose sight of their compliance programs in times of stress, so it is important to be mindful of
maintaining compliance throughout periods of change.
Ms. Case expressed her support for independent directors on Boards because they add an
additional level of credibility while keeping the organization thoughtful of reputational risks. Ms.
Case said she valued the hybrid board approach as it brings a combination of expertise from
stakeholders and an independent opinion.
SERC Governance Project
Vice Chair Todd Hillman provided background on the governance project, explaining that these
changes will give SERC the ability to better coordinate with the ERO by transitioning to a
smaller Board that will work closely with a larger Members group. The changes include
adopting a similar governance structure to NERC and other Regional Entities and is responsive
to feedback received from the NERC Board of Trustees on the need for independence.
Mr. Hillman explained that the transformed Board will consist of 18 members (12 from the
current Board Executive Committee, 3 stakeholder representatives joining from Florida, and 3
Independent Directors) with authority to elect board officers, approve committee assignments,
ratify bylaws changes, and approve the Business Plan and Budget. Mr. Hillman further
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explained that the Members body would will be comprised of the former Board members and
have the authority to elect Independent Directors, elect Stakeholder Directors, and approve
bylaws changes.
Mr. Hillman explained that the inclusion of three Independent Directors will ensure SERC is
consistent with all Regions and NERC. The members will elect the Independent Directors and
there may be potential term limits, with the Board Chair as either a stakeholder or Independent
Director. If a Stakeholder, the Board will designate a Lead Independent Director that will lead
the Board’s evaluation of SERC President and CEO, lead annual self-assessment of Board, and
review Board agendas in advance of posting. The selection process for Independent Directors
will be led by Independent Directors, however the members will elect the Independent Directors.
Mr. Hillman noted that the work is not finished, the task force is still working on determining the
best structure and finalizing the bylaws.

AF
T

Mr. Hillman further explained that the Board Compliance Committee may be reconstituted as a
Board Corporate Risk Committee that would provide oversight over Compliance Monitoring and
Enforcement metrics, corporate-wide risk program, internal controls processes, and the internal
audit function.
Mr. Hillman further discussed changes to the Human Resources and Compensation Committee,
which may include a requirement that the Independent Directors recommend the President and
CEO’s compensation, and that independent market studies will be done periodically.

R

Mr. Hillman explained that the Nominating Committee is being considered to transition to
Nominating and Governance Committee with the committee’s scope continuing to include
nominations of Board Officers and Committee candidates for approval, but also include an
expanded scope to provide oversight on bylaw changes, Delegation Agreement Renewal,
corporate policies, and other governance changes.

D

SERC staff will prepare a memo summarizing the bylaw changes and provide to members for
review and feedback. Open calls will be facilitated from July to September for any questions,
and a redline of the bylaw changes will be posted for comment in September 2019. Mr. Hillman
thanked the Bylaws Task Force, Holly Hawkins, and SERC staff for their hard work on this
project.
FERC Update (Attachment 9 to the agenda)
Andrew Dodge, Senior Director of FERC Office of Electric Reliability, provided an update on
recent and upcoming FERC activity. Topics included 2018 CIP Audit Lessons Learned,
Reliability Standard CIP-12-1, Cyber Security Incident Reporting, Security Investments
Technical Conference, Transmission Incentives NOI, Joint FERC/NERC Inquiry into Cold
Weather Event, Removing Barriers to Storage Participation, and FRCC Dissolution.
2018 CIP Audits Lessons Learned Report
Mr. Dodge noted that FERC has observed and has also led some CIP related audits. The
report provides recommendations and aims to share lessons learned across the industry.
Cyber Security Incident Reporting
The Commission directed NERC to develop or modify Standards to address cyber security
incidents. NERC filed proposed Reliability Standard CIP-008-6 on March 7, 2019.
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Security Investments Technical Conference
A joint DOE and FERC technical conference focusing on Security Investments was held on
March 28, 2019. The panelists discussed current cyber and physical security practices used to
protect energy infrastructure and how federal and state authorities can provide incentives and
cost recovery for security investments in energy infrastructure. A notice for comments will be
posted in next few days and, Mr. Dodge encouraged attendees to make comments.
Transmission Incentives NOI
The Notice of Inquiry was issued on March 21, 2019 seeking comments on possible
improvements to FERC’s electric transmission incentives policy to encourage infrastructure
needed to ensure grid reliability and reduce congestion. Mr. Dodge encouraged attendees to
comment as the goal is to obtain stakeholder input from across the industry. Initial comments
are due by June 26, 2019 and rely comments due July 26, 2019.

AF
T

FERC-NERC Joint Inquiry into Cold Weather Event
FERC and NERC launched a joint inquiry to assess extreme cold weather event that occurred in
Midwest and South Central U.S. on January 2018. The inquiry is focused on identifying the
causes of the event, contributing factors, and appropriate recommendations for improving
operations under similar conditions. Mr. Dodge noted that the inquiry is not an enforcement
investigation but will allow FERC and NERC to identify lessons learned as another winter
season approaches. He noted that the report is being drafted and should be published towards
the end of June 2019.

R

Removing Barriers to Storage Participation
FERC sent letters to RTOs/ISOs on April 8, 2019 asking for more information on how they will
implement Order No. 841 and provide details on storage market participation. FERC, grid
operators, and stakeholders must review, revise, and implement plans by December 3, 2019.

D

Florida New Membership
Ms. Hawkins presented a request for approval of membership for the 26 entities listed in
Attachment 10 to the agenda.
On a motion duly made and seconded, the Board approved the Florida new membership
requests for all 26 entities listed in Attachment 10 to the agenda with an effective date of July 1,
2019 conditioned upon FERC approval of the FRCC Regional Entity transition to SERC.
Board Executive Committee (BEC) Report
Chair Ford provided a review of the committee activity, including approval of SERC’s manpower
analysis and endorsement of the associated 2019 one-time costs. He also discussed the
committee’s future activities.
Human Resources and Compensation Committee (HRCC) Report
Nelson Peeler, HRCC Chair, reviewed committee activities and identified upcoming activities for
the HRCC.
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Nominating Committee (Attachment 11 to the agenda)
Tim Lyons, Nominating Committee Chair, provided an update on recent and upcoming
committee activities.
Mr. Lyons, on behalf of the Nominating Committee, moved approval of the addition of three
Florida Entity representatives to the Board Executive Committee. The Board approved the
addition of three Florida Entity Representatives to the BEC effective July 1, 2019, conditioned
upon FERC approval of the FRCC Regional Entity transition to SERC.
Mr. Lyons, on behalf of the Nominating Committee, moved approval to fill vacant positions on
SERC Board Committees as follows:
Board Executive Committee
o Lisa Johnson, Seminole Electric Cooperative (Cooperative Sector)
o Manny Miranda, Florida Power & Light (Investor Owned Utility Sector)
o Rob McGarrah, City of Tallahassee (Municipal Sector)
o (all Board Executive Committee nominees subject to FERC approval of the
FRCC Regional Entity transition to SERC).

•

Human Resources and Compensation Committee
o Doug Lego, Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia
o Roger Clark, Associated Electric Cooperative

•

Finance and Audit Committee
o Laura Coakley, Georgia System Operations Corporation
o Michael Callahan, Duke Energy Carolinas

•

Nominating Committee
o Jason Marshall, Wabash Valley Power (Term: April 25, 2019 – June 30,
2020)
o Carol Chinn, Florida Municipal Power Agency (Term: July 1, 2019 – June 30,
2021) (Subject to FERC approval of the FRCC Regional Entity transition to
SERC).
o Tim Lyons, Owensboro Municipal Utilities (Term: July 1, 2019 – June 30,
2021)

D
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•

Mr. Lyons, on behalf of the Nominating Committee, recommended approval by Chair Ford to fill
the open Chair positions on SERC Board Committees as follows:
•
•
•

Human Resources and Compensation Committee – Lou Oberski, Virginia Electric Power
Company
Finance and Audit Committee – Laura Coakley, Georgia System Operations Corporation
Nominating Committee – Tim Lyons, Owensboro Municipal Utilities

Chair Ford approved the recommendation and appointment of the Chairs as indicated above.
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Mr. Lyons recommended approval from the Board of the revised Nominating Committee Scope
Document (Attachment 12 to the agenda) showing an increase in membership on the
Committee from four to five representatives. The Board approved the revised Nominating
Committee Scope Document.
Board Compliance Committee (BCC) Report
Mark Ennis, Board Compliance Committee Vice Chair, reviewed committee activities, including
SERC filed enforcement actions, and identified upcoming activities for the BCC.

AF
T

Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) Report
Laura Coakley, Finance and Audit Committee Chair, provided a review of committee activity
including review of the 2018 audited financial statements (Attachment 13 to the agenda) and Q1
2019 unaudited financial statement (Attachment 14 to the agenda). Ms. Coakley also identified
upcoming activities for the Finance and Audit Committee.
FRCC Integration Efforts
Tim Ponseti and John Odom discussed the collaborative integration efforts between SERC and
FRCC. Mr. Ponseti reviewed the five principles governing the project and reiterated Mr. Blake’s
statement from earlier that there are two key goal project goals related to the FRCC transition—
to keep it simple for stakeholders by ensuring a seamless transition, and merging the best
practices of SERC and FRCC to create one superior SERC Region.

D

R

An overview of the implementation strategy and key areas, along with the project team
members was provided. Mr. Ponseti noted that SERC used the lessons learned from the SPP
integration to build a solid project plan for the FRCC integration, and that the project remains on
target both with schedule and budget. Outreach has been a major focus and has been geared
toward both FRCC staff and FRCC stakeholders. SERC’s communication and willingness to
provide learning opportunities has been extremely valuable to those affected by the integration.
Mr. Odom applauded SERC staff for their effort to include FRCC staff in regular meetings and
touchpoints throughout the integration.
Mr. Ponseti described the FRCC territory and composition of entities coming to SERC. There
would be 91 million people in the SERC footprint after the integration.
Mr. Ponseti explained that the keys to success are to have frequent and transparent
communication, to achieve engagement and support from all affected stakeholders, to utilize
effective project management in the transition, to timely hire and train key resources, and to
obtain a commitment from everyone involved to be one team, with one mission, and to be one
SERC.
SERC Draft 2020 Business Plan and Budget (Attachment 15)
George Krogstie provided an overview of the actions taken by the Board Committees in relation
to the 2020 Business Plan and Budget as well as a staffing summary. Mr. Krogstie highlighted
that SERC is the lowest cost Region in the ERO. He also reviewed SERC’s budget progression
from 2018 to 2020, noting that assessments are trending stable and should remain more
consistent in the future.
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Mr. Krogstie requested approval of the SERC Draft 2020 Business Plan and Budget for
submission to NERC. On a motion duly made and seconded, the SERC Draft 2020 Business
Plan and Budget was approved for submission to NERC noting that subsequent changes are
subject to final approval by the Board Executive Committee in June 2019.

AF
T

NERC Align (Attachment 16 to the agenda)
Stan Hoptroff, Vice President, Chief Technology Officer, and Director of Information Technology
at NERC, provided an update on the Align project noting that the overall goal of the project is to
deliver a common ERO Enterprise CMEP system in a secure environment. Benefits of the
project include improving sharing capabilities, increasing efficiency of operations, aligning
common CMEP business processes, and delivering a common platform and registered entity
experience. The CORE release will be at the end of June 2019 and includes managing entity
registration and contact information. There are three Align releases with the first release
scheduled for September 2019 to include self-reporting, self-logging, enforcement, and
mitigation. Full implementation is scheduled for 2020. Mr. Hoptroff noted that when registered
entities log into Align, they will see all the Standards that are applicable to them and will no
longer need to search for them on the NERC website.
Mr. Hoptroff discussed Align security measures related to Protected Entity Information (PEI) at
SERC and the cyber risk mitigation strategy. He also reviewed the implementation of Align
controls.
Jason Blake commented that the Align project is both sensitive and complicated and praised the
Regions and NERC’s commitment to working together to ensure the project’s success.

D
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SERC’s Continuous Improvement Efforts
Brian Thumm provided an overview of SERC’s continuous improvement efforts. As Mr. Blake
mentioned earlier, SERC’s mapped processes are being analyzed to assess value and
eliminate waste in order to map and implement desired future states. The processes have been
prioritized and SERC is collaborating with FRCC on those identified as key processes. The
intent of the collaboration is to take the best practices of both Regions and work to create one
streamlined process.
Mr. Thumm noted that the team is quantifying SERC risk and leveraging NERC products to
maintain a corporate risk register and incorporate it into the Strategic Plan. SERC continues to
manage operational metrics through a balanced scorecard to monitor internal performance.
Mr. Thumm commented that developing a skilled workforce is part of the continuous
improvement efforts as well. The focus is not only on the number of people needed to do the
work, but also on ensuring that they are well trained to do the work.
Technical Committee Reports
Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee (CIPC) (Attachment 17)
David Revill, CIPC Chair, provided a report on recent committee activities. The last meeting
boasts the most attendance since the committee’s inception. The CIPC is identifying and
addressing CIPC risks to Align with NERC Reliability Issues Steering Committee Report. Mr.
Revill also provided an update from the CIPC-Physical Security Subcommittee.
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Engineering Committee (EC) (Attachment 18)
Patrick Brown, EC Chair, provided a report on recent committee activities. The EC is identifying
and addressing engineering risks. The Renewable Impact Study Task Force and Loop Flow
Study Task Force are being dissolved as their work has been completed. The EC is working
with staff to ensure a smooth transition for FRCC members.
Operating Committee (OC) (Attachment 19)
Elaine Kwarcinski, OC Chair, provided a report on recent committee activities highlighting the
current and future operating conditions, member resilience development, and the sharing of
lessons learned.

D
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Adjourn
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:30 p.m.
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Exhibit B
SERC Board of Directors Meeting Attendance
April 24, 2019
Board of Directors – Voting Members Present
Member Organization
ACES
Alabama Municipal Electric Authority
Ameren Services Company
Associated Electric Cooperative
Big Rivers Electric Corporation
Calpine Corporation
City of Columbia, MO
Cleco Corporate Holdings LLC
Cooperative Energy
Duke Energy Carolinas, Inc. Denver York (WebEx)
East Kentucky Power Cooperative
Entergy
Florida Power & Light Company
Georgia System Operations Corporation
Georgia Transmission Corporation
LG&E and KU Services Company
Louisiana Generating LLC
Memphis Light, Gas and Water Division
MISO
Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia
Nashville Electric Service
NCEMC
Occidental Chemical Corporation
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative
Owensboro, KY Municipal Utilities
PJM Interconnection, LLC
PowerSouth Energy Cooperative
Prairie Power
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company Arnold
South Carolina Public Service Authority
Southeastern Power Administration
Southern Company Services, Inc.
Southern Illinois Power Cooperative
Tenaska Power Services Co.
Tennessee Valley Authority
Virginia Electric and Power Company
Vistra Energy Corp.
Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc.

AF
T

Member Name
Jeff Walker
Mark Ennis
Shawn Schukar
Roger Clark
Mike Chambliss (WebEx)
Brett Kruse (WebEx)
Tad Johnsen
Terry Whitmore (WebEx)
Nathan Brown
Nelson Peeler (HRCC Chair)

D
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Jim Schott
Silvia Parada Mitchell
Greg Ford (Chair)
Joe Sowell
Tom Jessee
Dan Jewell (WebEx)
Alonzo Weaver
Todd Hillman (Vice Chair)
Doug Lego
Kent Cochran
John Cook
Venona Greaff
Mark Ringhausen
Tim Lyons
Stanley Williams (WebEx)
Jay Farrington (WebEx)
Ginger Mercier
Lee Xanthakos (Treasurer)
Singleton
Kenneth Legg
Adrianne Collins
Bill Hutchison
Brad Cox
Tracy McCrory
Lou Oberski
Dan Roethemeyer (WebEx)
Jason Marshall
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Other Attendees
Organization

Elaine Kwarcinski (WebEx)
Dennis Kramer
Steve McElhaney
Sam Holeman
Patrick Cicio
Laura Coakley
Allan Long (WebEx)
Richard McCall
Chris Wagner
Matt Dorsett
David Revill
Patrick Brown
Dennis Boyd
Jim Goodrich
Jim Robb
Janice Case
Andrew Dodge
Stan Hoptroff
Rob McGarrah
Stacy Dochoda
Mory Jones
John Odom
Steve Lancaster
Brian Horton
Grant Lacerte
Dennie Hamilton
Thomas Brown
Carol Chinn
Caren Anders
Jorge Puentes
Gerry Chasse
Jim Frauen
Randy Hahn
Jason Blake
Holly Hawkins
Tim Ponseti
Brian Thumm
George Krogstie
Bill Peterson
Gaurav Karandikar
Barbara Ecton
Michelle Ratliff

Alabama Power Company
Ameren Services Company
Cooperative Energy
Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
Entergy
Georgia System Operations Cooperation
Memphis Light, Gas and Water Division
North Carolina Electric Membership
South Carolina Public Service Authority
Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc.
Georgia Transmission Corporation
MISO
Nucor Steel Berkeley
Board Advisor
NERC
NERC
FERC
NERC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
FRCC
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation
SERC Reliability Corporation

D
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Name
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Frederick W. Gorbet
Frederick W. Gorbet was elected to the Board of Trustees of the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation in February 2006. Mr.
Gorbet serves on the Compliance and Enterprise-wide Risk
Committees, as the international liaison, and as the new member
mentor. Mr. Gorbet previously served as vice chair of the Board of
Trustees and served as the chair from 2013 to 2017.
Mr. Gorbet has extensive experience in public policy advice and
formulation, particularly with regard to financial institutions and energy
policy. During a 25-year career in the Canadian public service, he
served as senior policy advisor to the Department of Energy, director of
policy for the International Energy Agency in Paris, associate secretary
to the Cabinet for Strategic Policy, and deputy minister of finance.
After leaving the public service, Mr. Gorbet held senior executive positions in the life insurance
industry. He served as executive director of the MacKay Task Force on the future of the
Financial Services Sector of Canada, as executive director of the Saucier Task Force on
Corporate Governance, as senior policy advisor to Credit Union Central of Canada on the
National Initiative, and as the founding chair of the Market Surveillance Panel for administered
electricity markets in Ontario. He was also a faculty member at the Schulich School of Business
at York University from 1999 to 2013. During this time he held the CIT chair in Financial Services
(2002–2011) and was director of the Financial Services Program.
Mr. Gorbet has served on a number of Boards of Directors in the private and not-for-profit
sectors, most recently as chair of the Board of Directors of Assuris and vice chair of the
Government of Canada Audit Committee. He is currently a director of LAWPRO (Lawyer’s
Professional Indemnity Company), where he chairs the Audit Committee.
Mr. Gorbet’s most recent public policy assignment was to chair the Automobile Insurance AntiFraud Task Force, which was appointed in July 2011 by the minister of finance for Ontario and
reported in November of 2012.
Mr. Gorbet has a bachelor's degree from York University and a doctorate in Economics from
Duke University. He is a member of the Advisory Council to the Dean of the Schulich School of
Business and an Honorary Governor of York University.
He was appointed to the Order of Canada in 2000.
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SERC Reliability Corporation
YTD Report to Treasurer
From 1/1/2019 Through 9/30/2019
(In Whole Dollars)

2019 YTD Actual
Variance
Over/(Under)

2019 YTD
Budget

2019 Actual
Funding
ERO Funding
Penalties
Workshops & Misc.
Interest

13,029,162
145,201
1,625,640
47,763

13,029,161
83,000
113,175
750

1
62,201
1,512,465
47,013

Total Funding

14,847,766

13,226,086

1,621,680

8,695,655

7,707,547

612,739
1,025,143
1,055,008

560,077
889,074
997,821

11,388,545

10,154,518

1,234,027

304,905
596,429
20,451

210,900
468,216
22,500

94,005
128,214
(2,049)

921,785

701,616

220,170

1,104,542
547,248
641,445
118,194
(20,138)

1,357,610
588,897
354,352
72,680
2,850

(253,068)
(41,649)
287,094
45,514
(22,988)

2,391,291

2,376,389

14,903

-

-

14,701,621

13,232,522

146,145

(6,436)

81,626
43,954
427,323
552,903

172,500
172,500

Expenses
Personnel Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Benefits
Retirement Costs
Total Personnel Expenses
Meeting Expenses
Meetings
Travel
Communications
Total Meeting Expenses
Operating Expenses
Contracts & Consultants
Office Rent
Office Costs
Professional Services
Miscellaneous/Contingency
Total Operating Expenses
Other Non-Operating Expenses
Total Expenses
Net Change in Assets

2019
Projection

%

2019 Actual
Variance from
Budget
Over(Under)

2019 Budget

%

17,372,215
974,919
3,108,516
62,106

17,372,215
83,000
160,550
1,000

891,919
2,947,966
61,106

21,517,756

17,616,765

3,900,991

988,108

12,356,495

10,276,729

2,079,766

52,662
136,069
57,187

881,064
1,587,695
1,495,218

746,769
1,172,398
1,330,427

134,295
415,297
164,791

16,320,472

13,526,323

2,794,149

658,078
855,416
27,951

306,700
648,922
30,000

351,378
206,494
(2,049)

1,541,445

985,622

555,823

1,894,279
744,514
817,726
181,077
(19,700)

1,978,481
785,196
535,986
110,340
3,000

(84,202)
(40,682)
281,740
70,737
(22,700)

0.63%

3,617,896

3,413,003

204,893

6.00%

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,469,099

11.10%

21,479,813

17,924,948

3,554,865

19.83%

152,581 -2370.85%

37,943

(308,183)

346,126

-112.31%

220.52%

336,946
250,000
43,954
1,151,449
1,782,349

220,000
220,000

116,946
250,000
43,954
1,151,449
1,562,349

710.16%

12.26%

12.15%

31.38%

22.14%

20.66%

56.39%

Fixed Assets
Computer & Software CapEx
Furniture & Fixtures CapEx
Equipment CapEx
Leasehold Improvements
Increase(Decrease) in Fixed Assets

(90,874)
43,954
427,323
380,403
-

Total Budget(Exp plus Incr/(Decr) in
Fixed Assets
Change in Working Capital (Total
Funding less Total Budget)
FTE's
Head Count
Beginning WC Reserve at 1-1-2019
Change to WC - 2019
Working Capital Reserve at 9/30/2019

15,254,524

13,405,022

1,849,502

13.80%

23,262,162

18,144,948

5,117,214

28.20%

(406,758)

(178,936)

(227,822)

127.32%

(1,744,406)

(528,183)

(1,216,223)

230.27%

86.00
86.00

78.00
78.00

8.00
8.00

88.00
88.00

78.00
78.00

10.00
10.00

2,945,995
(406,758)
2,539,237

2,328,184
(178,936)
2,149,248

617,811
(227,822)
389,989

2,945,995
(1,744,406)
1,201,589

2,328,184
(528,183)
1,800,001

617,811
(1,216,223)
(598,412)

SERC Relibility Corp
Balance Sheet as of 9/30/2019
Current Year
Assets
Current Assets
Cash & Cash Equivalents
Checking - First Citizens
Money Market - First Citizens
Investments - First Citizens

$

Total Cash & Cash Equivalents
Accounts Receivable

833,691
3,636,312
3,028,912
7,498,915

Accounts Receivable - Customers
Investment Interest Receivable

10,000,000
12,701
10,012,701

Prepaid Expenses
457 Plan - Deferred Compensation asset

136,890
385,902
522,791
18,034,407

Fixed Assets - Equipment
Fixed Assets - Computer
Fixed Assets - Furniture
Fixed Assets - Leasehold Improvements
Fixed Assest - Software

344,931
439,351
29,182
923,094
1,518,082
3,254,640

Accum. Depr - Equipment
Accum. Depr - Computers
Accum. Depr - Furniture
Accum. Depr - Leasehold Improvements
Accum. Depr. - Software

(216,603)
(263,207)
(5,780)
(209,447)
(1,400,436)
(2,095,472)

Total Accounts Receivable
Prepaid Expenses

Total Prepaid Expenses
Total Current Assets
Long-term Assets
Property & Equipment

Total Property & Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation/Amortization

Total Accumulated
Depreciation/Amortization
Total Long-term Assets
Total Assets

$

1,159,168
19,193,575

Liabilities
Short-term Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable

$

Total Accounts Payable
Deferred Revenue
Deferred Revenue - Penalties
Deferred Revenue - Workshops

6,474,718
31,325
6,506,043

Total Deferred Revenue
Other Short-term Liabilities
Accrued Expenses
Accrued Bonus & Incentives
Accrued PTO
Payroll Liabilities - 401K
Accrued Payroll Taxes
457 Plan - Deferred Compensation liability

836,596
1,260,408
235,369
509,473
78,981
385,902
3,306,730
15,067,550

Deferred Rent Adjustment
Deferred Revenue - Penalties

427,619
427,619
427,619
15,495,169

Total Other Short-term Liabilities
Total Short-term Liabilities
Long-term Liabilities
Other Long-term Liabilities

Total Other Long-term Liabilities
Total Long-term Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Beginning Net Assets
Net Assets

3,763,737

Current YTD Net Income
Total Current YTD Net Income
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities and Net Assets

5,254,777
5,254,777

(65,330)
(65,330)
3,698,406
$

19,193,575

Budget to Actual Comparison as of September 30, 2019 (Unaudited)

Overall Summary
• YTD spending $1.8M over budget associated with FRCC transition expenses
• Funding $1.6M over budget attributable primarily to FRCC Q3 assessments
• Full year projected spending is $5.1M over budget, and funding $3.9M over budget,
reflecting the impact of the expected FRCC entity transition and partially offset by an
additional $2.9M from FRCC Q3 and Q4 assessments, and $0.9M in penalty funds
Income
• Revenue (Actual - $1.6M over budget)
o YTD variance due to unbudgeted penalty funds ($62K), and FRCC Q3
assessments ($1.5M)
o Full year projection includes $2.9M from FRCC Q3/Q4 assessments, and the
recognition of $0.9M in incremental penalty funds
Expense
• Personnel Expenses (Actual - $1.2M over budget)
o YTD and full year projections reflect onboarding of incremental FTEs to support
additional registered entities transferred from FRCC
•

Meeting/Travel Expenses (Actual - $220K over budget)
o Increased travel and meetings due to FRCC integration and program activities,
and increased event expenses associated with higher attendance

•

Contracts/Consultants (Actual - $253K under budget)
o YTD variance due to lower portal maintenance costs and timing of various
projects

•

Office Rent (Actual - $42K under budget)
o True up of prior year operating costs resulted in a refund from landlord

•

Office Costs (Actual – $287k over budget)
o YTD and projected variance driven by purchases of equipment and software for
additional staff related to FRCC transition, and purchase of additional software
licenses for existing staff

•

Professional Services (Actual - $46K over budget)
o Legal fees associated with employment matters and review of SERC bylaws
driving budget variance

•

Fixed Asset Purchases (Actual - $380K over budget)
o YTD and projected variance due to leasehold improvements for new office space
and upgrades to current document retention systems
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SERC R E L I A BI L I T Y CO R P O R AT I O N
Evaluation | Analysis | Assistance | Operating Experience
MEMO
TO:

SERC Reliability Corporation Board of Directors

FROM:

Holly A. Hawkins, Vice President, General Counsel & Corporate Secretary

DATE:

September 23, 2019

SUBJECT:

Proposed Bylaw Changes

As you know, the SERC management team has been working closely with the Board of
Directors and Board Executive Team (BEC) for over a year now on proposed bylaw changes
that will transform SERC’s governance structure. We are excited about this direction, and are
confident these changes will carry SERC into the future as a leader in the Electric Reliability
Organization.
The proposed bylaw changes accomplish the following primary objectives:
First, we will transition our existing Board Executive Committee into the full Board. This
group will be a hybrid Board made up of Stakeholder and Independent Directors.
Second, we will add at least three Independent Directors to the SERC Board. We plan
on working with an executive search firm in 2020 to select Independent Directors for the
Members’ approval with an effective date of January 1, 2021.
Third, we will formalize the Membership body, which includes a representative from
each Member company, by transitioning the existing full Board into a Members group
that will meet at least annually to advise the Board on the Business Plan and Budget,
elect Independent Directors, and approve Bylaw changes, as needed.
Finally, we will revamp our Board Committees, which includes transitioning our Board
Compliance Committee into a Board Risk Committee.
During the June 27, 2018 BEC meeting, the BEC formed a task force of the Board to
work with SERC staff on proposed bylaw revisions to address the objectives above. The task
force met throughout 2018 and 2019 to review, discuss, and propose these bylaw changes.
Their input has been invaluable in moving this project forward.
Reports on our progress in developing the objectives into a revised set of bylaws were
reported out regularly, including at the BEC meetings since June of 2018 as well as at the full
SERC Board meetings in October of 2018 and April of 2019. We appreciate the feedback
received from the Board members during these meetings, which helped us to further refine the
modifications required to achieve our objectives.
We also worked closely with the Florida entities in developing these changes, even
before the July 1, 2019 integration, to involve them in helping us shape the future SERC Board.
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The input received from the Florida entities on this project has been extremely helpful in guiding
our direction.
We held two informational webinars that were open to all SERC members on July 16,
2019 and August 21, 2019 that allowed us to walk through the proposed changes and address
questions. During these webinars, many of you raised excellent questions and concerns, which
the Bylaws Task Force considered and addressed, enhancing and refining the proposed
bylaws.
As background, the NERC Board of Trustees shared governance requirements that it
expects to be addressed by each Regional Entity prior to the next regularly scheduled
Delegation Agreement renewal (by December 31, 2020). These governance requirements
addressed the NERC Board’s concerns regarding independence on stakeholder boards while
also creating governance efficiencies. While NERC’s governance requirements provided
direction throughout this project, we also reviewed governance best practices that helped guide
our direction, ultimately shaping the right model for the SERC region.
During the September 11, 2019 BEC meeting, the BEC endorsed the proposed bylaw
changes and authorized SERC management to present the amended bylaws to the full Board
for approval during the October 23, 2019 Board meeting.
Pending full Board approval, we intend to seek NERC Board approval at its November 5,
2019 Board meeting in Atlanta, GA. With NERC Board approval, we will file a petition with the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission with a request for approval by mid-2020 so that any
necessary modifications can be implemented with an effective date for the new governance
structure to begin on January 1, 2021.
This memo includes three attachments:
•

Attachment 1 is an issues list summarizing the proposed bylaws modifications.

•

Attachment 2 is the clean version of the proposed bylaws changes that we are
requesting your endorsement of during the October 23, 2019 meeting.

•
•

Attachment 3 is the redline version of the proposed bylaws changes redlined to the
currently effective version.

Thank you for your consideration and support of this important project.
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Attachment 1
Summary of Proposed Bylaw
Modifications

ATTACHMENT 1
FOR SERC BOARD USE ONLY
Updated Sept. 23, 2019

Summary of SERC Bylaw Modifications
ISSUE

DESCRIPTION

BYLAWS SECTION

Proposed Modifications Related to Membership
ISO-RTO Sector
Membership

Modified to include organizations that are registered as a Reliability Coordinator on the NERC Compliance Registry.
Members will have the following rights and responsibilities:
(a) To elect the Independent Directors
(b) To elect the Sector Directors
(c) To approve amendments to the Bylaws as recommended by the Board of Directors
(d) To approve the dissolution, merger or the sale, pledge or transfer of Corporation’s assets as recommended by the Board of Directors
(e) To provide advice and recommendations to the Board on annual budgets, business plans, and other corporate matters

Section 4.5(g)
Section 4.7

Annual Meeting of the
Members

Members shall hold at least one annual meeting a year to elect Independent Directors; elect Sector Directors; and conduct other necessary business.

Section 4.8

Special Meeting of the
Members

Special Meeting of the Members may be called by:
(a) Chair of the Board
(b) Any six Directors of the Board
(c) President/CEO
(d) At least 10% of the Members

Section 4.9

Conduct of Members
Meetings
Voting by Members

Board Chair, or Vice Chair in Chair’s absence, shall conduct and preside at all Members Meetings

Section 4.11

Each Member is entitled to one vote

Section 4.13

Additional Members meetings may be held as needed.

Simple majority is required to pass any action by the members plus: a) a member from at least three Sectors must vote affirmatively for any action to pass;
and b) a member from at least two Sectors must vote negatively for any action to fail
Abstentions do not count negatively or positively in tallying the vote; however, the abstaining members’ attendance at a meeting still counts toward the
establishment of quorum.
Members Vote on
Bylaws

Bylaw changes require two-thirds (2/3) approval by the Members

Section 4.14
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Voting Member;
Proxies

Company Alternates are being eliminated

Section 4.17

Each Member will now designate its voting member, which shall be sent in writing to the Corporate Secretary; changes may be made with 24-hour written
notice to the Corporate Secretary
Members may designate a proxy to a person who is a member, officer, executive-level employee, agent of the Member, or to a Member in the same Sector.

Public Notice of
Member Meetings

Member meetings shall be publicly noticed on SERC’s website; nonconfidential meeting material shall be posted on the website; minutes shall be publicly
posted on SERC’s website

Section 4.18; 4.19

Proposed Modifications Related to Board of Directors
Smaller Board

Board of Directors shall be comprised of at least eighteen (18) Directors

Section 5.3

Fifteen (15) shall be Sector Directors; and at least three (3), but not more than five (5) shall be Independent Directors
Sector Director
Allocation and
Nominations

Fifteen (15) Sector Directors shall be allocated as follows:
(i)
IOU Sector - 4 representatives
(ii)
Federal/State Sector - 2 representatives
(iii)
Cooperative Sector - 3 representatives
(iv)
Municipal Sector - 3 representatives
(v)
Marketer Sector - 1 representative
(vi)
Merchant Electricity Generator Sector - 1 representative
(vii)
ISO-RTO/Reliability Coordinator Sector - 1 representative

Section 5.3(b) and (c)

Sectors shall recommend their Sector Directors to the Nominating and Governance Committee for presentation to the Members for election to the Board
Independent Directors

At least three (3) but not more than five (5) Directors on the Board shall be Independent Directors

Section 5.3(d) and (e)

The Nominating and Governance Committee shall present Independent Directors to the Members for election to the Board
No Alternates or
Proxies
Board Meetings

No alternates or proxies for Board Directors

Section 5.3(g)

Annual Board meeting shall be held without notice immediately following the Annual Meeting of the Members

Section 5.4(a)

Board may hold other meetings as the Board determines
Special meetings may be called by the Chair of the Board, President/CEO, or by any three Directors
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Notice of Board
Meetings
Election of Board
Officers

Notice provisions modified to allow for as little as three (3) days’ notice to deal with emergencies (more notice will typically be given)

Section 5.4(b)

Nominating and Governance Committee shall recommend the approval of a Board Chair and Board Vice Chair, which shall serve two-year terms

Section 5.5(a)

No Director may serve as both the Chair and Vice Chair at the same time
Board Secretary-Treasurer position has been eliminated

Board Chair and Lead
Director

Chair may be a Sector Director or an Independent Director

Section 5.5(b)

If Board Chair is a Sector Director, a Lead Independent Director shall be designated to consult regularly with the Chair on agendas and other important
matters.
If Board Chair and Vice Chair is an Independent Director, a Lead Sector Director shall be designated to consult regularly with the Chair on agendas and other
important matters.

Terms

Both Sector Directors and Independent Directors will serve two-year terms. These terms will be staggered, with half of the Sector Directors and half of the
Independent Directors beginning terms in alternating years from other half.

Sections 5.6 and 5.7

Independent Directors shall be subject to term limits of no more than four (4) two year terms
Compensation and
Reimbursement
Elimination of
Customer and Board
Advisors
Elimination of
Alternates
Quorum
Board Voting

There shall be no compensation for Sector Directors; expenses are only reimbursable if specifically approved in advance by the Board

Section 5.10

Independent Directors shall receive compensation as indicated by a Board policy, if any. Expenses are reimbursable, subject to Board policy, if any.
Customer Advisors and Board Advisors have been eliminated in lieu of adding Independent Directors
Alternates have been eliminated from the Board of Directors
Majority of Directors entitled to vote must be present to establish quorum; majority of Independent Directors must also be present to establish quorum.

Section 5.11

Each Director is entitled to one vote.

Section 5.12

Simple majority is required to pass most actions plus: a) a Director from at least three Sectors must vote affirmatively for any action to pass; and b) a
Director from at least two Sectors must vote negatively for any action to fail
For voting purposes, Independent Directors shall constitute its own sector.

Proposed Modifications Related to Board Committees
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Types of Board
Committees

Board committees shall include:
1. Board Risk Committee
2. Human Resources and Compensation Committee
3. Finance and Audit Committee
4. Nominating and Governance Committee

Section 7.2
Section 7.7

Board may establish other committees as needed
All Board committee members must be made up of Directors of the Board, with the exception of the Finance and Audit Committee
All committees must have a written charter that is approved by the Board
Board Risk Committee
(will replace Board
Compliance
Committee)

Board Risk Committee (Risk Committee) will be responsible for overseeing the Corporation’s risk management framework; providing oversight over
management and the Technical Committee’s assessments of external risks to the SERC region; and periodically reporting these risk oversight findings to the
Board of Directors.

Composition: Board
Risk Committee

Shall be made up of up to five (5) Directors; at least one (1) of which shall be an Independent Director.

Human Resources and
Compensation
Committee

Human Resources and Compensation Committee (HRCC) shall:
1. Assist the Board in fulfilling its fiduciary duties as they pertain to determining appropriate compensation levels and ensuring that compensation
methods are consistent with the Corporation’s mission, vision, and values.
2. Shall assist the Board in developing compensation strategies, policies and plans that will enhance the Corporation’s ability to attract and retain
skilled leadership.
3. Shall also assist the Board in developing and implementing compensation policies for Independent Directors.

Section 7.3

Specific responsibilities of the Risk Committee include oversight and implementation of a framework to:
1. Provide oversight and direction to guide the Corporation’s enterprise risk management program to ensure risk assessments are performed
periodically and that adequate and effective risk mitigation strategies are in place. This may include oversight over strategic initiatives, corporate
goals, metrics, and other measures of operational performance; and monitoring progress and relevant approvals of deliverables specified in the
goals.
2. Provide oversight and direction to guide the Corporation’s regional risk assessments, which are generally developed by the Technical Committees,
to ensure there are processes and procedures in place to help assure reliability and security for the SERC footprint.
Section 7.3

Board Chair shall be ineligible to serve as Chair of the Risk Committee.
Section 7.4

Regarding setting compensation for Independent Directors and CEO, including directing compensation study, there “must be a majority approval vote from
the HRCC with the majority of Independent Directors voting in favor.”
Composition: Human
Resources and

HRCC shall consist of up to seven (7) members of the Board, at least two (2) of which shall be Independent Directors.
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Compensation
Committee
Finance and Audit
Committee

Composition: Finance
and Audit Committee
Nominating and
Governance
Committee

Composition:
Nominating and
Governance
Committee
Support Committees of
the Corporation

Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) shall:
1. Assist the Board in its oversight of the financial affairs of the Corporation, including the financial condition, operating and capital budgeting, external
audits, debt structure, debt financing and refinancing, investments, and other significant financial matters.
2. Shall review all issues involving significant financial transactions prior to final consideration by the Board.
3.
FAC shall be composed of not less than three (3) and no more than five (5) members of the Board, at least one (1) of which shall be an Independent Director.
The Finance and Audit Committee may include a non-Director as a member if the Committee so determines that financial expertise is needed that is not
available among the Directors on the Board. The Finance and Audit Committee must be chaired by a Director of the Board.

Section 7.5

Purpose of the Nominating and Governance Committee is to:
1. Seek out nominations for Independent Directors for presentation to the Members for approval
2. Coordinate with Sectors to select Sector Directors for approval by the Members
3. Assist the Board in identifying and recommending appointments for Officers of the Board and for appointments of members of Board Committees
and Board Committee chairs
4. Assist the Board in fulfilling its fiduciary duties as they pertain to reviewing the Corporation’s Bylaws and other governing policies and procedures
and recommending changes as needed.
5. Ensure that annual fiduciary duty training is provided to the Board of Directors.
6.
Nominating and Governance Committee shall be composed of up to five (5) members of the Board, at least one (1) of which shall be an Independent
Director.

Section 7.6

More clearly defines Technical Committees of the Corporation, which shall be representative of the members of the corporation and subject to the direction
and control of the Board. Each Technical Committee is responsible for developing a charter that is approved by the Board.

Section 7.9
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AMENDED AND RESTATED
BYLAWS
OF
SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
[Hereinafter referred to as the “Corporation”]
A North Carolina Nonprofit Corporation

ARTICLE I - OFFICES
1.1
Principal Office. The principal office of the Corporation shall be located in
the City of Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, North Carolina. The Board of Directors (or
“the Board”) may by resolution change the location of this office from time to time.
1.2
Other Offices. The Corporation may have other offices at such place or
places as the Board of Directors may from time to time appoint or the business of the
Corporation may require.

ARTICLE II - PURPOSES
2.1
General Purposes. The purpose of the Corporation is to reduce risks to
the reliability and security of the electric grid in the SERC Region, as defined in Section
2.2. In pursuit of this goal, the Corporation shall:
(a)

enter into a Delegation Agreement to serve as a Regional Entity
pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 824o or the corresponding provisions of any
subsequent U.S. Code revisions;

(b)

promote the development of reliability and adequacy arrangements
among the systems in the SERC Region;

(c)

participate in the establishment of Reliability Standards;

(d)

participate in the measurement of performance relative to these
Reliability Standards;

(e)

promote conformance to and compliance with these Reliability
Standards;
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(f)

develop and exchange information with respect to planning and
operating matters relating to the reliability and adequacy of the Bulk
Power System;

(g)

review as necessary activities in the SERC Region on reliability and
adequacy in order to meet Reliability Standards;

(h)

provide a mechanism to resolve disputes on reliability issues in a
manner that meets the needs of the parties and the SERC Region;
and

(i)

provide information with respect to matters considered by the
Corporation, where appropriate, to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission ("FERC") and to other federal and state agencies
concerned with reliability and adequacy.

2.2
Geographic Area. The Corporation accomplishes its purposes in a
geographic area (the “SERC Region”) that is defined in Exhibit A of the Amended and
Restated Delegation Agreement Between the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation and SERC Reliability Corporation, as amended from time to time.

ARTICLE III - POWERS
3.1
Powers. The Corporation shall have the power to engage in any lawful act
or activity for which corporations may be organized under the general nonprofit
corporation law of the State of North Carolina, subject to any limitations provided in
applicable federal or state law or in the Certificate of Incorporation or these Bylaws.

ARTICLE IV - MEMBERSHIP
4.1
General. The Corporation shall be a membership corporation. Entities that
meet the eligibility requirements, apply for membership in the Corporation, and whose
applications have been duly approved by the Board of Directors for admission as a
member shall hereinafter be referred to individually as a “Member” or “Member Company”
and collectively as “Members” or "Member Companies".
4.2
Eligibility. Membership in the Corporation is voluntary and is open to any
entity in the SERC Region that is a user, owner or operator of the Bulk Power System,
has a material interest in the Bulk Power System in the SERC Region, satisfies the criteria
for membership specified in this Section 4.2, qualifies for one or more of the Sectors
Approved by the SERC Board of Directors on __________
Approved the NERC Board of Trustees on ____________
Approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on ___________
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defined in Section 4.5, and is subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. Membership in the Corporation is predicated on mandatory acceptance of
the responsibility to promote, support, and comply with Reliability Standards of the
Corporation and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC"), and to
assist the Corporation in its compliance with the terms and provisions of a Delegation
Agreement (a “Delegation Agreement”) with NERC, by which NERC delegates authority
to propose and enforce Reliability Standards, pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 824o or the
corresponding provisions of any subsequent U.S. Code revisions. For purposes of these
Bylaws, the terms “Bulk Power System”, “Reliability Standards” and “Regional Entity”
shall be as defined in 16 U.S.C. § 824o or the corresponding provisions of any subsequent
U.S. Code revisions.
4.3
Admission of Members. New Members may join the Corporation upon
the approval of a submitted application as provided in this Section 4.3. The application
shall designate the Sector the prospective Member wishes to join. The Secretary of the
Corporation shall review the membership application and may request additional
demonstration by the applicant that it qualifies for membership in a particular Sector. The
Board of Directors shall have the sole authority to approve applications for membership
upon such criteria as it deems appropriate.
4.4
Termination. A Member Company may terminate its membership in the
Corporation by giving the Board of Directors at least thirty (30) calendar days prior written
notice of its intent to terminate such membership. Such Member Companies shall
hereinafter be referred to as "Terminated Member Companies". Terminated Member
Companies shall nevertheless continue to be liable for any and all obligations incurred
prior to the end of the calendar year in which such notice is effective, including, but not
limited to, the obligation to pay a pro rata share of any Corporation expense. In addition,
the Board of Directors may terminate the membership of a Member Company if, in the
judgment of the Board of Directors, the Member Company has failed to meet its
obligations and responsibilities to the Corporation. The termination of the membership,
as well as the effective date and terms and conditions of such termination, of a Member
Company by the Board of Directors shall require an affirmative vote of at least two-thirds
(2/3) of the voting members of the Board of Directors.
4.5
Sectors. Each Member Company shall be classified by the Board of
Directors in not more than one of the following seven (7) Sectors (each a “Sector”, and
collectively, the “Sectors”):
(a)

Investor-Owned Utility Sector – This Sector includes any investorowned entity with substantial business interest in ownership and/or
operation in any of the asset categories of generation, transmission
or distribution.

(b)

Federal/State Sector – This Sector includes any U.S. federal entity
that owns and/or operates electric facilities and/or provides

Approved by the SERC Board of Directors on __________
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electricity for sale at wholesale to their members; balancing authority
services, in any of the asset categories of generation, transmission,
or distribution; or any entity that is owned by or subject to the
governmental authority of a state and that is engaged in the
generation, delivery, and/or sale of electric power to end-use
customers primarily within the political boundaries of the state.
(c)

Cooperative Sector – This Sector includes any non-governmental
entity that is incorporated under the laws of the state in which it
operates, is owned by and provides electric service to end-use
customers at cost, and is governed by a board of directors that is
elected by the membership of the entity; and any non-governmental
entity owned by and which provides generation and/or transmission
service to such entities.

(d)

Municipal Sector – This Sector includes any entity owned by or
subject to the governmental authority of a municipality, that is
engaged in the generation, delivery, and/or sale of electric power to
end-use customers primarily within the political boundaries of the
municipality; and any entity, whose members are municipalities,
formed under state law for the purpose of generating or purchasing.

(e)

Marketer Sector– This Sector includes any entity that is engaged in
the activity of buying and selling of wholesale electric power in the
SERC Region on a physical or financial basis.

(f)

Merchant Electricity Generator Sector – This Sector includes any
entity that owns or operates an electricity generating facility or
provides balancing authority services for such entities. This
includes, but is not limited to, small power producers and all other
non-utility producers such as exempt wholesale generators who sell
electricity at wholesale.

(g)

ISO-RTO/Reliability Coordinator Sector – This Sector includes any
entity that operates a FERC approved ISO or RTO or is an
organization that is registered as a Reliability Coordinator on the
NERC Compliance Registry.

The classification of a Member Company in a particular Sector may only be changed by
the Board of Directors.
4.6
Transfer of Membership. A Member Company may not give or otherwise
transfer its membership, except to a successor that becomes a Member Company in
accordance with Section 4.3 of these Amended and Restated Bylaws, and provided that
the successor continues to meet the predecessor’s obligations.
Approved by the SERC Board of Directors on __________
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4.7
Member Powers.
obligations:

The Members shall have the following rights and

(a)

To elect the Independent Directors;

(b)

To elect the Sector Directors;

(c)

To approve amendments to the Bylaws as recommended by the
Board of Directors in accordance with the provisions in Section 13.1
of these Bylaws;

(d)

To approve dissolution, merger or the sale, pledge or transfer of
substantially all of the Corporation’s assets as recommended by the
Board of Directors; and

(e)

To provide advice and recommendations to the Board of Directors
with respect to the development of annual budgets, business plans,
and other matters pertinent to the purpose and operations of the
Corporation.

Except as expressly set forth in these Amended and Restated Bylaws, the
Members shall have no other authority, rights, privileges, or preferences.
4.8
Annual Meeting of Members. The Members shall hold at least one Annual
Meeting of the Members each year to elect the Independent Directors, elect Sector
Directors, and to conduct other such business as may come before the meeting. By
resolution adopted at any Annual Meeting of the Members, the Members may provide for
additional regular meetings that may be held without further notice to the Members.
At the Annual Meeting of Members: (i) Independent Directors and Sector Directors shall
be elected; (ii) the President and Corporate Treasurer shall report on the activities and
financial condition of the Corporation; and (iii) the Members shall consider and act upon
such other matters as are consistent with the notice of the Annual Meeting of the
Members. The failure to hold an annual meeting in accordance with these Bylaws shall
not affect the validity of a corporate action.
4.9
called by:

Special Meetings of Members. Special Meetings of the Members may be
(a)

The Chair of the Board of Directors;

(b)

Any six (6) Directors on the Board of Directors;

(c)

The President/Chief Executive Officer; or

Approved by the SERC Board of Directors on __________
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(d)

Members if at least ten percent (10%) of the Members request such
a meeting in written form to the Chair of the Board of Directors or the
President of the Corporation describing the purpose for which the
Special Meeting is to be held.

Not less than seven (7) days prior to the date of the meeting, the Secretary of the
Corporation shall provide notice to all Members of the Special Meeting. Notice of the
meeting and the costs of the meeting shall be at the expense of the Corporation. The
business transacted at a Special Meeting is limited to the purposes stated within the
notice of the meeting. Business transacted at a Special Meeting that is not included in
those stated purposes is voidable by or on behalf of the Corporation, unless a majority of
the Members entitled to vote were present at such meeting or have waived notice of the
meeting under Section 4.12.
4.10 Location of Meetings of Members. Meetings of Members shall be held at
the principal office of the Corporation, or such other place within the Region as determined
by the Board Chair or the President/Chief Executive Officer.
4.11 Conduct of Meetings of Members. The Board Chair shall conduct and
preside at all Meetings of the Members, be responsible for the preparation of the agenda,
and carry out all other duties assigned by the Board of Directors. In the Chair’s absence,
the Board Vice Chair shall serve as acting Chair and shall preside at all Meetings of the
Members, be responsible for the preparation of the agenda, and carry out all other duties
assigned by the Board of Directors.
4.12

Notice of Meetings.
(a)

Notice Requirements. Notice of all Meetings of the Members must
be given at least seven (7) days before the date of a meeting and not
more than sixty (60) days before the date of a meeting. The notice
must contain the date, time and place of the meeting, instructions for
electronic attendance or voting, if applicable, and an agenda of the
matters upon which action may be taken at the meeting. A matter
may be added to the agenda of a meeting at the meeting upon the
affirmative vote of a majority of the votes cast on a motion to amend
the agenda. If the meeting is an adjourned meeting and the date,
time and place of the meeting were announced at the time of the
adjournment, notice is not required unless a new record date for the
adjourned meeting is or must be fixed. Notice shall be deemed given
by the Corporation to the Members when (a) posted on the
Corporation’s public website in a reasonably prominent location, and
(b) sent by mail, facsimile or reputable overnight delivery service or
by electronic transmission pursuant to Section 8.8.
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(b)

Waiver of Notice; Objections. A Member may waive notice of a
meeting of Members. A waiver of notice by a Member entitled to
notice is effective whether given before, at, or after the meeting, and
whether given in writing, or by attendance. Attendance by a Member
at a meeting is a waiver of notice of that meeting, unless the Member
objects at the beginning of the meeting to the transaction of business
because the meeting is not lawfully called or convened, or objects
before a vote on an item of business because the item may not
lawfully be considered at that meeting and does not participate in the
consideration of the item at that meeting.

4.13 Right to Vote; Act of Members. Each Member shall be entitled to one
vote on all matters submitted to a vote of the Members. If a quorum for a meeting of the
Members is present, a majority of the votes cast on the matter shall be the act of the
Members, except with respect to any matter described in Section 4.14, and is subject to
the following additional requirements:
(a)
(b)

An affirmative vote from a Member from at least three Sectors is
required for any action to pass.
A negative vote from a Member from at least two Sectors is required
for any action to fail.

Abstentions shall not count negatively or positively in tallying the vote; however, the
abstaining members’ attendance at a meeting shall still count toward the establishment
of quorum.
4.14 Special Voting Requirements. Notwithstanding any other provision of
these Bylaws, and except as set forth in the Articles of Incorporation, two-thirds (2/3) of
the votes cast shall be required to amend the Bylaws or the Articles of Incorporation, as
provided in Section 13.1 of these Bylaws. The substance of the proposed amendment(s)
must be posted in accordance with the provisions of Section 13.1.
4.15 Quorum. A quorum for a meeting of Members is necessary for the
transaction of business at a meeting of Members. A quorum is established by a majority
of the Members. If a quorum for a meeting of the Members is not present, a meeting may
be adjourned for that reason by the Members then represented or present.
4.16 Action by Electronic Communication. Unless otherwise restricted by the
Articles of Incorporation, these Amended and Restated Bylaws, or by applicable law, the
Members may participate in a meeting of the Members by means of a conference
telephone or similar communication equipment whereby all persons participating in the
meeting can hear each other and participate in such manner and shall constitute
presence in person at such meeting. Meetings held by electronic communication are
subject to the Notice requirements in Section 4.12, as well as Quorum requirements in
Section 4.15.
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4.17

Voting Member; Proxies.
(a)

Designation of Voting Member; Proxies. Each year prior to the
annual meeting of Members, each Member shall designate the
individual authorized to vote on Corporation matters on behalf of the
Member to the Secretary in writing. A Member may change such
designation at any time by providing at least twenty-four (24) hour
written notice to the Secretary of the Corporation. Such notice may
be provided by electronic transmission. Each Member may only give
a proxy to a person who is a member, officer, executive-level
employee, or agent of the Member. Alternatively, a Member may
give a proxy to a representative of a Member registered in the same
Sector.

(b)

Effective Period. An appointment of a proxy is effective when
received by the Secretary or other officer or agent authorized to
tabulate votes. An appointment is valid for the next regular or
specially scheduled meeting or ballot by electronic transmission.
However, a proxy is not valid for more than sixty (60) days from its
date of execution.

(c)

Revocation. An appointment of a proxy is revocable by a Member.
Appointment of a proxy is revoked by the person appointing the proxy
either by expiration of the sixty (60) day period, by open declaration
at a meeting, or by signing and delivering a revocation in writing or
by electronic transmission to the Secretary or other officer or agent
authorized to tabulate proxy votes. This may be done either in a
statement that the appointment of the proxy is revoked or by a
subsequent appointment that shall serve to cancel all prior proxies.

4.18 Public Notice of Member Meetings. Notice to the public of the dates, times
and places of meetings of the Members, and all nonconfidential material provided to the
Members, shall be posted on the Corporation’s website at approximately the same time
that notice is given to the Members.
4.19 Posting of Minutes. Minutes of meetings of Members shall be posted on
the Corporation’s website once approved.
4.20 Reimbursement of Member Expenses. The Corporation will be under no
obligation to reimburse Members for expenses associated with their attendance at
Annual, regular or Special Meetings of the Members.
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ARTICLE V - BOARD OF DIRECTORS
5.1
General Powers. The business and affairs of the Corporation shall be
managed under the direction of the Board of Directors except as otherwise provided by
the Articles of Incorporation or these Amended and Restated Bylaws.
5.2
Duties. The Board of Directors shall have all powers accorded to it under
law not expressly reserved in whole or in part to the Members under the Articles of
Incorporation or these Amended and Restated Bylaws, which shall include by way of
example and not by way of limitation of powers, the responsibility to:
(a)

Govern the corporation and oversee its activities;

(b)

Approve Reliability Standards and their modifications utilizing a fair,
open, balanced and inclusive process;

(c)

Ensure that the Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Process is
applied consistently;

(d)

Establish and approve an annual budget for submission to NERC;

(e)

Hire the Corporation’s president and, upon the recommendation of a
majority of the Independent Directors, approve his or her salary;

(f)

Recommend to Members to approve the dissolution, merger or the
sale, pledge or transfer of substantially all of the Corporation’s
assets;

(g)

Form or dissolve Board committees as appropriate;

(h)

Fill vacancies on any of the Board’s committees;

(i)

Recommend amendments to the Articles of Incorporation to the
Members;

(j)

Recommend amendments to the Bylaws to the Members or approve
such amendments as allowed under Section 13.2; and

(k)

Resolve any disputes regarding the Member Companies and the
Corporation, if those issues cannot be resolved by the standing
committees or subcommittees of the Corporation and are not
otherwise subject to NERC’s dispute provisions for non-compliance
with Reliability Standards.
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5.3

Composition and Eligibility.
(a)

The Board of Directors shall be comprised of at least eighteen (18)
Directors in addition to the President/Chief Executive Officer who
shall serve as ex-officio non-voting member of the Board in
accordance with Section 6.2(d).

(b)

Fifteen (15) of the Directors, which shall be referred to as Sector
Directors, shall be allocated as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

The Investor-Owned Utility Sector shall have four (4)
representatives;
The Federal/State Sector shall have two (2) representatives;
The Cooperative Sector shall have three (3) representatives;
The Municipal Sector shall have three (3) representatives;
The Marketer Sector shall have one (1) representative;
The Merchant Electricity Generator Sector shall have one (1)
representative; and
The ISO-RTO/Reliability Coordinator Sector shall have one
(1) representative.

(c)

Sectors shall recommend their respective Sector Director(s) to the
Nominating and Governance Committee from among individuals
holding senior management positions in Member organizations,
which shall be presented by the Nominating and Governance
Committee to the Members for election to the Board of Directors. No
two Directors may be employees of a single Member or any affiliate
or related party of a Member or any affiliate. In the event of a
vacancy, the replacement Director shall be nominated as provided in
this Section 5.3(c) and elected by the Members at the next Annual,
regular or Special Meeting of the Members.

(d)

At least three (3) but no more than five (5) Directors shall be
Independent Directors elected by the Members. An Independent
Director is a person (i) who is not an officer or employee of the
Corporation; an officer, director, or employee of a Member; or an
officer, director or employee of any entity that would reasonably be
perceived as having a direct financial interest in the outcome the
Board of Director’s decisions; and (ii) who does not have a
relationship that would interfere with the exercise of independent
judgment in carrying out the responsibilities of a director. The Board
of Directors may adopt additional standards for director
independence not inconsistent herewith.
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5.4

(e)

The Independent Directors shall be nominated by the Nominating
and Governance Committee, and approved by the Members at the
Annual Meeting of the Members, or at such other time as specified
by the Board of Directors.

(f)

Any Director which the Board of Directors has determined has a
conflict of interest on any matter brought before the Board shall not
vote on such matter and shall recuse himself or herself from all Board
deliberations concerning such matter.

(g)

There will be no alternates or proxies for Directors.

Meetings of the Board of Directors, Notice, Waiver
(a)

Meetings. An annual meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held
without notice immediately following the Annual Meeting of the
Members. In addition, regular meetings may be held at such time or
times as fixed by the Board of Directors. Special meetings of the
Board of Directors may be called by the Chair of the Board, the
President/Chief Executive Officer, or by any three Directors and shall
be held at the principal office of the Corporation, or such other place
within the Region as determined by the Chair or the President/Chief
Executive Officer.

(b)

Notice. Notice of the dates, times, and places of all regular and
special meetings of the Board of Directors shall be published by the
Secretary and provided to all Directors and Members not less than
three (3) days prior to the date of the meeting. Notice shall be
deemed given by the Corporation to Directors and Members when:
1) posted on the Corporation’s public website in a reasonably
prominent location, and 2) sent by mail or electronic transmission to
each Director and Member included on the rosters maintained by the
Secretary of the Corporation.

(c)

Waiver. Any person entitled to notice of a regular or special meeting
of the Board of Directors may waive notice thereof. A waiver of
notice by a person entitled to notice is effective whether given before,
at, or after the meeting, and whether given in writing or by
attendance. Attendance by a director at a meeting of the Board is a
waiver of notice of that meeting, unless the director objects at the
beginning of the meeting to the transaction of business because the
meeting is not lawfully called or convened, or objects before a vote
on an item of business because the item may not lawfully be
considered at that meeting and does not participate in the
consideration of the item at that meeting.
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5.5

Election of Board Officers.
(a)

Biennially, the Board of Directors, upon recommendation of the
Nominating and Governance Committee shall elect Board Officers
from among the Directors for the positions of Chair and Vice Chair,
each for a term of two (2) years beginning on July 1st after the
election. No Director may serve in more than one (1) Board Officer
position at the same time.

(b)

The Chair may be a Sector Director or an Independent Director. If
the Chair is a Sector Director, the Independent Directors shall
designate a lead Independent Director that the Chair shall consult
regularly on agendas and other matters of importance. If the Chair
and the Vice Chair are Independent Directors, the Sector Directors
shall designate a lead Sector Director that the Chair shall consult
regularly on agendas and other matters of importance.

(c)

The Chair shall conduct and preside at all meetings, be responsible
for the preparation of the agenda, and carry out all other duties
assigned by the Board of Directors. In the Chair’s absence, the Vice
Chair shall serve as acting Chair and shall preside at all meetings,
be responsible for the preparation of the agenda, and carry out all
other duties assigned by the Board of Directors. In the event that a
Board Officer cannot complete his or her term, the Board of Directors
may hold a special election to elect a replacement Board Officer for
the remainder of the unexpired term.

5.6
Terms of Sector Directors. The Sector Directors shall be divided into two
groups, Group 1 and Group 2, with the number of Sector Directors in each group divided
as nearly equal as possible. Each group shall serve for two (2) year terms beginning on
July 1, with the start of the term for Group 1 beginning in alternating years from the start
of the term for Group 2. Terms of Sector Directors may be extended beyond a two (2)
year term or be less than a two (2) year term as deemed necessary by the Members.
5.7
Terms of Independent Directors. The Independent Directors shall be
divided into two groups, Group 1 and Group 2, with the number of Independent Directors
in each group divided as nearly equal as possible. Each group shall serve for two (2)
year terms beginning on July 1, with the start of the term for Group 1 beginning in
alternating years from the start of the term for Group 2. Terms of Independent Directors
may be extended beyond a two (2) year term or be less than a two (2) year term as
deemed necessary by the Members. No Independent Director shall serve more than four
(4) terms.
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5.8
Vacancies and Removal. If a Director resigns, dies, changes corporate
affiliation or is removed during the term of office for which elected, the position shall
thereupon be vacant and shall be filled as soon as practicable and in accordance with the
same procedures that the position had previously been filled. The successor Director shall
hold office for the unexpired portion of the term of the director replaced. An Independent
Director or Sector Director may be removed by the affirmative vote of two-thirds (2/3) of
the remaining Directors. Any Director may be removed by the Board of Directors for nonattendance at three or more consecutive Board meetings. Any Independent or Sector
Director removed by the Board of Directors under this Section 5.8 may not be reelected
to the Board.
5.9
Agenda. As far in advance of each regular and special meeting as
practical, an agenda shall be distributed to Directors and other participants.
5.10 Compensation and Reimbursement. Sector Directors shall not receive
any compensation from the Corporation for their services to the Corporation as Directors
on the Board. Independent Directors shall be entitled to such compensation as indicated
by a Board policy, if any. Independent Directors shall have the right to reimbursement by
the Corporation of their actual reasonable travel expenses to Board of Directors meetings
or when specifically selected to represent the Corporation at a business meeting, subject
to Board policy as adopted from time to time, if any. Sector Directors shall not be
reimbursed by the Corporation for any expenses, unless specifically approved in advance
by resolution of the Board of Directors.
5.11 Quorum. A quorum is necessary for the transaction of business at a
meeting of the Board of Directors. A quorum is established by the presence of a majority
of the Directors entitled to vote at a meeting, provided that a majority of the Independent
Directors must also be present to constitute a quorum. Electronic participation is
acceptable if authorized by the Board Chair at that meeting. If a quorum for a meeting of
the Board of Directors is not established, a meeting may be adjourned for that reason by
the Directors then represented or present.
5.12 Voting. Each voting Director on the Board of Directors shall have one vote
with respect to decisions of the Board of Directors. The President of the Corporation shall
be an ex-officio member of the Board without vote and shall not be counted for quorum
purposes. The positive vote of a majority of the voting directors is necessary to pass a
particular action, except with respect to any matter described in Sections 4.4, 4.13, 11.1,
and 13.1, and is subject to the following additional requirements:
(a)
(b)

An affirmative vote from a Director from at least three Sectors is
required for any action to pass.
A negative vote from a Director from at least two Sectors is required
for any action to fail.

For voting purposes, the Independent Directors shall constitute its own Sector.
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5.13 Action Without a Meeting. Any action required by law to be taken at a
meeting of Directors, or any action which may be taken at a meeting of Directors or by a
Board Committee, may be taken without a meeting if all members of the Board or Board
Committee consent thereto in writing or by electronic transmission, and the writing(s) or
electronic transmission(s) are included in the minutes or filed with the corporate records
reflecting the action taken. Action taken under this section is effective when the last
Director consents unless the consent specifies a different effective date. A consent signed
under this section has the effect of a meeting vote.
5.14 Action by Electronic Communication. Unless otherwise restricted by the
Articles of Incorporation, these Amended and Restated Bylaws, or by applicable law, the
Members may participate in a meeting of Directors by means of a conference telephone
or similar communication equipment whereby all persons participating in the meeting can
hear each other and participate in such manner and shall constitute presence in person
at such meeting. Meetings held by electronic communication are subject to the Notice
requirements in Section 5.4, as well as Quorum requirements in Section 5.11.

ARTICLE VI - CORPORATE OFFICERS
6.1
Corporate Officers. The Board of Directors shall appoint a President/Chief
Executive Officer, one or more Vice Presidents, a Secretary, and a Treasurer of the
Corporation. Two (2) or more of such offices may be held by the same person, except for
the offices of President/Chief Executive Officer and Secretary. The Board of Directors
may appoint such other officers and assistant officers as it deems necessary.
6.2
President/Chief Executive Officer. The President shall be the Chief
Executive Officer of the Corporation and shall manage the operations of the Corporation
to the end that its purposes shall be accomplished. The President shall:
(a)

Promote the mission of the Corporation and implement the goals and
objectives of the Corporation;

(b)

Report to the Board of Directors and carry out the policies and
procedures set by the Board of Directors;

(c)

Represent SERC at all NERC Stakeholder and Board of Trustees,
meetings, as appropriate;

(d)

Attend all Board of Directors meetings and serve as ex-officio nonvoting member of (i) the Board of Directors, and (ii) all Board
committees;
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(e)

Coordinate subregional activities and interregional affairs, to include
data collection;

(f)

Oversee the business affairs of the Corporation, including the
Corporation staff, and enact such policies and procedures for staff
as are needed to implement the goals and objectives of the
Corporation; and

(g)

Provide other assistance to the Corporation and NERC, as
appropriate.

6.3
Vice President. The Corporation may have one or more Vice Presidents.
A Vice President of the Corporation shall perform such duties and exercise such powers
as may be assigned to him or her from time to time by the Board of Directors or the
President/Chief Executive Officer. In the absence of the President/Chief Executive
Officer, or in the case of the President/Chief Executive Officer’s inability to act (because
of death, resignation, removal, disqualification, or otherwise), a Vice President of the
Corporation may be appointed to perform the duties and exercise the powers of the
President/Chief Executive Officer, subject to the control of the Board of Directors.
6.4
Secretary. The Secretary of the Corporation shall be custodian of and shall
maintain the corporate books, records and the minutes of the meetings of the Board of
Directors and other Corporation-related meetings and shall assure that all required
notices are duly given in accordance with these Bylaws, the Articles of Incorporation or
as otherwise may be required by law. The Secretary of the Corporation shall also be the
custodian of the seal of the Corporation. The Secretary of the Corporation shall, in
general, perform all duties incident to the office of Secretary of the Corporation and such
other duties as may, from time to time, be assigned to him or her by the Board of Directors
or the President/Chief Executive Officer.
6.5
Treasurer. The Treasurer of the Corporation shall have charge and
custody of, and be responsible for, all funds and securities of the Corporation and deposit
all such funds in the name of the Corporation in such banks, trust companies, or other
depositaries as shall be selected in accordance with the provisions of these Bylaws. The
Treasurer of the Corporation shall, in general, perform all of the duties incident to the
office of Treasurer of the Corporation and such other duties as from time to time may be
assigned to him or her by the Board of Directors or the President/Chief Executive Officer.
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ARTICLE VII - BOARD COMMITTEES
7.1
Designation by Board. The Board of Directors may designate Board
Committees as shall be necessary to address the purposes of the Corporation.
7.2
Authority. The powers and duties of Board Committees shall be subject to
general policies and procedures established by the Board and shall be at all times subject
to the control and direction of the Board. Board Committees shall include a Board Risk
Committee, a Human Resources and Compensation Committee, a Finance and Audit
Committee, a Nominating and Governance Committee, and such other Board
Committees as the Board may authorize from time to time. All Board Committees and
the chairs thereof, unless the appointment of the chair is otherwise designated by these
Bylaws or the Board committee’s charters, shall be nominated by the Nominating and
Governance Committee and approved by the Board. The Board may act by and through
the Board Committees as may be specified in resolutions adopted by the Board. With the
exception of the Finance and Audit Committee as specified in Section 7.5 and in that
committee’s charter, Committee members must be Directors of the Board.
7.3
Board Risk Committee. The Board Risk Committee shall consist of up to
five (5) members of the Board, at least one (1) of which shall be an Independent Director.
The Board Chair shall be ineligible to serve as Chair of the Board Risk Committee. The
Board Risk Committee shall be responsible for overseeing the Corporation’s risk
management framework; providing oversight over management and the Technical
Committee’s assessments of external risks to the SERC Region; and periodically
reporting these risks oversight findings to the Board of Directors.
7.4
Human Resources and Compensation Committee. The Human
Resources and Compensation Committee shall consist of up to seven (7) members of the
Board, at least two (2) of which shall be Independent Directors. The purpose of the
Human Resources and Compensation Committee is to assist the Board in fulfilling its
fiduciary duties as they pertain to determining appropriate compensation levels and
ensuring that compensation methods are consistent with the Corporation’s mission,
vision, and values. The Human Resources and Compensation Committee shall assist
the Board in developing and implementing compensation strategies, policies and plans
that will enhance the Corporation’s ability to attract and retain skilled top-level leadership.
The Human Resources and Compensation Committee shall assist the Board in
developing and implementing compensation policies for Independent Directors.
In achieving these objectives, it shall be the responsibility of the Human Resources and
Compensation Committee to establish a rebuttable presumption of reasonableness under
the Intermediate Sanctions rules for the compensation of all employees who are deemed
to be Disqualified Persons as defined under the Internal Revenue Code and any
implementing regulations.
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7.5
Finance and Audit Committee. The Finance and Audit Committee shall
be composed of not less than three (3) and no more than five (5) members of the Board,
at least one (1) of which shall be an Independent Director. The Finance and Audit
Committee may include a non-Director as a member if the Committee so determines that
financial expertise is needed that is not available among the Directors of the Board. The
Finance and Audit Committee must be chaired by a Director of the Board. The Finance
and Audit Committee’s purpose is to assist the Board in its oversight of the financial affairs
of the Corporation, including the financial condition, operating and capital budgeting,
external audits, debt structure, debt financing and refinancing, investments, and other
significant financial matters. The Finance and Audit Committee shall review all issues
involving significant financial transactions prior to final consideration by the Board.
7.6
Nominating and Governance Committee.
The Nominating and
Governance Committee shall consist of up to five (5) members of the Board, at least one
(1) of which shall be an Independent Director. The purpose of the Nominating and
Governance Committee is to identify and recommend qualified individuals for
appointment as Directors as well as assist the Board by reviewing governance documents
and recommending modifications as needed.
(a) Independent Director Nominations. The Nominating and Governance
Committee shall seek out for nomination Independent Directors from diverse
backgrounds, who will contribute to the effective functioning of the Board of
Directors and the Corporation by bringing a broad range of industry expertise,
viewpoints, experiences, skill sets, and knowledge. If an incumbent
Independent Director is not re-nominated, the Nominating and Governance
Committee will use reasonable efforts to ensure that diverse candidates are in
the pool of potential nominees for the open Independent Director position and
may retain an independent consultant to identify individuals qualified and willing
to serve as an Independent Director. Independent Director nominations will be
recommended to the Members for approval
(b) Sector Director Nominations. The Nominating and Governance Committee
shall coordinate with the Sector Members to collect appropriate candidates for
the Sector Directors to be recommended to the Members for approval.
(c) Officer and Committee Nominations. The Nominating and Governance
Committee shall assist the Board by identifying and recommending
appointments for Officers of the Board and for appointments of Board
Committees and Board Committee chairs.
(d) Governance Document Review. The Nominating and Governance Committee
shall assist the Board in fulfilling its fiduciary duties as they pertain to reviewing
the organization’s Bylaws and governing policies and procedures and
recommending changes as needed.
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(e) Fiduciary Duty Training. The Nominating and Governance Committee shall
ensure that annual fiduciary duty training is provided to the Board of Directors.
7.7
Rules for Governance. Each Board Committee shall adopt rules for its
own governance that are not inconsistent with these Bylaws, rules adopted by the Board,
applicable NERC or FERC rules or regulations, or applicable state or federal laws. Each
Board Committee shall maintain its rules for governance in a written charter that is
approved by the Board.
7.8
Ad-Hoc Committees. The Board or its Board Committees may, from time
to time, appoint ad-hoc committees to research and/or advise it on compliance or
technical issues or matters, among other things. Such ad-hoc committees may be formed
on an as-needed basis and may vary in makeup depending on the needs of the Board or
Board Committees. Committee members of ad-hoc committees need not be Directors
unless otherwise stated in the Board resolution creating such committee.
7.9
Support Committees of the Corporation.
In addition to Board
Committees and ad-hoc committees of the Board, the Board may by resolution create
Technical Committees of the Corporation as the Board deems necessary to carry out the
purposes of the Corporation. Such Technical Committees shall be representative of
members of the Corporation. They shall provide for balanced decision making, and
include persons with outstanding technical knowledge and experience. The membership
of the Technical Committees shall be determined based upon experience, expertise and
the needs of the Board, the Board Committees, or the Corporation. All Technical
Committees formed under this Section 7.9 shall be subject to the direction and control of
the Board. Each Technical Committee shall adopt rules for its own governance that are
not inconsistent with these Bylaws, rules adopted by the Board, applicable NERC or
FERC rules or regulations, or applicable state or federal laws. Each Technical Committee
shall maintain its rules for governance in a written charter that is approved by the Board.
The Board shall conduct a review of all Committees of the Corporation on an annual basis
to ensure that the business of the Corporation is conducted in an efficient, cost-effective
manner.

ARTICLE VIII - MISCELLANEOUS
8.1
Conflicts of Interest. All Directors and Board committee representatives
shall comply with the Corporation’s policies that prohibit conflicts of interest, as such
conflicts could cast doubt on the ability of such persons to act with total objectivity with
regard to the overall interests of the Corporation.
8.2
Contracts. The Board of Directors may authorize any officer or agent of
the Corporation, in addition to the officers so authorized by these Bylaws, to enter into
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any contract or execute and deliver any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the
Corporation, and such authority may be general or confined to specific instances.
8.3
Checks, Drafts, or Orders. All checks, drafts, or orders for the payment
of money, notes or other evidences of indebtedness issued in the name of the
Corporation, shall be signed by an authorized officer or agent of the Corporation and in
such manner as shall from time to time be determined by resolution of the Board of
Directors.
8.4
Deposits. All funds of the Corporation shall be deposited from time to time
to the credit of the Corporation in such banks, trust companies, or other depositories as
the Corporation’s President/Chief Executive Officer may select.
8.5
Books and Records. The Corporation shall keep correct and complete
books and records of account and shall also keep minutes of the proceedings of the
Members, the Board of Directors, and committees having any of the authority of the Board
of Directors, and shall keep at its registered or principal office a record giving the names
and addresses of the Directors and Members. All books and records of the Corporation
may be inspected by any Director, or agent or attorney representing any Director, for any
proper purpose at any reasonable time.
8.6
Seal. The corporate seal shall be in circular form and shall have inscribed
thereon the name of the Corporation, the words "Corporate Seal", and such other word
or words, if any, as may be determined by the Board of Directors to be inscribed thereon.
8.7
Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall begin on the first day
of January and end on the last day of December in each year.
8.8
Notice. With respect to any notice requirements contained in these Bylaws,
notice shall be delivered or given either personally, by mail (including U.S. postal service,
electronic mail, and any nationally recognized delivery service), or by facsimile. Any
notice sent by United States mail shall be deemed to be delivered when deposited in the
United States mail with postage thereon prepaid addressed to the notice recipient at the
recipient’s address as it appears on the records of the Corporation. If notice is provided
in person, by electronic mail, or by facsimile, such notice shall be deemed to be delivered
when transmitted for delivery to the recipient.
8.9
Waiver of Notice. Whenever any notice is required to be given under the
provisions of the North Carolina Nonprofit Corporation Act or under the provisions of the
articles of incorporation or the Bylaws of the Corporation, a waiver thereof in writing
signed by the person or persons entitled to such notice, whether before or after the time
stated therein, shall be deemed equivalent to the giving of such notice.
8.10 Policies and Procedures. The Directors shall execute and abide by the
conflicts of interest policy as may be adopted and amended from time to time by the Board
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of Directors. The officers of the Corporation and Directors shall abide by such other
policies and procedures as may be adopted from time to time by the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE IX - EXPENSES
9.1
Allocation of Specific Expenses. The expenses of Directors and Board
Officers shall be borne by that person's regular employer except for expenses of
Independent Directors related to their duties associated with the Board of Directors.
Expenses of Independent Directors shall be reimbursable subject to these Amended and
Restated Bylaws and the Board’s policy as may be amended from time to time, if any.
9.2
Statutory Functions. The Corporation anticipates that as a general rule
all of its expenses shall be incurred in the furtherance of statutory activities pursuant to
Section 215 of the Federal Power Act, and that all such expenses shall be funded by
NERC, subject to FERC approval.
9.3
Non-Statutory Functions. Notwithstanding Section 9.2, the Board of
Directors may from time to time authorize the Corporation to participate in non-statutory
activities (i.e., activities not described in Section 215 of the Federal Power Act). In the
event that the Corporation proposes to engage in non-statutory activities, such activities
shall be identified in the Corporation’s annual business plan that is submitted to NERC
and, if approved by NERC, shall be submitted to FERC for approval in advance of
engaging in such non-statutory activities. The expenses incurred by the Corporation for
any such approved non-statutory activities shall be allocated by the Board of Directors to
the beneficiaries of such activities on a basis proposed in the business plan submitted for
NERC and FERC approval.

ARTICLE X - DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS
10.1 Dispute Resolution. All disputes regarding non-compliance with Reliability
Standards shall be handled in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure. The
organizational units of the Corporation shall deal with all other disputes within the
framework of their respective organizations. For such other disputes, Member
Companies of the Corporation are encouraged to utilize the appropriate Dispute
Resolution Process within the Corporation prior to seeking resolution at NERC, FERC, or
with legal counsel.
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ARTICLE XI - DISSOLUTION
11.1 Dissolution. The Corporation may be voluntarily dissolved upon
unanimous consent of the Board of Directors to recommend dissolution followed by
approval by the Members of the Board’s recommendation, and in accordance with
Section 55A-14-02 of the North Carolina Nonprofit Corporation Act, as amended from
time to time.
11.2 Distribution of Assets. Upon dissolution of the Corporation as provided
in Section 11.1, the residual assets, after payment of all just obligations, shall be
distributed exclusively to organizations which are exempt from federal income tax under
Section 501(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or corresponding provisions of
any subsequent federal tax laws, as the Board of Directors shall determine.

ARTICLE XII - INDEMNIFICATION
12.1 Indemnification of Directors, Committee Members, Officers,
Employees and Agents. Every person who is, or has served as, a Director, committee
member, Officer, employee, or agent of the Corporation shall be indemnified by the
Corporation in the manner and to the extent authorized by the North Carolina Nonprofit
Corporation Act. The foregoing rights of indemnification shall be without prejudice to any
other rights to which any such Director, committee member, Officer, employee, or agent
may be entitled as a matter of law.

ARTICLE XIII - AMENDMENT OF THE BYLAWS AND ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION
13.1 Amendment Process. Any proposal to amend the Articles of Incorporation
or Bylaws (an “Amendment”) shall first be put before the Board of Directors at any regular
or special meeting for a vote to recommend such Amendment to the Members. Copies
of the proposed Amendment shall be distributed to the Board of Directors at least thirty
(30) calendar days before the meeting at which they are to be considered. A
recommendation that the Members approve the Amendment shall be approved by at least
two-thirds (2/3) of the Board of Directors, provided that a quorum is present. Upon
approval of the recommendation by the Board, the Members may approve the
recommended Amendment at any regular or special meeting. Copies of the proposed
Amendment shall be distributed to the Members at least thirty (30) calendar days before
the Meeting of the Members at which they are to be considered. An Amendment
Approved by the SERC Board of Directors on __________
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recommended by the Board of Directors shall be adopted and proposed to the NERC
Board of Trustees for approval after being approved by at least two-thirds (2/3) of the
Members, provided that a quorum of the Members is present.
13.2 Board Amendment of Bylaws. Notwithstanding the Members reserved
power in Section 4.7 or the amendment process outlined in Section 13.1, upon the
passage of any federal electric reliability legislation, and/or the adoption of any rules or
regulations of FERC, NERC or other governmental entity with jurisdiction, the Board shall
have authority to amend these Bylaws as necessary and appropriate to comply with such
law, legislation, rules and regulations.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED
BYLAWS
OF
SERC RELIABILITY CORPORATION
[Hereinafter referred to as the “Corporation”]
A North Carolina Nonprofit Corporation

ARTICLE I - OFFICES
1.1
Principal Office. The principal office of the Corporation shall be located in
the City of Charlotte, Mecklenburg County, North Carolina. The Board of Directors (or
“the Board”) may by resolution change the location of this office from time to time.
1.2
Other Offices. The Corporation may have other offices at such place or
places as the Board of Directors may from time to time appoint or the business of the
Corporation may require.

ARTICLE II - PURPOSES
2.1
General Purposes. The purpose of the Corporation is to reduce risks to
the reliability and security of the electric grid in the SERC Region, as defined in Section
2.2. In pursuit of this goal, the Corporation shall:
(a)

enter into a Delegation Agreement to serve as a Regional Entity
pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 824o or the corresponding provisions of any
subsequent U.S. Code revisions;

(b)

promote the development of reliability and adequacy arrangements
among the systems in the SERC Region;

(c)

participate in the establishment of Reliability Standards;

(d)

participate in the measurement of performance relative to these
Reliability Standards;

(e)

promote conformance to and compliance with these Reliability
Standards;
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(f)

develop and exchange information with respect to planning and
operating matters relating to the reliability and adequacy of the Bulk
Power System;

(g)

review as necessary activities in the SERC Region on reliability and
adequacy in order to meet Reliability Standards;

(h)

provide a mechanism to resolve disputes on reliability issues in a
manner that meets the needs of the parties and the SERC Region;
and

(i)

provide information with respect to matters considered by the
Corporation, where appropriate, to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission ("FERC") and to other federal and state agencies
concerned with reliability and adequacy.

2.2
Geographic Area. The Corporation accomplishes its purposes in a
geographic area (the “SERC Region”) that is defined in Exhibit A of the Amended and
Restated Delegation Agreement Between the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation and SERC Reliability Corporation, as amended from time to time.

ARTICLE III - POWERS
3.1
Powers. The Corporation shall have the power to engage in any lawful act
or activity for which corporations may be organized under the general nonprofit
corporation law of the State of North Carolina, subject to any limitations provided in
applicable federal or state law or in the Certificate of Incorporation or these Bylaws.

ARTICLE IIIV - MEMBERSHIP
24.1 General. The Corporation shall be a membership corporation. Entities that
meet the eligibility requirements and, apply for membership in the Corporation, and whose
applications have been duly approved by the Board of Directors for admission as a
member shall hereinafter be referred to individually as a “Member” or “Member Company”
and collectively as “Members” or "Member Companies".
24.2 Eligibility. Membership in the Corporation is voluntary and is open to any
entity in the SERC Region (defined in Section 3.2 below) that is a user, owner or operator
of the Bulk Power System, has a material interest in the Bulk Power System in the SERC
Region, satisfies the criteria for membership specified in this Section 24.2, qualifies for
one or more of the Sectors identifieddefined in Section 2.4.5, and is subject to the
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jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Membership in the
Corporation is predicated on mandatory acceptance of the responsibility to promote,
support, and comply with Reliability Standards of the Corporation and the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC"), and to assist the Corporation in its compliance
with the terms and provisions of a Delegation Agreement (a “Delegation Agreement”) with
NERC, by which NERC delegates authority to propose and enforce Reliability Standards,
pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 824o or the corresponding provisions of any subsequent U.S.
Code revisions. For purposes of these Bylaws, the terms “Bulk Power System”,
“Reliability Standards” and “Regional Entity” shall be as defined in 16 U.S.C. § 824o or
the corresponding provisions of any subsequent U.S. Code revisions.
24.3 Admission of Members. New Members may join the Corporation upon
the approval of a submitted application as provided in this Section 4.3. The application
shall designate the Sector the prospective Member wishes to join. The Secretary of the
Corporation shall review the membership application and may request additional
demonstration by the applicant that it qualifies for membership in a particular Sector. The
Board of Directors shall have the sole authority to approve applications for membership
upon such criteria as it deems appropriate.
4.4
Termination. A Member Company may terminate its membership in the
Corporation by giving the Board of Directors at least thirty (30) calendar days prior written
notice of its intent to terminate such membership (such. Such Member Companies shall
hereinafter be referred to as "Terminated Member Companies").". Terminated Member
Companies shall nevertheless continue to be liable for any and all obligations incurred
prior to the end of the calendar year in which such notice is giveneffective, including, but
not limited to, the obligation to pay a pro rata share of any Corporation expense. In
addition to termination of membership by the Member Company, the Board of Directors,
following notice to the Member Company, may terminate the membership of a Member
Company if, in the judgment of the Board of Directors that, the Member Company has
violatedfailed to meet its obligations and responsibilities to the Corporation. The The
termination of the membership, as well as the effective date and terms and conditions of
such termination of the membership, of a Member Company by the Board of Directors
shall require a Supermajorityan affirmative vote, as defined in these Bylaws. of at least
two-thirds (2/3) of the voting members of the Board of Directors.
2.4.5 Sectors. Each Member Company shall be classified by the Executive
Committee inBoard of Directors in not more than one of the following seven (7) Sectors
(each a “Sector”, and collectively, the “Sectors”):
(a)

Investor-Owned Utility Sector – This Sector includes any investorowned entity with substantial business interest in ownership and/or
operation in any of the asset categories of generation, transmission
or distribution.

(b)

Federal/State Sector – This Sector includes any U.S. federal entity
that owns and/or operates electric facilities and/or provides
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electricity for sale at wholesale to their members; balancing authority
services, in any of the asset categories of generation, transmission,
or distribution; or any entity that is owned by or subject to the
governmental authority of a state and that is engaged in the
generation, delivery, and/or sale of electric power to end-use
customers primarily within the political boundaries of the state.
(c)

Cooperative Sector – This Sector includes any non-governmental
entity that is incorporated under the laws of the state in which it
operates, is owned by and provides electric service to end-use
customers at cost, and is governed by a board of directors that is
elected by the membership of the entity; and any non-governmental
entity owned by and which provides generation and/or transmission
service to such entities.

(d)

Municipal Sector – This Sector includes any entity owned by or
subject to the governmental authority of a municipality, that is
engaged in the generation, delivery, and/or sale of electric power to
end-use customers primarily within the political boundaries of the
municipality; and any entity, whose members are municipalities,
formed under state law for the purpose of generating or purchasing
electricity for sale at wholesale to their members. .

(e)

Marketer Sector– This Sector includes any entity that is engaged in
the activity of buying and selling of wholesale electric power in the
SERC Region on a physical or financial basis.

(f)

Merchant Electricity Generator Sector – This Sector includes any
entity that owns or operates an electricity generating facility or
provides balancing authority services for such entities. This
includes, but is not limited to, small power producers and all other
non-utility producers such as exempt wholesale generators who sell
electricity at wholesale.

(g)

(g)
ISO-RTO/Reliability Coordinator Sector – This Sector
includes any entity that operates a FERC approved ISO or RTO. or
is an organization that is registered as a Reliability Coordinator on
the NERC Compliance Registry.

The Executive Committee’s classification of a Member Company in a particular Sector
may only be changed by the Executive CommitteeBoard of Directors.
2.54.6 Transfer of Membership. A Member Company may not give or otherwise
transfer its membership, except to a successor that becomes a Member Company in
accordance with the terms and conditionsSection 4.3 of these Amended and Restated
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Bylaws, and provided that the successor continues to meet itsthe predecessor’s
obligations.
2.6
4.7
obligations:

Member Powers. The Members shall have the following rights and

(a)

To elect the Independent Directors;

(b)

To elect the Sector Directors;

(c)

To approve amendments to the Bylaws as recommended by the
Board of Directors in accordance with the provisions in Section 13.1
of these Bylaws;

(d)

To approve dissolution, merger or the sale, pledge or transfer of
substantially all of the Corporation’s assets as recommended by the
Board of Directors; and

(e)

To provide advice and recommendations to the Board of Directors
with respect to the development of annual budgets, business plans,
and other matters pertinent to the purpose and operations of the
Corporation.

Except as expressly set forth in these Amended and Restated Bylaws, the
Members shall have no other authority, rights, privileges, or preferences.
4.8
Annual Meeting of Members. The Members shall hold at least one Annual
Meeting of the Members each year to elect the Independent Directors, elect Sector
Directors, and to conduct other such business as may come before the meeting. By
resolution adopted at any Annual Meeting of the Members, the Members may provide for
additional regular meetings that may be held without further notice to the Members.
At the Annual Meeting of Members: (i) Independent Directors and Sector Directors shall
be elected; (ii) the President and Corporate Treasurer shall report on the activities and
financial condition of the Corporation; and (iii) the Members shall consider and act upon
such other matters as are consistent with the notice of the Annual Meeting of the
Members. The failure to hold an annual meeting in accordance with these Bylaws shall
not affect the validity of a corporate action.
4.9
called by:

Special Meetings of Members. Special Meetings of the Members may be
(a)

The Chair of the Board of Directors;

(b)

Any six (6) Directors on the Board of Directors;
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(c)
(d)

The President/Chief Executive Officer; or
Members if at least ten percent (10%) of the Members request such
a meeting in written form to the Chair of the Board of Directors or the
President of the Corporation describing the purpose for which the
Special Meeting is to be held.

Not less than seven (7) days prior to the date of the meeting, the Secretary of the
Corporation shall provide notice to all Members of the Special Meeting. Notice of the
meeting and the costs of the meeting shall be at the expense of the Corporation. The
business transacted at a Special Meeting is limited to the purposes stated within the
notice of the meeting. Business transacted at a Special Meeting that is not included in
those stated purposes is voidable by or on behalf of the Corporation, unless a majority of
the Members entitled to vote were present at such meeting or have waived notice of the
meeting under Section 4.12.
4.10 Location of Meetings of Members. Meetings of Members shall be held at
the principal office of the Corporation, or such other place within the Region as determined
by the Board Chair or the President/Chief Executive Officer.
4.11 Conduct of Meetings of Members. The Board Chair shall conduct and
preside at all Meetings of the Members, be responsible for the preparation of the agenda,
and carry out all other duties assigned by the Board of Directors. In the Chair’s absence,
the Board Vice Chair shall serve as acting Chair and shall preside at all Meetings of the
Members, be responsible for the preparation of the agenda, and carry out all other duties
assigned by the Board of Directors.
4.12

Notice of Meetings.
(a)

Notice Requirements. Notice of all Meetings of the Members must
be given at least seven (7) days before the date of a meeting and not
more than sixty (60) days before the date of a meeting. The notice
must contain the date, time and place of the meeting, instructions for
electronic attendance or voting, if applicable, and an agenda of the
matters upon which action may be taken at the meeting. A matter
may be added to the agenda of a meeting at the meeting upon the
affirmative vote of a majority of the votes cast on a motion to amend
the agenda. If the meeting is an adjourned meeting and the date,
time and place of the meeting were announced at the time of the
adjournment, notice is not required unless a new record date for the
adjourned meeting is or must be fixed. Notice shall be deemed given
by the Corporation to the Members when (a) posted on the
Corporation’s public website in a reasonably prominent location, and
(b) sent by mail, facsimile or reputable overnight delivery service or
by electronic transmission pursuant to Section 8.8.
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(b)

Waiver of Notice; Objections. A Member may waive notice of a
meeting of Members. A waiver of notice by a Member entitled to
notice is effective whether given before, at, or after the meeting, and
whether given in writing, or by attendance. Attendance by a Member
at a meeting is a waiver of notice of that meeting, unless the Member
objects at the beginning of the meeting to the transaction of business
because the meeting is not lawfully called or convened, or objects
before a vote on an item of business because the item may not
lawfully be considered at that meeting and does not participate in the
consideration of the item at that meeting.

4.13 Right to Vote; Act of Members. Each Member shall be entitled to one
vote on all matters submitted to a vote of the Members. If a quorum for a meeting of the
Members is present, a majority of the votes cast on the matter shall be the act of the
Members, except with respect to any matter described in Section 4.14, and is subject to
the following additional requirements:
(a)
(b)

An affirmative vote from a Member from at least three Sectors is
required for any action to pass.
A negative vote from a Member from at least two Sectors is required
for any action to fail.

Abstentions shall not count negatively or positively in tallying the vote; however, the
abstaining members’ attendance at a meeting shall still count toward the establishment
of quorum.
4.14 Special
Voting
Requirements.
Notwithstanding
any
other
provisionsprovision of these Bylaws, and except foras set forth in the appointmentArticles
of DirectorsIncorporation, two-thirds (2/3) of the votes cast shall be required to amend the
Bylaws or the Articles of Incorporation, as provided in Section 4.2 below, Member
Companies shall be non-voting members and shall have no power or authority or right to
vote with respect to the actions of the Corporation, specifically including, but not limited
to, the dissolution or merger of the Corporation13.1 of these Bylaws. The substance of
the proposed amendment(s) must be posted in accordance with the provisions of Section
13.1.

ARTICLE III - PURPOSES
3.1
General Purposes. The purpose of the Corporation is to promote effective
and efficient administration of Bulk Power System reliability in the SERC Region, as
defined in Section 3.2. In pursuit of this goal, the Corporation shall:
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(a)

enter into a Delegation Agreement to serve as a Regional Entity
pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 824o or the corresponding provisions of any
subsequent U.S. Code revisions;

(b)

promote the development of reliability and adequacy arrangements
among the systems in the SERC Region;

(c)

participate in the establishment of Reliability Standards;

(d)

participate in the measurement of performance relative to these
Reliability Standards;

(e)

promote conformance to and compliance with these Reliability
Standards;

(f)

develop and exchange information with respect to planning and
operating matters relating to the reliability and adequacy of the Bulk
Power System;

(g)

review as necessary activities in the SERC Region on reliability and
adequacy in order to meet Reliability Standards;

(h)

provide a mechanism to resolve disputes on reliability issues in a
manner that meets the needs of the parties and the SERC Region;
and

(i)

provide information with respect to matters considered by the
Corporation, where appropriate, to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission ("FERC") and to other federal and state agencies
concerned with reliability and adequacy.

3.2
Geographic Area. The Corporation accomplishes its purposes in a
geographic area (the “SERC Region”) that is defined in Exhibit A of the Amended and
Restated Delegation Agreement Between North American Electric Reliability Corporation
and SERC Reliability Corporation.
3.3
Other Statutory Functions. The Corporation may also perform statutory
functions outside of the SERC Region, on behalf of NERC or other Regional Entities. The
Corporation may undertake such activities pursuant to a contract that is approved by the
Executive Committee.

4.15 Quorum. A quorum for a meeting of Members is necessary for the
transaction of business at a meeting of Members. A quorum is established by a majority
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of the Members. If a quorum for a meeting of the Members is not present, a meeting may
be adjourned for that reason by the Members then represented or present.
4.16 Action by Electronic Communication. Unless otherwise restricted by the
Articles of Incorporation, these Amended and Restated Bylaws, or by applicable law, the
Members may participate in a meeting of the Members by means of a conference
telephone or similar communication equipment whereby all persons participating in the
meeting can hear each other and participate in such manner and shall constitute
presence in person at such meeting. Meetings held by electronic communication are
subject to the Notice requirements in Section 4.12, as well as Quorum requirements in
Section 4.15.
4.17

Voting Member; Proxies.
(a)

Designation of Voting Member; Proxies. Each year prior to the
annual meeting of Members, each Member shall designate the
individual authorized to vote on Corporation matters on behalf of the
Member to the Secretary in writing. A Member may change such
designation at any time by providing at least twenty-four (24) hour
written notice to the Secretary of the Corporation. Such notice may
be provided by electronic transmission. Each Member may only give
a proxy to a person who is a member, officer, executive-level
employee, or agent of the Member. Alternatively, a Member may
give a proxy to a representative of a Member registered in the same
Sector.

(b)

Effective Period. An appointment of a proxy is effective when
received by the Secretary or other officer or agent authorized to
tabulate votes. An appointment is valid for the next regular or
specially scheduled meeting or ballot by electronic transmission.
However, a proxy is not valid for more than sixty (60) days from its
date of execution.

(c)

Revocation. An appointment of a proxy is revocable by a Member.
Appointment of a proxy is revoked by the person appointing the proxy
either by expiration of the sixty (60) day period, by open declaration
at a meeting, or by signing and delivering a revocation in writing or
by electronic transmission to the Secretary or other officer or agent
authorized to tabulate proxy votes. This may be done either in a
statement that the appointment of the proxy is revoked or by a
subsequent appointment that shall serve to cancel all prior proxies.

4.18 Public Notice of Member Meetings. Notice to the public of the dates, times
and places of meetings of the Members, and all nonconfidential material provided to the
Members, shall be posted on the Corporation’s website at approximately the same time
that notice is given to the Members.
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4.19 Posting of Minutes. Minutes of meetings of Members shall be posted on
the Corporation’s website once approved.
4.20 Reimbursement of Member Expenses. The Corporation will be under no
obligation to reimburse Members for expenses associated with their attendance at
Annual, regular or Special Meetings of the Members.

ARTICLE IVV - BOARD OF DIRECTORS
45.1 General Powers. The business and affairs of the Corporation shall be
managed by itsunder the direction of the Board of Directors except as otherwise provided
inby the Articles of Incorporation or these Amended and Restated Bylaws.
5.2
Duties. The Board of Directors shall have all powers accorded to it under
law not expressly reserved in whole or in part to the Members under the Articles of
Incorporation or these Amended and Restated Bylaws, which shall include by way of
example and not by way of limitation of powers, the responsibility to:
(a)

Govern the corporation and oversee its activities;

(b)

Approve Reliability Standards and their modifications utilizing a fair,
open, balanced and inclusive process;

(c)

Ensure that the Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Process is
applied consistently;

(d)

Establish and approve an annual budget for submission to NERC;

(e)

Hire the Corporation’s president and, upon the recommendation of a
majority of the Independent Directors, approve his or her salary;

(f)

Recommend to Members to approve the dissolution, merger or the
sale, pledge or transfer of substantially all of the Corporation’s
assets;

(g)

Form or dissolve Board committees as appropriate;

(h)

Fill vacancies on any of the Board’s committees;

(i)

Recommend amendments to the Articles of Incorporation to the
Members;
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(j)

Recommend amendments to the Bylaws to the Members or approve
such amendments as allowed under Section 13.2; and

(k)

Resolve any disputes regarding the Member Companies and the
Corporation, if those issues cannot be resolved by the standing
committees or subcommittees of the Corporation and are not
otherwise subject to NERC’s dispute provisions for non-compliance
with Reliability Standards.

4.25.3 Composition and Eligibility.
(a)

The Board of Directors shall be comprised of at least eighteen (18)
Directors in addition to the President/Chief Executive Officer who
shall serve as ex-officio non-voting member of the Board in
accordance with Section 6.2(d).

(b)

Fifteen (15) of the Directors, which shall be referred to as Sector
Directors, shall be allocated as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

(c)

The Investor-Owned Utility Sector shall have four (4)
representatives;
The Federal/State Sector shall have two (2) representatives;
The Cooperative Sector shall have three (3) representatives;
The Municipal Sector shall have three (3) representatives;
The Marketer Sector shall have one (1) representative;
The Merchant Electricity Generator Sector shall have one (1)
representative; andno fewer than
The ISO-RTO/Reliability Coordinator Sector shall have one
(1) representative.

Sectors shall recommend their respective Sector Director(s) to the
Nominating and Governance Committee from among individuals
holding senior management positions in Member organizations,
which shall be presented by the Nominating and Governance
Committee to the Members for election to the Board of Directors. No
two Directors may be employees of a single Member or any affiliate
or related party of a Member or any affiliate. In the event of a
vacancy, the replacement Director shall be nominated as provided in
this Section 5.3(c) and elected by the Members at the next Annual,
regular or Special Meeting of the Members.

(a)(d) At least three (3) Directorsbut no more than five (5) Directors shall
be Independent Directors elected by the Members. An Independent
Director is a person (i) who is not an officer or employee of the
Corporation; an officer, director, or employee of a Member; or an
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officer, director or employee of any entity that would reasonably be
perceived as having a direct financial interest in the outcome the
Board of Director’s decisions; and (ii) who does not have a
relationship that would interfere with the exercise of independent
judgment in carrying out the responsibilities of a director. The Board
of Directors may adopt additional standards for director
independence not inconsistent herewith.
Each Director shall be the principal officer or other authorized employee from a Member
Company or a company that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with
such Member Company (an “affiliated entity”). Each Member Company, together with
any affiliated entities, may appoint one (1) Director to the Board of Directors. For
clarification purposes only, each Member Company and all of such Member Company’s
affiliated entities (including any affiliated entities which may be a separate Member
Company) shall have the right to appoint only one (1) Director to serve on behalf of such
Member Company and all of such Member Company’s affiliated entities. Each Director
shall serve until otherwise replaced by the applicable Member Company, together with
any affiliated entities. Each Member Company, together with any affiliated entities, may
designate one (1) alternate Director, who shall be a principal officer or other authorized
employee from the Director’s Member Company or an affiliated entity, to serve in the
place of the Member Company’s Director at any meeting of the Board of Directors (an
“Alternate Director”). Directors may not otherwise use proxy votes. Any vacancy
occurring among the Directors or Alternate Directors shall be filled by the applicable
Member Company, together with any affiliated entities.
4.3 Customer Advisors; Board Advisors; and Other Participants. The Board
of Directors may, but shall not be required to, appoint one or more Customer Advisors to
serve the Corporation. Each Customer Advisor shall be a person in the SERC Region
who is (i) employed by an entity that receives service at retail and does not otherwise sell,
purchase, or transmit power over the Bulk Power System or own, operate or maintain,
control or operate facilities or systems that are part of the Bulk Power System; (ii) a state
public utility commission representative; or (iii) any other customer advocate. The term
of the Customer Advisor(s) shall be for a two (2) year period. The role of the Customer
Advisor(s) is purely advisory and the Customer Advisor(s) shall have no authority
whatsoever to bind the Corporation in any way.
The Board of Directors may, but shall not be required to, appoint one but no more than
five Board Advisor(s) to serve the Corporation, the Board of Directors, the Executive
Committee and the Officers of the Corporation. The Board Advisor(s) shall be either
former Directors of the Corporation or former NERC Trustees. Appointments shall be
made by the Board of Directors and those appointed shall serve for a term of one (1) year
with no limits on eligibility for reappointment. The purpose of the Board Advisor(s) shall
be to advise the Board of Directors, Executive Committee and Officers of the Corporation,
as directed from time to time by the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee. The
role of the Board Advisor(s) is purely advisory and the Board Advisor(s) shall have no
authority whatsoever to bind the Corporation in any way.
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5.4

(e)

The Independent Directors shall be nominated by the Nominating
and Governance Committee, and approved by the Members at the
Annual Meeting of the Members, or at such other time as specified
by the Board of Directors.

(f)

Any Director which the Board of Directors has determined has a
conflict of interest on any matter brought before the Board shall not
vote on such matter and shall recuse himself or herself from all Board
deliberations concerning such matter.

(g)

There will be no alternates or proxies for Directors.

Meetings of the Board of Directors, Notice, Waiver
(a)

Meetings. An annual meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held
without notice immediately following the Annual Meeting of the
Members. In addition, regular meetings may be held at such time or
times as fixed by the Board of Directors. Special meetings of the
Board of Directors may be called by the Chair of the Board, the
President/Chief Executive Officer, or by any three Directors and shall
be held at the principal office of the Corporation, or such other place
within the Region as determined by the Chair or the President/Chief
Executive Officer.

(b)

Notice. Notice of the dates, times, and places of all regular and
special meetings of the Board of Directors shall be published by the
Secretary and provided to all Directors and Members not less than
three (3) days prior to the date of the meeting. Notice shall be
deemed given by the Corporation to Directors and Members when:
1) posted on the Corporation’s public website in a reasonably
prominent location, and 2) sent by mail or electronic transmission to
each Director and Member included on the rosters maintained by the
Secretary of the Corporation.

(c)

Waiver. Any person entitled to notice of a regular or special meeting
of the Board of Directors may waive notice thereof. A waiver of
notice by a person entitled to notice is effective whether given before,
at, or after the meeting, and whether given in writing or by
attendance. Attendance by a director at a meeting of the Board is a
waiver of notice of that meeting, unless the director objects at the
beginning of the meeting to the transaction of business because the
meeting is not lawfully called or convened, or objects before a vote
on an item of business because the item may not lawfully be
considered at that meeting and does not participate in the
consideration of the item at that meeting.
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5.5
The Chair of FERC and the chair or president of any State Utility Commission in a state
in which electric service is provided by a Member Company of the Corporation shall be
invited to designate an observer to attend meetings of the Board.
4.4
Regular Meetings of the Board. Unless otherwise determined by the
Chair, a regular meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held without other notice than
these Bylaws on the fourth Wednesday in the months of April and October in each year.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Chair may elect to hold a regular semi-annual meeting
of the Board of Directors on another date provided that the Board receives at least ten
(10) days advance notice. If the day fixed for the meeting shall be a legal holiday in the
State of North Carolina, the meeting shall be held on the next succeeding business day.
The Board of Directors may designate any place as the place of meeting for any meeting.
The Board of Directors may provide by resolution the time and place for the holding of
additional regular meetings of the Board without other notice than the resolution.
Directors or any committee designated by the Board of Directors may participate in such
Board or committee meetings by means of a telephone conference, webcast or any other
communication by means of which all persons participating in the meeting can hear each
other at the same time, and participation by such means shall constitute presence in
person at such meeting.
4.5
Special Meetings of the Board. Special meetings of the Board of
Directors may be called at the request of the Chair, or by Directors holding twenty percent
(20%) or more of the Individual Votes. The Chair may fix any place as the place for
holding any special meeting of the Board.
4.6
Notice of Special Meetings. Notice of any special meeting of the Board
of Directors shall be given at least two (2) days prior to the special meeting by written
notice delivered personally, or sent by mail or electronic mail to each Director at the
address as shown by the records of the Corporation. If mailed, such notice shall be
deemed to be delivered when deposited in the United States mail in a sealed envelope
so addressed, with postage prepaid. If sent by electronic mail, such notice shall be
deemed to be delivered when sent via electronic mail. Any Director may waive notice of
any meeting. The attendance of a Director at any meeting shall constitute a waiver of
notice of such meeting, except where a Director attends a meeting for the express
purpose of objecting to the transaction of any business because the meeting is not lawfully
called or convened. Neither the business to be transacted at, nor the purpose of, any
special meeting of the Board need be specified in the notice or waiver of notice of such
meeting, unless specifically required by law or by these Bylaws.
4.7

Election of Board Officers and Executive Committee.
(a)

Biennially, at the April meeting, the Board of Directors, upon
recommendation of the Nominating and Governance Committee
shall elect Board Officers from among the Directors for the positions
of Chair, and Vice Chair, and Secretary-Treasurer, each for a term
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of two (2) years beginning on July 1st after the election. No Director
may serve in more than one (1) Board Officer position at the same
time.
(b)

The Chair may be a Sector Director or an Independent Director. If
the Chair is a Sector Director, the Independent Directors shall
designate a lead Independent Director that the Chair shall consult
regularly on agendas and other matters of importance. If the Chair
and the Vice Chair are Independent Directors, the Sector Directors
shall designate a lead Sector Director that the Chair shall consult
regularly on agendas and other matters of importance.

(a)(c) The Chair shall conduct and preside at all meetings, be responsible
for the preparation of the agenda, and carry out all other duties
assigned by the Board of Directors. In the Chair’s absence, the Vice
Chair shall serve as acting Chair and shall preside at all meetings,
be responsible for the preparation of the agenda, and carry out all
other duties assigned by the Board of Directors. In the event that a
Board Officer cannot complete his or her term, the Board of Directors
may hold a special election to elect a replacement Board Officer for
the remainder of the unexpired term.
Initially, at the first April Board meeting following the integration of FRCC into SERC, the
Board shall approve two groups (Group 1 and Group 2) of representatives to the
Executive Committee which shall be nominated by the Sectors. Group 1 shall serve an
initial three (3) year term and then for two (2) year terms thereafter, with terms beginning
on July 1 after the approval; Group 2 shall serve an initial two (2) year term and then for
two (2) year terms thereafter, with terms beginning on July 1 after the approval in
alternating years from Group 1 terms. The initial allocation of Executive Committee
representatives to Group 1 and Group 2 shall be recommended by the Nominating
Committee and approved by the Chair, or in the absence of the Chair, by the Vice Chair.
Each Sector may also elect alternates to the Executive Committee, which shall be elected
on the same schedule as their representatives and, if a Sector has more than one (1)
representative on the Executive Committee, such Sector shall designate the priority of
succession by such alternates.
4.8
5.6
Terms of Sector Directors. The Sector Directors shall be
divided into two groups, Group 1 and Group 2, with the number of Sector Directors in
each group divided as nearly equal as possible. Each group shall serve for two (2) year
terms beginning on July 1, with the start of the term for Group 1 beginning in alternating
years from the start of the term for Group 2. Terms of Sector Directors may be extended
beyond a two (2) year term or be less than a two (2) year term as deemed necessary by
the Members.
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5.7
Terms of Independent Directors. The Independent Directors shall be
divided into two groups, Group 1 and Group 2, with the number of Independent Directors
in each group divided as nearly equal as possible. Each group shall serve for two (2)
year terms beginning on July 1, with the start of the term for Group 1 beginning in
alternating years from the start of the term for Group 2. Terms of Independent Directors
may be extended beyond a two (2) year term or be less than a two (2) year term as
deemed necessary by the Members. No Independent Director shall serve more than four
(4) terms.
5.8
Vacancies and Removal. If a Director resigns, dies, changes corporate
affiliation or is removed during the term of office for which elected, the position shall
thereupon be vacant and shall be filled as soon as practicable and in accordance with the
same procedures that the position had previously been filled. The successor Director shall
hold office for the unexpired portion of the term of the director replaced. An Independent
Director or Sector Director may be removed by the affirmative vote of two-thirds (2/3) of
the remaining Directors. Any Director may be removed by the Board of Directors for nonattendance at three or more consecutive Board meetings. Any Independent or Sector
Director removed by the Board of Directors under this Section 5.8 may not be reelected
to the Board.
5.9
Agenda. As far in advance of each regular and special meeting as
practical, an agenda shall be distributed to Directors and other participants.
4.95.10
Compensation and Reimbursement. Sector Directors shall not
receive any compensation from the Corporation for their services to the Corporation.
4.10 Duties. The as Directors on the Board of . Independent Directors shall be
entitled to such compensation as indicated by a Board policy, if any. Independent
Directors shall have the exclusive responsibility to:
right

(a)

Authorize distributions;

(b)

Recommend to membersreimbursement by the Corporation of their
actual reasonable travel expenses to Board of Directors meetings or
approve dissolution, merger or the sale, pledge or transfer of
substantially all of the Corporation’s assets;

(a)

Fill vacancies on any of the Board’s committees;

(b)

Adopt, amend, or repeal the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws;

Form or dissolve committeeswhen specifically selected to represent the Corporation at a
business meeting, subject to Board policy as adopted from time to time, if any. Sector
Directors shall not be reimbursed by the Corporation for any expenses, unless specifically
approved in advance by resolution of the Board as it deems necessary to carry out the
business of the Corporation; andof Directors.
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(c)(a) Resolve any disputes regarding the Member Companies and the
Corporation, if those issues cannot be resolved by the standing
committees or subcommittees of the Corporation and are not
otherwise subject to NERC’s dispute provisions for non-compliance
with Reliability Standards.
4.11 Voting. The intent of Sections 4.12 and 4.14 is to ensure that no two
Sectors should be able to control any decision and that a single Sector should not be able
to veto any matter, respectively. In the event that either of the foregoing shall
nevertheless occur, the Board shall promptly revise the provisions of these Bylaws so
that no two Sectors shall be able to control any decision and no single Sector shall be
able to veto any matter.
4.12

Voting Definitions.
(a)

"Adjusted Weighted Vote" shall mean the number of votes of each
Director determined in the manner set forth in Section 4.13 hereof.

(b)

"Simple Majority" shall require the presence of a quorum and the (i)
concurrence of Directors whose combined Individual Votes are
greater than fifty percent (50%) of the total Individual Votes of all
Directors present at the meeting and entitled to vote on the issue, (ii)
concurrence of Directors whose combined Adjusted Weighted Votes
are greater than fifty percent (50%) of the total Adjusted Weighted
Vote of all Directors at the meeting and entitled to vote on the issue,
and (iii) for at least one of the Individual Vote test or the Adjusted
Weighted Vote test, on an individual Sector basis, the positive vote
shall outweigh the negative vote for at least three Sectors.

(c)

"Supermajority" shall require the presence of a quorum and the (i)
concurrence of Directors whose combined Individual Votes equal or
exceed two-thirds (2/3) of the total Individual Votes of all Directors
present at the meeting and entitled to vote on the issue, (ii)
concurrence of Directors whose combined Adjusted Weighted Votes
are greater than two-thirds (2/3) of the total Adjusted Weighted Vote
of all Directors present at the meeting and entitled to vote on the
issue, and (iii) for at least one of the Individual Vote test or the
Adjusted Weighted Vote test, on an individual Sector basis, the
positive vote shall outweigh the negative vote for at least three
Sectors.

(d)

"Individual Vote" shall mean a single vote accorded to each Director.

(e)

"Given Year" shall mean the applicable fiscal year for which the
Adjusted Weighted Votes are calculated.
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(f)

"Reporting Year" shall mean the fiscal year immediately preceding
the Given Year.

(g)

"Previous Year" shall mean the fiscal year immediately preceding the
Reporting Year.

4.13 Determination of Adjusted Weighted Vote. The Directors’ Adjusted
Weighted Votes for a Given Year shall be determined by the following formula:
V = 10(1/N) + 30(B/C) + 30(D/E) + 30(F/G)
V = % of Adjusted Weighted Vote
N = total number of Member Companies
B = Member Company’s Previous Year internal peak demand
C = total of factor B for all Member Companies
D = Member Company’s owned generating capacity as of January
1 of the Reporting Year
E = total of factor D for all Member Companies
F = Member Company’s sum of circuit miles of transmission times
the respective operating voltage for facilities of 69 kV and above as
of December 31 of the Previous Year
G = total of factor F for all Member Companies
4.14

Voting; Manner of Acting; Voting Rights; Quorum.
(a)

Except as otherwise provided in these Bylaws, all actions by the
Board of Directors require approval by a Simple Majority vote.

(b)

A motion which requires a vote shall be deemed to have passed by
the requisite vote if it passes either:
(i)
(ii)

the Individual Vote test; or
the Adjusted Weighted Vote test;

and, for purposes of the failed test (any test that is not satisfied), on
an individual Sector basis, the positive votes outweigh the negative
votes in every Sector but one.
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(c)

Directors holding two-thirds (2/3) of the Individual Votes shall
constitute a quorum for action by the Board. If Directors holding less
than two-thirds (2/3) of the Individual Votes are present at the
meeting, a majority of the Directors present may adjourn the meeting
from time to time without further notice.

4.15
5.11 Quorum. A quorum is necessary for the transaction of business at a
meeting of the Board of Directors. A quorum is established by the presence of a majority
of the Directors entitled to vote at a meeting, provided that a majority of the Independent
Directors must also be present to constitute a quorum. Electronic participation is
acceptable if authorized by the Board Chair at that meeting. If a quorum for a meeting of
the Board of Directors is not established, a meeting may be adjourned for that reason by
the Directors then represented or present.
5.12 Voting. Each voting Director on the Board of Directors shall have one vote
with respect to decisions of the Board of Directors. The President of the Corporation shall
be an ex-officio member of the Board without vote and shall not be counted for quorum
purposes. The positive vote of a majority of the voting directors is necessary to pass a
particular action, except with respect to any matter described in Sections 4.4, 4.13, 11.1,
and 13.1, and is subject to the following additional requirements:
(a)
(b)

An affirmative vote from a Director from at least three Sectors is
required for any action to pass.
A negative vote from a Director from at least two Sectors is required
for any action to fail.

For voting purposes, the Independent Directors shall constitute its own Sector.
5.13 Action withoutWithout a meetingMeeting. Any action required by law to
be taken at a meeting of Directors, or any action which may be taken at a meeting of
Directors or by a Board Committee, may be taken without a meeting if all members of the
DirectorsBoard or Board Committee consent thereto in writing to the action so taken. The
action shall be evidenced by one or more written consents describing the action taken,
signedor by each Directorelectronic transmission, and the writing(s) or electronic
transmission(s) are included in the minutes or filed with the corporate records reflecting
the action taken. Action taken under this section is effective when the last Director signs
the consentconsents unless the consent specifies a different effective date. A consent
signed under this section has the effect of a meeting vote. A Director’s consent to action
taken without a meeting may be in electronic form and delivered by electronic means.
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5.14 Action by Electronic Communication. Unless otherwise restricted by the
Articles of Incorporation, these Amended and Restated Bylaws, or by applicable law, the
Members may participate in a meeting of Directors by means of a conference telephone
or similar communication equipment whereby all persons participating in the meeting can
hear each other and participate in such manner and shall constitute presence in person
at such meeting. Meetings held by electronic communication are subject to the Notice
requirements in Section 5.4, as well as Quorum requirements in Section 5.11.

ARTICLE VVI - CORPORATE OFFICERS
56.1 Corporate Officers. The Board of Directors shall appoint a President/Chief
Executive Officer, one or more Vice Presidents, a Secretary, and a Treasurer of the
Corporation. Two (2) or more of such offices may be held by the same person, except
for the offices of President/Chief Executive Officer and Secretary. The Board of Directors
may appoint such other officers and assistant officers as it deems necessary. The Board
Officers shall determine the compensation and benefits for all Corporate Officers.
56.2 President/Chief Executive Officer. The President shall be the Chief
Executive Officer of the Corporation and shall manage the operations of the Corporation
to the end that its purposes shall be accomplished. The President shall:
(a)

Promote the mission of the Corporation and implement the goals and
objectives of the Corporation;

(b)

Report to the Board of Directors and carry out the policies and
procedures set by the Board of Directors;

(c)

Represent SERC at all NERC Stakeholder and Board of Trustees,
meetings, as appropriate;

(d)

Attend all Board of Directors meetings and serve as ex-officio nonvoting member of (i) the Board of Directors, (ii) the Executive
Committee, and (iiiii) all other Board committees;

(e)

Coordinate subregional activities and interregional affairs, to include
data collection;

(f)

Oversee the business affairs of the Corporation, including the
Corporation staff, and enact such policies and procedures for staff
as are needed to implement the goals and objectives of the
Corporation; and
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(g)

Provide other assistance to the Corporation and NERC, as
appropriate.

56.3 Vice President. The Corporation may have one or more Vice Presidents.
A Vice President of the Corporation shall perform such duties and exercise such powers
as may be assigned to him or her from time to time by the Board of Directors, the
Executive Committee, or the President./Chief Executive Officer. In the absence of the
President/Chief Executive Officer, or in the case of the President’sPresident/Chief
Executive Officer’s inability to act (because of death, resignation, removal,
disqualification, or otherwise), a Vice President of the Corporation may be appointed to
perform the duties and exercise the powers of the President/Chief Executive Officer,
subject to the control of the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee.
56.4 Secretary. The Secretary of the Corporation shall be custodian of and shall
maintain the corporate books, records and the minutes of the meetings of the Board of
Directors and other Corporation-related meetings and shall assure that all required
notices are duly given in accordance with these Bylaws, the Articles of Incorporation or
as otherwise may be required by law. The Secretary of the Corporation shall also be the
custodian of the seal of the Corporation. The Secretary of the Corporation shall, in
general, perform all duties incident to the office of Secretary of the Corporation and such
other duties as may, from time to time, be assigned to him or her by the Board of Directors,
the Executive Committee, or the President/Chief Executive Officer.
56.5 Treasurer. The Treasurer of the Corporation shall have charge and
custody of, and be responsible for, all funds and securities of the Corporation and deposit
all such funds in the name of the Corporation in such banks, trust companies, or other
depositaries as shall be selected in accordance with the provisions of these Bylaws. The
Treasurer of the Corporation shall, in general, perform all of the duties incident to the
office of Treasurer of the Corporation and such other duties as from time to time may be
assigned to him or her by the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee, or the
President/Chief Executive Officer.

ARTICLE VI - EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
6.1
Executive Committee Representatives. The Executive Committee shall
be comprised of fifteen (15) Sector representatives from the Board of Directors, consisting
of:
(a)

The Investor-Owned
representatives;
(ii)

Utility

Sector

shall

have

four

(4)

(b)
The Federal/State Sector shall have two
(2) representatives;
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(iii)(ii)

(c)
The Cooperative Sector shall have three
(3) representatives;

(iv)(ii)

(d)
representatives;

The Municipal Sector shall have three (3)

(e)

The Marketer Sector shall have one (1) representative;

(f)

The Merchant Electricity Generator Sector shall have one (1)
representative; and

(h)

The ISO-RTO Sector shall have one (1) representative.

It is the desire of the Board of Directors that the Cooperative and Municipal sectors have
representation from both transmission dependent and transmission owning Members.
Each Sector shall be responsible for nominating their representative(s) and alternates
from among the Directors. The Chair of the Board shall serve as Chair of the Executive
Committee and shall conduct all meetings and shall be responsible for the preparation of
the agenda. In the event that a representative on the Executive Committee is unable to
complete a term, the Sector’s alternate shall replace such representative.
6.2
Ex Officio Representatives. The Chair, Vice Chair, and SecretaryTreasurer of the Board of Directors shall also be ex officio representatives on the
Executive Committee, but shall not have voting rights unless such Board Officer is also
elected by a Sector to the Executive Committee pursuant to Section 6.1 above.
6.3
Authority of Executive Committee. Except as limited by Section 55A-825 of the North Carolina Nonprofit Corporation Act and Section 4.10 of these Bylaws, the
Executive Committee is empowered to make all such decisions and take such actions as
are deemed to be necessary for the operation of the Corporation.
6.4
Action. Each voting representative on the Executive Committee shall have
one vote. The presence of three-quarters (3/4) of the voting representatives on the
Executive Committee shall constitute a quorum. The positive vote of two-thirds (2/3) of
Executive Committee voting representatives present and voting is necessary to pass a
particular action.

ARTICLE VII - OTHERBOARD COMMITTEES

a

7.7.1 Designation by Board. The Board of Directors, by resolution adopted by
Simple Majority vote, may designate Board committees and standing
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committees,Committees as shall be necessary to address the purposes of the
Corporation. Each
7.2
Authority. The powers and duties of Board Committees shall be subject to
general policies and procedures established by the Board and shall be at all times subject
to the control and direction of the Board. Board Committees shall include a Board Risk
Committee, a Human Resources and Compensation Committee, a Finance and Audit
Committee, a Nominating and Governance Committee, and such other Board committee
shall haveCommittees as the Board may authorize from time to time. All Board
Committees and the chairs thereof, unless the appointment of the chair is otherwise
designated by these Bylaws or the Board committee’s charters, shall be nominated by
the Nominating and Governance Committee and approved by the Board. The Board may
act by and through the Board Committees as may be specified in resolutions adopted by
the Board. With the exception of the Finance and Audit Committee as specified in Section
7.5 and in that committee’s charter, Committee members must be Directors of the Board.
7.3
Board Risk Committee. The Board Risk Committee shall consist of up to
five (5) members of the Board, at least two Directors amongone (1) of which shall be an
Independent Director. The Board Chair shall be ineligible to serve as Chair of the Board
Risk Committee. The Board Risk Committee shall be responsible for overseeing the
Corporation’s risk management framework; providing oversight over management and
the Technical Committee’s assessments of external risks to the SERC Region; and
periodically reporting these risks oversight findings to the Board of Directors.
7.4
Human Resources and Compensation Committee. The Human
Resources and Compensation Committee shall consist of up to seven (7) members of the
Board, at least two (2) of which shall be Independent Directors. The purpose of the
Human Resources and Compensation Committee is to assist the Board in fulfilling its
members.fiduciary duties as they pertain to determining appropriate compensation levels
and ensuring that compensation methods are consistent with the Corporation’s mission,
vision, and values. The Human Resources and Compensation Committee shall assist
the Board in developing and implementing compensation strategies, policies and plans
that will enhance the Corporation’s ability to attract and retain skilled top-level leadership.
The Human Resources and Compensation Committee shall assist the Board in
developing and implementing compensation policies for Independent Directors.
7.2
In achieving these objectives, it shall be the responsibility of the Human
Resources and Compensation Committee to establish a rebuttable presumption of
reasonableness under the Intermediate Sanctions rules for the compensation of all
employees who are deemed to be Disqualified Persons as defined under the Internal
Revenue Code and any implementing regulations.
7.5
Finance and Audit Committee. The Finance and Audit Committee shall
be composed of not less than three (3) and no more than five (5) members of the Board,
at least one (1) of which shall be an Independent Director. The Finance and Audit
Committee may include a non-Director as a member if the Committee so determines that
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financial expertise is needed that is not available among the Directors of the Board. The
Finance and Audit Committee must be chaired by a Director of the Board. The Finance
and Audit Committee’s purpose is to assist the Board in its oversight of the financial affairs
of the Corporation, including the financial condition, operating and capital budgeting,
external audits, debt structure, debt financing and refinancing, investments, and other
significant financial matters. The Finance and Audit Committee shall review all issues
involving significant financial transactions prior to final consideration by the Board.
7.6
Nominating and Governance Committee.
The Nominating and
Governance Committee shall consist of up to five (5) members of the Board, at least one
(1) of which shall be an Independent Director. The purpose of the Nominating and
Governance Committee is to identify and recommend qualified individuals for
appointment as Directors as well as assist the Board by reviewing governance documents
and recommending modifications as needed.
(a) Independent Director Nominations. The Nominating and Governance
Committee shall seek out for nomination Independent Directors from diverse
backgrounds, who will contribute to the effective functioning of the Board of
Directors and the Corporation by bringing a broad range of industry expertise,
viewpoints, experiences, skill sets, and knowledge. If an incumbent
Independent Director is not re-nominated, the Nominating and Governance
Committee will use reasonable efforts to ensure that diverse candidates are in
the pool of potential nominees for the open Independent Director position and
may retain an independent consultant to identify individuals qualified and willing
to serve as an Independent Director. Independent Director nominations will be
recommended to the Members for approval
(b) Sector Director Nominations. The Nominating and Governance Committee
shall coordinate with the Sector Members to collect appropriate candidates for
the Sector Directors to be recommended to the Members for approval.
(c) Officer and Committee Nominations. The Nominating and Governance
Committee shall assist the Board by identifying and recommending
appointments for Officers of the Board and for appointments of Board
Committees and Board Committee chairs.
(d) Governance Document Review. The Nominating and Governance Committee
shall assist the Board in fulfilling its fiduciary duties as they pertain to reviewing
the organization’s Bylaws and governing policies and procedures and
recommending changes as needed.
(e) Fiduciary Duty Training. The Nominating and Governance Committee shall
ensure that annual fiduciary duty training is provided to the Board of Directors.
7.7
Rules for Governance.. Each committeeBoard Committee shall adopt
rules for its own governance that are not inconsistent with these Bylaws, rules adopted
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by the Board of Directors, applicable NERC or FERC rules or regulations, or applicable
state or federal laws. Each committeeBoard Committee shall maintain its rules for
governance in a written scope documentcharter that is approved by the Board of
Directors.
7.38 Ad-Hoc Support Committees.. The Board or its committeesBoard
Committees may, from time to time, appoint ad-hoc committees to research and/or advise
it on compliance or technical issues or matters, among other things. Such ad-hoc
committees may be formed on an as-needed basis and may vary in makeup depending
on the needs of the Board or its committees. Board Committees. Committee members
of ad-hoc committees need not be Directors unless otherwise stated in the Board
resolution creating such committee.
7.9
Support Committees of the Corporation.
In addition to Board
Committees and ad-hoc committees of the Board, the Board may by resolution create
Technical Committees of the Corporation as the Board deems necessary to carry out the
purposes of the Corporation. Such Technical Committees shall be representative of
members of the Corporation. They shall provide for balanced decision making, and
include persons with outstanding technical knowledge and experience. The membership
of the Technical Committees shall be determined based upon experience, expertise and
the needs of the Board, the Board Committees, or the Corporation. All Technical
Committees formed under this Section 7.9 shall be subject to the direction and control of
the Board. Each Technical Committee shall adopt rules for its own governance that are
not inconsistent with these Bylaws, rules adopted by the Board, applicable NERC or
FERC rules or regulations, or applicable state or federal laws. Each Technical Committee
shall maintain its rules for governance in a written charter that is approved by the Board.
The Board shall conduct a review of all Committees of the Corporation on an annual basis
to ensure that the business of the Corporation is conducted in an efficient, cost-effective
manner.

ARTICLE VIII - MISCELLANEOUS
8.1
Conflicts of Interest. All Directors, Alternate Directors, Customer
Advisors, Board Advisors, and Board committee representatives shall comply with the
Corporation’s Standards of Conduct policypolicies that prohibitsprohibit conflicts of
interest, as such conflicts could cast doubt on the ability of such persons to act with total
objectivity with regard to the overall interests of the Corporation.
8.2
Contracts. The Board of Directors may authorize any officer or agent of
the Corporation, in addition to the officers so authorized by these Bylaws, to enter into
any contract or execute and deliver any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the
Corporation, and such authority may be general or confined to specific instances.
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8.3
Checks, Drafts, etcor Orders. All checks, drafts, or orders for the payment
of money, notes or other evidences of indebtedness issued in the name of the
Corporation, shall be signed by an authorized officer or agent of the Corporation and in
such manner as shall from time to time be determined by resolution of the Executive
Committee. In the absence of such determination by the Executive Committee, such
instruments shall be signed by the Board’s Secretary-Treasurer, the Corporation’s
President, or the Corporation’s Finance Director, as stipulated by the Executive
Committee. The Corporation’s Finance Director may arrange audits of financial records,
sign appropriate documents, and perform such duties normally performed by the Board’s
Secretary-Treasurer, except duties assigned to the Corporation’s President.Board of
Directors.
8.4
Deposits. All funds of the Corporation shall be deposited from time to time
to the credit of the Corporation in such banks, trust companies, or other depositories as
the Corporation’s President/Chief Executive Officer may select.
8.5
Books and Records. The Corporation shall keep correct and complete
books and records of account and shall also keep minutes of the proceedings of the
Members, the Board of Directors, and committees having any of the authority of the Board
of Directors, and shall keep at its registered or principal office a record giving the names
and addresses of the Directors. and Members. All books and records of the Corporation
may be inspected by any Director, or agent or attorney representing any Director, for any
proper purpose at any reasonable time.
8.6
Seal. The corporate seal shall be in circular form and shall have inscribed
thereon the name of the Corporation, the words "Corporate Seal", and such other word
or words, if any, as may be determined by the Board of Directors to be inscribed thereon.
8.7
Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall begin on the first day
of January and end on the last day of December in each year.
8.8
Notice. With respect to any notice requirements contained in these Bylaws,
notice shall be delivered or given either personally, by mail (including U.S. postal service,
electronic mail, and any nationally recognized delivery service), or by facsimile. Any
notice sent by United States mail shall be deemed to be delivered when deposited in the
United States mail with postage thereon prepaid addressed to the notice recipient at the
recipient’s address as it appears on the records of the Corporation. If notice is provided
in person, by electronic mail, or by facsimile, such notice shall be deemed to be delivered
when transmitted for delivery to the recipient.
8.9
Waiver of Notice. Whenever any notice is required to be given under the
provisions of the North Carolina Nonprofit Corporation Act or under the provisions of the
articles of incorporation or the Bylaws of the Corporation, a waiver thereof in writing
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signed by the person or persons entitled to such notice, whether before or after the time
stated therein, shall be deemed equivalent to the giving of such notice.
8.10 Policies and Procedures. The Directors shall execute and abide by the
conflicts of interest policy as may be adopted and amended from time to time by the Board
of Directors. The officers of the Corporation and Directors shall abide by such other
policies and procedures as may be adopted from time to time by the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE IX - EXPENSES
9.1
Allocation of Specific Expenses. The expenses of Directors and Board
Officers shall be borne by that person's regular employer. except for expenses of
Independent Directors related to their duties associated with the Board of Directors.
Expenses of Independent Directors shall be reimbursable subject to these Amended and
Restated Bylaws and the Board’s policy as may be amended from time to time, if any.
9.2
Statutory Functions.. The Corporation anticipates that as a general rule all
of its expenses shall be incurred in the furtherance of statutory activities pursuant to Section
215 of the Federal Power Act, and that all such expenses shall be funded by NERC, subject to
FERC approval.
9.3
Non-Statutory Functions. Notwithstanding Section 9.2, the Board of
Directors may from time to time authorize the Corporation to participate in non-statutory
activities (i.e., activities not described in Section 215 of the Federal Power Act). In the event
that the Corporation proposes to engage in non-statutory activities, such activities shall be
identified in the Corporation’s annual business plan that is submitted to NERC and, if approved
by NERC, shall be submitted to FERC for approval in advance of engaging in such nonstatutory activities. The expenses incurred by the Corporation for any such approved nonstatutory activities shall be allocated by the Board of Directors to the beneficiaries of such
activities on a basis proposed in the business plan submitted for NERC and FERC approval.

ARTICLE X - DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS
10.1 Dispute Resolution. All disputes regarding non-compliance with Reliability
Standards shall be handled in accordance with the NERC Rules of Procedure. The
organizational units of the Corporation shall deal with all other disputes within the
framework of their respective organizations. For such other disputes, Member
Companies of the Corporation are encouraged to utilize the appropriate Dispute
Resolution Process within the Corporation prior to seeking resolution at NERC, FERC, or
with legal counsel.
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ARTICLE XI - DISSOLUTION
11.1 Dissolution. The Corporation may be voluntarily dissolved upon
unanimous consent of the Board of Directors to recommend dissolution followed by
approval by the Members of the Board’s recommendation, and in accordance with
Section 55A-14-02 of the North Carolina Nonprofit Corporation Act, as amended from
time to time.
11.2 Distribution of Assets. Upon dissolution of the Corporation as provided
in Section 11.1, the residual assets, after payment of all just obligations, shall be
distributed exclusively to organizations which are exempt from federal income tax under
Section 501(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or corresponding provisions of
any subsequent federal tax laws, as the Board of Directors shall determine.

ARTICLE XII - WAIVER OF NOTICE
12.1 Waiver. Whenever any notice is required to be given under the provisions
of the North Carolina Nonprofit Corporation Act or under the provisions of the articles of
incorporation or the Bylaws of the Corporation, a waiver thereof in writing signed by the
person or persons entitled to such notice, whether before or after the time stated therein,
shall be deemed equivalent to the giving of such notice.

ARTICLE XIII - INDEMNIFICATION
1312.1
Indemnification of Directors, Alternate Directors, Customer
Advisors, Board Advisors, Committee Members, Officers, Employees and Agents.
Every person who is, or has served as, a Director, Alternate Director, Customer Advisor,
Board Advisor, committee member, Officer, employee, or agent of the Corporation shall
be indemnified by the Corporation in the manner and to the extent authorized by the North
Carolina Nonprofit Corporation Act. The foregoing rights of indemnification shall be
without prejudice to any other rights to which any such Director, Alternate Director,
Customer Advisor, Board Advisor, committee member, Officer, employee, or agent may
be entitled as a matter of law.
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ARTICLE XIVXIII - AMENDMENT OF THE BYLAWS AND ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION
1413.1
Amendment ofProcess. Any proposal to amend the Bylaws and
Articles of Incorporation. After a request by twenty percent (20%) of the Board of
Directors or Bylaws (an affirmative vote of the Executive Committee, a proposal to amend
the Bylaws or the Articles of Incorporation shall“Amendment”) shall first be put before the
Board of Directors at any regular or special meeting for a vote. to recommend such
Amendment to the Members. Copies of the proposed amendmentsAmendment shall be
distributed to the Board of Directors at least thirty (30) calendar days before the meeting
at which they are to be considered. An amendment toA recommendation that the Bylaws
orMembers approve the Articles of IncorporationAmendment shall be adopted after being
approved by a Supermajority voteat least two-thirds (2/3) of the Board of Directors,
provided that a quorum is present. Upon approval of the recommendation by the Board,
the Members may approve the recommended Amendment at any regular or special
meeting. Copies of the proposed Amendment shall be distributed to the Members at least
thirty (30) calendar days before the Meeting of the Members at which they are to be
considered. An Amendment recommended by the Board of Directors shall be adopted
and proposed to the NERC Board of Trustees for approval after being approved by at
least two-thirds (2/3) of the Members, provided that a quorum of the Members is present.
13.2 Board Amendment of Bylaws. Notwithstanding the Members reserved
power in Section 4.7 or the amendment process outlined in Section 13.1, upon the
passage of any federal electric reliability legislation, and/or the adoption of any rules or
regulations of FERC, NERC or other governmental entity with jurisdiction, the Board shall
have authority to amend these Bylaws as necessary and appropriate to comply with such
law, legislation, rules and regulations.
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES
Revised October 2, 2019

INDEPENDENCE PRINCIPLES FOR
REGIONAL ENTITIES
Governance

•

The governing board should have a sufficient number of independent members to perform the
oversight and other obligations that are assigned to the independent board members, but in no
event less than three independent members.

•

All employees should complete conflict of interest questionnaires annually and be recused from any
activity with an entity that creates a conflict of interest.

•

The determination of independence shall be made in a manner consistent with the provisions of
NERC’s Bylaws and Governance Guidelines.

•

All board members should have training on board responsibilities, fiduciary duties, conflicts of
interest and recusal requirements, and should complete conflict of interest questionnaires annually.

•

A conflict of interest policy should address recusal requirements when a stakeholder director’s
employer is in a dispute with the region.

•

Preferably, the chair of the board should be an independent director. If the chair of the board is not
an independent director, a lead independent director should be designated by the independent
directors. The position of lead director may be rotated amongst the independent directors. The
chair should consult regularly with the lead director on agendas and other matters of importance.

•

The nomination of independent board members should be led by the independent members of the
board. As at NERC, the election of independent board members may be by stakeholders.

Compensation

•

The process for setting independent board director and CEO compensation should be led by the
independent members of the board, and final approval of such compensation should receive the
affirmative vote of a majority of the independent members of the board, as well as by the full board
or executive committee. In setting compensation, an independent market study should be
performed from time to time.

•

If a governance or compensation committee for a hybrid board is responsible for recommending
independent board member and CEO compensation to the full board, or an executive committee,
for approval, the committee should be chaired by an independent director and preferably have a
majority of independent directors.

•

With respect to independent director compensation, in lieu of the above requirements or in the
case of a fully independent board, a Region may elect to participate with NERC in the commissioning
of a board compensation market study that would include both NERC and the Regions. Such study
would recommend a range of compensation for independent Board members for both the Regions

RELIABILITY | RESILIENCE | SECURITY

and NERC. A Region should set the compensation for independent board members within such
range, or as a predetermined percentage of NERC’s independent board compensation.
•

A Region shall notify NERC of the compensation determination and methodology utilized. If the
compensation determination is outside the range recommended in the study, the Region should
provide an explanation of its determination.

Compliance and Enforcement

•

A regional entity should be able to act as the compliance and enforcement agency for every entity
in its footprint.

•

Compliance and enforcement activities should be overseen by regional entity staff and/or directors
that are fully independent from stakeholders.

•

Oversight of compliance and enforcement, and compliance with the delegation agreement, should
be led by the independent members of the governing board. If there is a compliance committee of
the board, it should consist of a majority of independent board members and be chaired by an
independent director. If such a committee has a majority of independent directors, it should
address how any potential CMEP related conflicts for stakeholder members will be handled. There
also should be a process for the lead independent director, or the independent directors as a group,
to meet annually in executive session with the CEO and CMEP executive staff to discuss any
compliance and enforcement related issues related to independence or concerns about undue
pressure, or other matters that would be inappropriate to discuss with stakeholder directors
present.

•

Each Region shall have a documented process in place for any CMEP staff to raise concerns with
respect to the independence of the CMEP program with the Regional CEO, including a process to
provide such information to an independent board chair or lead independent director.

•

No enforcement action should be reviewed or approved by any stakeholder board or committee
member. This does not mean that subsequent lessons learned cannot be shared.

Other Relationships

•

The regional entity should have no significant commercial relationships with any stakeholder, e.g.,
real estate leases, contracts for services.

•

Regions will consult with the NERC CEO in the event that an issue arises that may involve possible
undue influence, or the appearance of undue influence, related to the exercise of a region’s
responsibilities under the delegation agreement.

Independence Principles for Regional Entities
Updated: October 2, 2019
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1.0 Executive Summary
The focus of the 2019 SERC Reliability Risk Report is to identify reliability risks within the SERC
region of the North American Bulk Power System (BPS). Leadership from the Engineering,
Operations, and the Critical Infrastructure Protection Committees, with support from SERC staff,
developed these risks. Risks identified in this report are valuable inputs to the development of
the SERC compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) Implementation Plan.
For the 2019 SERC Reliability Risk Report the RRWG considered relevant 2018 risk elements,
as well as the draft 2019 ERO Reliability Risk Priorities Report, and prioritized them based on
the probability of occurrence and severity of impact to the SERC Region.
The draft 2019 ERO Reliability Risk Priorities Report introduced a consolidation of risks into four
high level risks: 1) Grid Transformation, 2) Extreme Natural Events, 3) Security Vulnerabilities,
and 4) Critical Infrastructure Interdependency
Figure 1: 2019 ERO Reliability Risk Priorities Report - Four High Level Risks1

In the review of SERC Reliability Risks the Engineering (EC), Operations (OC) and Critical
Infrastructure Protection Committees (CIPC) identified the top Reliability Risks to the SERC
Region.

1

2019 ERO Reliability Risk Priorities Report
https://www.nerc.com/comm/RISC/Documents/RISC%20ERO%20Priorities%20Report_Third_Draft_Sept
ember_2019_CLEAN.pdf
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Figure 1: 2019 Top Reliability Risks Heat Map
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The following is a graphic representation of the top identified SERC Reliability Risks and their
risk status for the SERC Region.
Table 1: Ranked Risk Elements and Their Risk Status
1.

Cybersecurity threats result from
exploitation

Monitor

Manage

2.

Resource Uncertainty (EC & OC)

Manage

Manage

3.

Fuel Diversity (EC & OC)

Monitor

4.

Legacy architecture coupled with
the increased connectivity of the
grid expands the attack surface
of BPS protection and control
systems

Monitor

Monitor

Manage

5.

Extreme Weather

6.

Critical Infrastructure
Interdependencies

7.

Skilled Workforce

8.

Variable Energy Resource
Integration

SERC Reliability Risks Common Themes and Takeaways


Interdependencies between industries and fuel types – Fuel Diversity, Resource
Uncertainty, and Critical Infrastructure Interdependencies



Increased security risks (both cyber and physical) – Cyber Security and Expanded
Attacks on BPS



The increase in natural gas and renewable generation coupled with the decline in
nuclear and coal-fired generation - Resource Uncertainty and Variable Energy
Resource Integration
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The importance of emerging technologies and how to best incorporate those into a
reliable and secure BPS – Resource Uncertainty, Skilled Workforce, and Variable
Energy Resource Integration



Significant changes to the grid require new models and tools for reliable integration Skilled Workforce and Variable Energy Resource Integration



The SERC Region is susceptible to significant and extreme weather – Extreme
Weather

The following sections will discuss the Risk Profiles, Justification, and Mitigation practices for
the reliability risks to the SERC Region, as defined by the Engineering Committee (EC),
Operations Committee (OC) and Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee (CIPC).

2.0 Background
On July 20, 2006, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) certified the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) as the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO)
in the United States, pursuant to Section 215 of the Federal Power Act. As the ERO, NERC may
delegate authority to Regional Entities to monitor and enforce NERC Reliability Standards.
NERC and the Regional Entities work to safeguard bulk power system (BPS) reliability
throughout North America.
Figure 2: Six Regional Entities of North American BPS

NERC REGIONS
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Figure 3: SERC Subregions

As one of six Regional Entities, SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC), located in Charlotte,
North Carolina, performs certain functions delegated by NERC as the ERO and is subject to
FERC oversight. SERC promotes and monitors compliance with mandatory Reliability
Standards, assesses seasonal and long-term reliability, monitors the BPS through system
awareness, and educates and trains industry personnel.
The SERC Region includes all or portions of 16 states in the southeastern and central United
States, including all of Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Florida, and portions of Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. SERC covers an area of approximately 630,000 square miles.
SERC comprises six diverse Reliability Coordinator (RC) Areas and seven subregions:
Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) RC, subdivided as MISO-Central and
MISO-South; Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) RC - Central; Southeastern RC (SeRC) Southeast; VACAR South (VACS) RC - East; PJM Interconnection, LLC (PJM) RC – PJM; and
Florida Reliability Coordinating Council RC (FL peninsula). SERC currently has 78 members,
which include Investor-Owned Utilities; Municipal, Cooperative, State, and Federal Entities,
Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs); Independent System Operators (ISOs);
Independent Power Producers (IPPs); and Power Marketers. In the SERC Region, there are 36
Balancing Authorities and approximately 245 registered entities under the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) functional model.
SERC is a nonprofit regulatory authority that promotes effective and efficient administration of
BPS reliability. SERC Technical committees and associated subcommittees share expertise
among stakeholders and provide vital collaboration in maintaining the Region’s reliability.
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3.0 Purpose
The Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG) is a working group that advises the SERC
Operations, Planning, and Security Executive Committee (OPSEC) concerning risks to the
reliability of the BPS for Engineering, Operating, and Critical Infrastructure Protection. They
work to identify, analyze, and prioritize Regional risks and educate SERC members on these
risks. The RRWG provides input to the SERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement
Program (CMEP) Implementation Plan by providing a reliability risk registry and justification for
submission to the ERO CMEP Implementation Plan for the following year.
Each of the SERC technical committees nominate and evaluate potential risk elements in their
technical area. While risks remain categorized in each of these three technical areas, some may
align with more than one group. The RRWG uses the following risk ranking methodology:
1. Identify the impact(s) of a risk element.
2. Assess the probability of risk occurrence in each identified impact area(s).
3. Assign a final risk score to the risk element.
For the 2019 SERC Reliability Risk Report the RRWG considered relevant 2018 risk elements,
as well as the 2019 Draft ERO Risk Report, and prioritized them based on the probability of
occurrence and severity of impact.
The draft 2019 ERO Reliability Risk Priorities Report introduced a consolidation of risks into four
high level risks2: 1) Grid Transformation, 2) Extreme Natural Events, 3) Security Vulnerabilities,
and 4) Critical Infrastructure Interdependency
Higher Likelihood, Higher Impact
 Changing Resource Mix
 Variable Energy Resources Integration
 Cybersecurity threats result from exploitation of both external and internal
vulnerabilities
 Resource Adequacy and Performance
 Fuel Diversity and Fuel Availability
Higher Likelihood, Lower Impact
 Human Performance and Skilled Workforce
 Interdependencies from the critical infrastructure sectors
Lower Likelihood, Higher Impact
 Extreme Natural Events
Lower Likelihood, Lower Impact
 Legacy architecture coupled with the increased connectivity of the grid expands the
attack surface of BPS protection and control systems

2

2019 ERO Reliability Risk Priorities Report
https://www.nerc.com/comm/RISC/Documents/RISC%20ERO%20Priorities%20Report_Third_Draft_Sept
ember_2019_CLEAN.pdf
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4.0 2019 Reliability Risk Profiles
4.1

SERC EC, OC, and CIPC Committees 2019 Reliability Risk Profiles
Descriptors of the Reliability Risk Profile: Grid Transformation
o

Changing Resource Mix, Critical Infrastructure Interdependency, and
Human Performance and Skilled Workforce


Resource Uncertainty and Changing Resource Mix with Generation
Retirements – There has been a substantial change in the generation
mix within SERC and the entire ERO, including the retirement of coal
units; an accelerating development of solar, wind, and storage resources;
and increased dependence on natural gas generation.



Fuel Diversity and Fuel Availability – Currently, natural gas accounts
for more than 40 percent of generation in the SERC Region. There will be
greater reliance on natural gas generation considering known and
anticipated baseload coal plant retirement, fuel costs, and environmental
policies. This will give rise to a less diverse portfolio, and an inability to
respond to loss of a specific fuel type.



Variable Energy Resources Integration – There has been a rise in the
SERC renewable energy resource portfolio: wind energy in the west, and
solar in the south, southeast, and FL-Peninsula. Integration of Variable
Energy Resources (VERs) raises the risk of voltage regulation, dynamic
response, and sudden change in dispatch patterns. The changing
characteristic of the grid with the growth of VERs will affect how the grid is
operated in the future.
Since VERs are weather dependent, planning for backup resources in the
absence of generation becomes essential to maintain the reliability of the
system



Human Resources/ Demographics – Lack of experience leads to poor
decision making/delayed actions to resolve emergencies. Lack of
knowledge transfer is affected by an aging workforce.

Descriptor of the Reliability Risk Profile: Extreme Natural Events

o Other Extreme Natural Events


Extreme Weather – Typically, the SERC Region experiences more than
one tornado per year and prepares for at least three-to-four named
tropical storms each year. Extreme weather poses a significant risk to
BPS reliability due to disruptions in the fuel supply, vegetation impinging
on transmission lines, loss of telecommunication, lack of BPS situational
awareness, and associated forced outages of generation and
transmission facilities. Severe cold weather gives rise to issues with the
natural gas pipeline supply, freezing of piping or instrumentation at
generator plants, freezing of coal piles, and other impacts. Extremely hot
weather can adversely affect generation by restricting plant cooling,
sources of cooling water, and hydroelectric generation due to drought or
flooding, as well as reducing facility ratings.
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Descriptor of the Reliability Risk Profile: Security Vulnerabilities
o

4.2

Physical and Cyber


Cybersecurity threats result from exploitation of both external and
internal vulnerabilities – This includes exploitation of employee and
insider access; weak security practices of host utilities, third-party service
providers and vendors, and other organizations; unknown, undisclosed,
or unaddressed vulnerabilities in cyber systems; and the growing
sophistication of bad actors, nation states, and collaboration between
these groups.



Legacy architecture coupled with the increased connectivity of the
grid expands the attack surface of BPS protection and control
systems – This includes increased automation of the BPS through
control systems implementation; the trend toward increased integration of
IT operating systems that may increase the attack surface and associated
attack risk; and IT/operational technology (OT) control system
infrastructure management, out-of-date operating systems, and the lack
of patching capability/discipline.



Interdependencies from the critical infrastructure sectors, such as
Communications, Financial Services, Oil and Natural Gas Subsector,
and Water, where sector-specific vulnerabilities can impact BPS
reliability – Sector interdependence is becoming more critical, such as
the added importance of digital communications for electric system
protection and control, as well as voice communications for emergency
response and restoration. Subsector interdependence is increasing (e.g.,
growing reliance on natural gas as an electrical generation fuel source),
creating the potential for more limiting contingencies—including single
point failures.3

2019 SERC Risks and Mitigation Strategies

The following section represents the 2019 Reliability Risks as identified by the SERC RRWG
and discusses mitigation strategies in progress for 2018.
Appendices A, B, and C provide a complete list of evaluated risk elements. Sections 4.2.1
through 4.2.3 summarize the 2019 risks with the top three scores for the engineering,
operations, and critical infrastructure protection areas, respectively.

3

2019 ERO Reliability Risk Priorities Report
https://www.nerc.com/comm/RISC/Documents/RISC%20ERO%20Priorities%20Report_Third_Draft_Sept
ember_2019_CLEAN.pdf
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Figure 4: Ranked Regional Risk Elements
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4.2.1 Engineering Committee Risks and Mitigation Strategies
The RRWG identified the top three engineering risks. For a complete set of the engineering
risks, see Appendix A.
Figure 5: Engineering Committee Ranked Risk Elements
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4.2.1.1

Resource Uncertainty and Changing Resource Mix Along with Generation
Retirement:

A transition in the resource mix within the SERC Region and nationally is driven by both
economics and public policy. While decreasing costs and lower emissions have propelled
natural gas to prominence as a fuel source (replacing coal), renewables—primarily photovoltaic
in the SERC Region and to a lesser extent, wind—are making a surge due to dropping
installation costs and state-based subsidies. Existing nuclear generation is struggling to be
competitive in some areas.
Figure 6: Changing Resource Mix Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
To address this risk, in 2017 the EC established the Variable Energy Resources Working Group
(VERWG) to evaluate the effects of variable energy resource (VER) integration on reliability in
the SERC Region.
The EC created a task force to consider the SERC Resource Adequacy Working Group's
(RAWG’s) 2016 resources mix scenarios, analyze transmission impacts (e.g., voltage
constraints, stability, etc.), and propose next steps for follow-on scenario analysis focused on
the renewables impact/changing resource mix. Leadership tasked the Renewable Impact Study
Task Force (RISTF) to initiate an analysis across multiple technical groups (variable energy,
dynamics, steady state, and resource adequacy) and complete the study in 2018.
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SERC can use the results from the analysis to identify potential reliability implications
associated with resource mix changes, provide recommendations to entities in the Region, and
provide a reliability perspective for ERO and policy considerations.
The RISTF has completed its work and is developing the final report. Some of the
recommendations from the task force are:


As a next step to the analysis performed in this study, the RISTF recommends the EC
consider performing transmission analysis on various renewable penetration level
sensitivities developed by the RAWG.



The Dynamics Working Group should continue discussions on the Eastern
Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC) recommendations and pursue study
efforts as appropriate.

SERC EC formed a Variable Energy Resources Working Group (VERWG) to evaluate the
effects of variable energy resource integration on the reliability of the bulk power system (BPS)
in the SERC Region. The VERWG is responsible for annually collecting data used for trending.
In 2017, the VERWG collected limited distributed energy resource (DER) data through an
informal survey of its members. In 2018, SERC modified and expanded the DER template to
include associated DER characteristics. In order to reach a larger SERC audience and collect a
more complete data set, the survey was then included in the annual, formal Data Collection
Task Force (DCTF) survey. This is still a new process. The data collected in early 2019 should
be a better indicator of our progress toward collecting DER information, allowing for a more
detailed modeling analysis. However, the DER survey request does not yet contemplate hourly
modeling data. The RISTF recommends using data collected for the VERWG analysis within
other study and analysis efforts performed across other EC working groups.
4.2.1.2

Fuel Diversity and Fuel Availability

Natural gas currently accounts for more than 40 percent of generation in the SERC Region.
There will be greater reliance on natural gas generation considering known and anticipated
baseload coal plant retirement, fuel costs, and environmental policies. This will give rise to a
less diverse portfolio and an inability to respond to loss of a specific fuel type.
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Table 2: Fuel Diversity/Availability Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
The RISTF study considered the effect of the fuel mix on the reliability of the system. The SERC
EC also followed the NERC-conducted study on accelerated retirement and a study on
electricity and gas interdependency. SERC plans to continue its participation in the
study/assessment conducted by NERC. SERC also participates in the Eastern Interconnection
Reliability Assessment Group (ERAG) to promote collaboration and coordination of information
regarding gas and electricity interdependency.
4.2.1.3

Variable Energy Resources Integration

There has been a rise in the SERC renewable energy resource portfolio: wind energy in the
west, and solar in the south, southeast, and FL-Peninsula. Integration of VERs raises the risk of
voltage regulation, dynamic response and sudden change in dispatch patterns. The changing
characteristic of the grid with the growth of VERs will affect how the grid is operated in future.
Since VERs are weather dependent, planning for backup resources in the absence of
generation becomes essential to maintain the reliability of the system
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Figure 7: Variable Energy Resources Integration Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
The VERWG continues to monitor these changes and aid with developing solutions to address
Variable Energy Resource Integration. Specifically, the VERWG is developing an InverterBased Resource Interconnection Requirements Practices paper. The purpose of this paper is to
document industry guidance and practices of SERC members regarding interconnection
requirements for inverter-based resources. As a resource for SERC members, the paper will
serve as a starting point for discussion between SERC entities on the best ways to incorporate
future industry guidance and lessons learned. In addition, the paper will act as a training aid and
starting point in helping entities develop inverter-based generation interconnection
requirements, and will provide insight on the practices of other SERC members as a resource
until expertise is developed. We believe that providing this guidance to the SERC members will
help each member accurately assess the impact of increasing integration of renewable energy
in the SERC Region.

4.2.2 Operating Committee Risks and Mitigation Strategies
The RRWG identified the top three operating risks. For a complete set of the operational risks,
see Appendix B.
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Figure 8: Operating Committee Ranked Risk Elements

4.2.2.1

Fuel Diversity/Fuel Availability

Fuel diversity and fuel availability are of equal risk to the reliable operation of the system.
Currently, natural gas accounts more than 40 percent of generation in the SERC Region. There
will be greater reliance on natural gas generation because of baseload coal plant retirements;
volatility in fuel costs; adequacy of natural gas pipeline infrastructure to serve extreme winter
peak load, along with traditional firm gas needs; and policy or legislation changes that could
impact fuel prices due to environmental groups, activists and, public perception. This will give
rise to a less diverse portfolio, and loss of the ability to respond to the loss of a single fuel type.
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Figure 9: Fuel Diversity/Availability Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
In response to this risk, the OC has developed a multi-prong strategy consisting of ongoing
monitoring and member best practice sharing efforts.
The first of these strategies involved securing a speaker from a SERC member to share lessons
learned and actions taken from the NERC Single Point of Disruption (SPOD) Report. During the
2018 Fall Technical Committee Meeting, a presenter from Southern Company Transmission
presented key takeaways from Southern Company’s studies, which were prompted by the
SPOD report. The presentation contained valuable information regarding the logistics of
performing the studies, and the importance of building and retaining collaborative partnerships
with fuel providers, and then including them in the study process. This presentation has been
shared with SERC OC members.
Additional strategies that are still ongoing include the use of existing tools, such as Conservative
System Operations, to manage effectively capacity constraints, as well as ensuring that the
operations perspective continues to be included in long term planning scenarios. Finally, the
team recommended that the SERC OC continue to track the progress of significant nuclear
projects within the SERC area to completion. If any changes occur, the team would request that
sensitivity studies be performed to ensure no negative system impacts would arise because of
the changes.
4.2.2.2

Extreme Weather

Typically, the SERC Region experiences more than one tornado per year and prepares for at
least three-to-four named tropical storms each year. Extreme weather poses a significant risk to
BPS reliability due to disruptions in the fuel supply, vegetation impinging on transmission lines,
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loss of telecommunication, lack of BPS situational awareness, and associated forced outages of
generation and transmission facilities. Severe cold weather gives rise to issues with the natural
gas pipeline supply, freezing of piping or instrumentation at generator plants, freezing of coal
piles, and other impacts. Extremely hot weather can adversely affect generation by restricting
plant cooling, sources of cooling water, and hydroelectric generation due to drought or flooding,
as well as reducing facility ratings.
Figure 10: Fuel Diversity/Availability Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
The OC RRWG uses the SERC OC Conservative Operations Guidelines (2017) to guide SERC
members on the development of a conservative operations procedure as one means of
mitigating the risks associated with extreme weather experienced by the SERC Region.
NERC developed a Reliability Guideline4, Generating Unit Winter Weather Readiness, which
provides recommended industry practices for preparing for and operating through periods of
extreme cold weather. SERC sent this document to SERC OC members for their companies’
consideration and use with winter preparedness activities.
The SERC OC developed a severe cold weather checklist (i.e., guideline) document. A request
to SERC OC members to provide copies of checklists they currently use resulted in the
submission of three such lists. The final document was published in October 2018.

4

https://www.nerc.com/comm/OC/Reliability%20Guideline%20DL/Generating_Unit_Winter_Weather_Read
iness_final.pdf
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The SERC OC established a standing agenda item for their fall meeting to address preparations
for cold weather operations.
4.2.2.3

Resource Uncertainty/Changing Mix along with Generation Retirements

A transition is taking place in the resource mix within SERC (and nationally) driven by both
economics and public policy. Renewables (photovoltaic and to a lesser extent, wind) are making
a surge due to dropping installation costs and state-based subsidies.
For systems where the amount of System Inertial Response (SIR) is decreasing, various ways
of compensating to maintain reliability are possible, potentially including introducing faster
frequency response (FFR) and/or maintaining a certain minimum SIR level. The examples of
FFR include, but are not limited to, step or proportional response from energy storage or PV
solar generation resources (with reserved headroom) and high speed injection from wind
generation resources.
Figure 11: Changing Resource Mix Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
For this risk area, the RRWG recommends that the SERC OC gain insight from the VERWG
efforts and studies. The RRWG recommends that the VERWG provide updates on efforts and
best practices to be presented to the SERC OC technical committee meeting to determine if
there are any actionable items on which the SERC OC should focus.
In addition, since the RRWG has identified a general gap with modeling Distributive Energy
Resources (DERs) and having visibility of DERs on EMS, the RRWG recommends best practice
presentations from SERC OC members knowledgeable in this area.
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4.2.3 Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee Risks and Mitigation Strategies
The RRWG identified the top three CIP risks. For a complete set of the CIP risks, see Appendix
C. The top three CIP risks are connected with the cybersecurity vulnerabilities risk profile as
described in the ERO Reliability Risk Priorities.5
Figure 12: Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee Ranked Risk Elements

4.2.3.1

Cybersecurity Threats Result from Exploitation of Both External and Internal
Vulnerabilities:

This includes exploitation of employee and insider access; weak security practices of host
utilities, third-party service providers and vendors, and other organizations; unknown,
undisclosed, or unaddressed vulnerabilities in cyber systems; and the growing sophistication of
bad actors, nation states, and collaboration between these groups.

5

ERO-Reliability-_Risk_Priorities-Report_Board_Accepted_February_2018.pdf

https://www.nerc.com/comm/RISC/Related%20Files%20DL/ERO-Reliability-_Risk_PrioritiesReport_Board_Accepted_February_2018.pdf
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Figure 13: Cybersecurity Threat Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
To address physical security objectives, the SERC CIPC established a Physical Security
Subcommittee to review NERC Reliability Standards CIP-004, CIP-006, and CIP-014, and to
make recommendations to the CIPC. The subcommittee presented several topics related to
physical security, including voluntary reporting frequency and logging guidance for minor
incidents; CIP audits; a physical security program for Low Impact Access; and addressing CIP006 for High and Medium BES Cyber Assets. Members of this subcommittee also participated in
industry working groups to develop CIP-014 guidance documents.
4.2.3.2

Legacy Architecture Coupled with the Increased Connectivity of the Grid
Expands the Attack Surface of BPS Protection and Control Systems:

This includes increased automation of the BPS through control systems implementation; the
trend toward increased integration of IT operating systems that may increase the attack surface
and associated attack risk; and IT/operational technology (OT) control system infrastructure
management, out-of-date operating systems, and the lack of patching capability/discipline.
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Figure 14: Increased Connectivity Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
CIP focus on this risk has included the following:

4.2.3.3



Providing education and awareness;



Participating in the Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC) with
SERC member companies and other SERC Registered Entities;



Monitoring emerging threats and vulnerabilities;



Monitoring the status of NERC Alerts;



Evaluating SERC Regional risks and mitigation strategies;



Promoting the use of the Design Basis Threat (DBT);



Promoting participation in periodic and tabletop drills; and



Promoting incident response planning.
Interdependencies from the Critical Infrastructure Sectors, such as
Communications, Financial Services, Oil and Natural Gas Subsector, and
Water, Where Sector-specific Vulnerabilities Can Impact BPS Reliability

Sector interdependence is becoming more critical, such as the added importance of digital
communications for electric system protection and control, as well as voice communications for
emergency response and restoration. Subsector interdependence is increasing (e.g., growing
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reliance on natural gas as an electrical generation fuel source), creating the potential for more
limiting contingencies, including single point failures.6
Figure 15: Critical Infrastructure Interdependencies Impact Area and Score

Risk Mitigation Status
CIP focus on this risk has included the following:


Encouraging member participation in E-ISAC activities;



Recommending that members follow E-ISAC recommendations;



Providing cyber and physical security education and awareness;



Monitoring NERC Alerts and other threat intelligence;



Encouraging participation in GridEx;



Encouraging CIPC to engage SERC Outreach;



Encouraging the use of security metrics;



Monitoring emerging threats and vulnerabilities;



Evaluating SERC Regional risks and mitigation strategies;

6

2019 ERO Reliability Risk Priorities Report
https://www.nerc.com/comm/RISC/Documents/RISC%20ERO%20Priorities%20Report_Third_Draft_Sept
ember_2019_CLEAN.pdf
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Promoting cyber threat and vulnerability assessment programs and maturity models,
such as Cybersecurity Risk Information Sharing Program (CRISP);



Recommending analysis and trending of security events;



Promoting participation in the “train the trainer” Cybersecurity Risk Assessment
Program (CRPA) events;



Recommending participation in security-related meetings and threat briefings;



Increasing member participation in Mutual Assistance agreements; and



Focusing risk-based compliance monitoring on evolving threats and most violated
standards.

5.0 Recommendations
While the RRWG identifies SERC risks annually, it is the responsibility of the SERC Technical
Committees (CIPC, OC, and EC) to develop and execute mitigation strategies for, at least, the
top three risks in each of the three technical areas. The RRWG will process and update the risk
elements based on the mitigation plan devised by the technical committees.
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Appendix A

2019 Engineering Risk Elements Final

Table A 1: SERC Engineering Risk
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Resource uncertainty/
changing mix along with
generation retirements

A transition is taking place in the resource
mix within SERC (and nationally) driven by
both economics and public policy. While
decreasing costs and lower emissions
have propelled natural gas to preeminence
as a fuel source (replacing coal), there is a
surge in renewables (primarily photovoltaic
in the SERC Region) due to dropping
installation costs and state-based
subsidies. Existing nuclear generation is
struggling to be competitive in some areas.
New nuclear construction is in jeopardy
due to the bankruptcy of primary nuclear
suppliers.



1

Grid
Transformation –
Changing
Resource Mix

















Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Increased coordinated studies
required with SERC neighbors.
Increase in renewables (VERs and
DERs)
Potential transmission system
expansion and lead time concerns
More reliance on natural gas
New SERC nuclear construction may
not be completed
Micro grids development implications
Electric storage (battery or other)
becomes significant
Lack of visibility of DERs
Greater dispatch challenges for
operators, ramping requirements
Less diverse fuel portfolio, gas prices
rise substantially (fracking event), PV
manufacturing defect impacts a
significant percentage of solar
capacity, states remove PV economic
incentives
Maintain sufficient reactive supply and
voltage regulation.
Additional reserves required to
address VERS, must plan and build
the system when VERs are not
available
Additional scenario planning needed
Load forecasting, metered load

Table A 1: SERC Engineering Risk
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Fuel Diversity/Fuel
Availability

Currently natural gas accounts more than
40% of generation in SERC region. There
will be greater reliance on natural gas
generation with baseload coal plant
retirement, fuel cost and environmental
policies. This will give rise to less diverse
portfolio, and ability to respond to loss of
fuel type.

Resource adequacy and significant
resource shortage

2

Grid
Transformation –
Changing
Resource Mix

Lack of coordination between electric and
natural gas industry.

Sudden changes in dispatch and
operating conditions and need for fast
acting units

Adequacy of natural gas pipeline
infrastructure to serve extreme winter peak
load along with traditional firm gas needs.

Changes in the flow path and differing
operating conditions

There has been a rise in the SERC
renewable energy resource portfolio: wind
energy in the west, and solar in the south,
southeast, and FL-Peninsula.
Integration of VERS raises the risk of
voltage regulation, dynamic response, and
sudden change in dispatch patterns. The
changing characteristic of the grid with the
growth of VERs will affect how the grid is
operated in future.



Maintenance of sufficient reactive
supply and voltage regulation



Additional reserves required



Planning and building the system for
when VERs are not available



Additional scenario planning needed



Accurate load forecasting, metered
load



Ramping requirements



Harmonic impact

Variable Energy Resources
integration

Since VERs are weather dependent,
planning for backup resources in the
absence of generation becomes essential
to maintain the reliability of the system.

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Critical
Infrastructure
Interdependency –
Natural Gas

3

Grid
Transformation –
Changing
Resource Mix

Table A 1: SERC Engineering Risk
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Generation and
Transmission Modeling

Accurate representation of transmission
and generation modeling is the key to plan
the transmission adequacy and to maintain
system reliability in the future. The rise of
renewable generation model and use of
inaccurate and black box models
introduces errors and significantly affects
planning studies.



Insufficient models, cases, or both

4 (tie)




Less clarity in future plans
Transmission construction timeline
not sufficient to meet the future
system needs
Inaccurate modeling of the systems

Grid
Transformation –
Bulk Power System
Planning

4 (tie)

Grid
Transformation –
Bulk Power System
Planning



Above normal demand in energy
Modeling firm interchange in
the short term and long term
study models

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Failing to model firm transfers correctly
raises reliability risks associated with
improper assessments of near-term
operating conditions, as well as
development of incorrect expansion plans.
The firm transfers associated with many
utilities have not been modeled accurately
in LTSG/MMWG models and their
derivative models used by TOs, TSPs,
TPs, and PCs for several years. These
models are used for a variety of reliability
related studies throughout the Eastern
Interconnection. These models are also
widely used for evaluation of transfer
capability and transmission service
requests.



Operating horizon reliability
assessments must be performed
accurately to properly equip
operators.

Lack of coordination between electric and
natural gas industry.



Sudden changes in dispatch and
operating conditions

Adequacy of natural gas pipeline
infrastructure to serve extreme winter peak
load along with traditional firm gas needs is
questionable.



Need for fast acting capabilities of
existing units

Table A 1: SERC Engineering Risk
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Generator Governor
Frequency Response

Accurate governor deadband and droop
settings are important to reliably operate
the bulk energy system.



Arresting and stabilizing the system
frequency during an event

6



Long frequency recovery time

Grid
Transformation –
Bulk Power System
Planning



Machine trip due to under frequency



Accurate models necessary to
correctly plan and expand the system



Accurate determination of transfer
capability and availability of
transmission service
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Extreme Natural
Events – Other
Extreme Natural
Events




Loss of hydro generation
Decreased generation capacity due to
higher ambient temperature for
cooling
Weakened vegetation possibly
causing transmission outages
Disruption of fuel
Unscheduled power flow

8 (tie)



Voltage regulation



Maintenance of reactive reserve

Grid
Transformation –
Bulk Power System
Planning



Different unfamiliar power flow
scenarios




Possibility of wide-spread outage
Cascading and system collapse

8 (tie)

Grid
Transformation –
Increasing
Complexity in
Protection and
Control Systems

Flood or Drought for
extended period of time

SERC Region has been facing mild to
severe drought conditions for multiple
years.



Loss of large unit during
shoulder (70-80% of
summer peak load) peak
load with planned outages

Protection system and single
points of failure

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Identified in 2011 Southwest blackout
report

The rate of protection misoperation in the
SERC Region is around 7.5% of the total
operation. This is high.

Appendix B

2019 Operational Risk Elements Final

Table B 1: Operational Risks
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Fuel Diversity/Fuel
Availability

Currently natural gas accounts more than
40% of generation in the SERC Region.
There will be greater reliance on natural
gas generation with baseload coal plant
retirement, fuel cost and environmental
policies. This will give rise to less diverse
portfolio, and ability to respond to loss of
fuel type.



Resource adequacy

1

Grid
Transformation –
Changing
Resource Mix

Volatility in natural gas prices



Adequacy of natural gas pipeline
infrastructure to serve extreme winter peak
load along with traditional firm gas need

Sudden changes in dispatch and
operating conditions



Need for fast acting capabilities of
existing units



More reliance on natural gas

Policy or legislation changes could impact
fuel prices due to environmental groups,
activists and, public perception



Significant event that would affect a
certain fuel type



New SERC nuclear construction
may not be completed

SERC Region is susceptible to severe
weather such as tornadoes (spring 2011)
and hurricanes (e.g. Hugo, Fran, Katrina,
Matthew, Michael, Florence, Irma), and
extreme hot weather (summer 2007),
severe cold weather (Polar Vortex),
drought (2007), and flooding (2005, 2010,
2015, 2016, 2018)



Use of alternate tools or manual
operation of the system
Loss of communication – data
Loss of communication – voice
Vegetation issues
Interruption of natural gas (NG)
pipeline supply
NG and electricity interdependency

2

Extreme Natural
Events – Other
Extreme Natural
Events

Extreme Weather

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)







Table B 1: Operational Risks
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Extreme Weather (cont.)

Two losses of NPP offsite power in SERC
due to tornadoes in the last 5 years (Surry
and Browns Ferry); two losses of off-site
power during Hurricane Matthew; major ;
several transmission circuits lost during
Hurricane Matthew






Generator freezing issues occurred during
the Polar Vortex.





Extreme Weather
(continued)

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Major impact on fuel transport, sources of
cooling water, and hydroelectric generation
due to drought or flooding

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

2

Extreme Natural
Events – Other
Extreme Natural
Events

Generation and transmission forced
outage impact
Loss of situational awareness
Large unscheduled power flows
(System Operating Limit (SOL) and
IROL exceedances)
Loss of off-site power at NPP
Freezing of coal pile,
instrumentation-sensing lines, drum
level indication, pressure
transmitters, etc.
Gas breaker issues
Adequate load forecasting for
extreme event



Environmental limiting impact on
major generation and transmission
facilities availability



Loss of black start hydro during
drought



Loss of steam units during drought
due to return water temperature
being above EPA regulations



Loss of coal delivery



Water level intake to the plant

Table B 1: Operational Risks
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Resource
uncertainty/changing mix,
along with generation
retirements

A transition is taking place in the resource
mix within SERC (and nationally) driven by
both economics and public policy.
Renewables (photovoltaic, and to a lesser
extent, wind) are making a surge due to
dropping installation costs and state-based
subsidies.



Increase in renewables (VERs and
DERs)

3



Micro grids development implications

Grid
Transformation –
Changing
Resource Mix



Electric storage (battery or other)
becomes significant



Lack of visibility of distributed energy
resources (DERS)



Greater dispatch challenges for
operators, (ramping requirements,
plus others)



Maintain sufficient reactive supply
and voltage regulation.



Additional reserves required to
address VERS; increase in need to
plan and build the system when
VERs are not available



Additional scenario planning needed



Accurate load forecasting, metered
load

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Table B 1: Operational Risks
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Resource
uncertainty/changing mix,
along with generation
retirements
(continued)

For systems where the amount of SIR is
decreasing, various ways of compensating
to maintain reliability are possible,
potentially including introducing faster
frequency response (FFR) and/or
maintaining certain minimum SIR level.
The examples of FFR include, but are not
limited to, step or proportional response
from energy storage or PV solar
generation resources (with reserved
headroom) high speed injection from wind
generation resources.



Actuation of UFLS due to lack of
inertia
Accurate load forecasting, metered
load

3

Grid
Transformation –
Changing
Resource Mix



Lack of experience leading to poor
decision making/delayed actions to
resolve emergency

4



Aging workforce (lack of knowledge
transfer)

Grid
Transformation –
Human
Performance and
Skilled Workforce

Human Resources/
Demographics

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)



Table B 1: Operational Risks
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Parallel and loop flow issues

Parallel/loop flows put firm transactions at
risk. Usually, these firm transactions are
being utilized as DNRs for SERC entity
load.



5

Grid
Transformation –
Changing
Resource Mix and
Bulk Power
System Planning







Lack of adequate outage
coordination for generation and
transmission facilities
Non-uniformity of market or
traditional flow formulas
Lack of coordination to solve
reliability issues
Inaccurate models for Operations
planning (loop flows, and unit
commitment need access to RTO
generation dispatch)
Changing Resource Mix and
Capacity Market resources creating
unscheduled power flows



TLR as an operation risk

AC Equipment Failure
compounded by relay
misoperations

Voltage depression events point to the
consequences associated with this
compound risk.




System blackout
Voltage depression or collapse

6

Grid
Transformation –
Increasing
Complexity in
Protection and
Control Systems

Loss of Major Application
(EMS/SCADA)

Event Reports indicate more loss of EMS
events are occurring in the last two years
for SERC entities



7



Extended Loss of Situational
Awareness (greater than two hours)
Short-term loss of situational
awareness (less than two hours or
partial)

Grid
Transformation –
Loss of Situational
Awareness

Identified in 2011 Southwest blackout
report



Unscheduled power flow

8

Grid
Transformation –
Resource
Adequacy and
Performance

Loss of large unit during
shoulder (70-80% of
summer peak load) peak
load with planned outages.

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Table B 1: Operational Risks
Major Risk Examples

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Vegetation causing cascade
event



Forced transmission outages
resulting in a cascade event

9

Extreme Natural
Events – Other
Extreme Natural
Events

Solar Eclipse (2024)



Underfrequency

10

Grid
Transformation –
Changing
Resource Mix

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Justification

Appendix C

2019 Critical Infrastructure Protection Risk Elements

Table C 1: CIP Risks
Major Risk Examples

Cybersecurity threats result
from exploitation of both
external and internal
vulnerabilities
1-Exploitation of employee
and insider access.
2-Weak security practices of
host utilities, third-party
service providers and
vendors, and other
organizations.
3-Unknown, undisclosed, or
unaddressed vulnerabilities
in cyber systems.
4-Growing sophistication of
bad actors, nation states,
and collaboration between
these groups.

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile





1

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Cybersecurity Risk

2019 NERC RISC Report













Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant

Table C 1: CIP Risks
Major Risk Examples

Legacy architecture coupled
with the increased
connectivity of the grid
expands the attack surface
of BPS protection and
control systems:
1-Increased automation of
the BPS through control
systems implementation.
2-The trend toward
increased integration of IT
operating systems may
increase in the attack
surface and associated
attack risk.
3-IT/operational technology
(OT) control system
infrastructure management,
out-of-date operating
systems, and the lack of
patching
capability/discipline.

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile





2

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Cybersecurity Risk

2019 NERC RISC Report













Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant

Table C 1: CIP Risks
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Interdependencies from the
critical infrastructure sectors,
such as Communications,
Financial Services, Oil and
Natural Gas Subsector, and
Water, where sector-specific
vulnerabilities can impact
BPS reliability.





3

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Cybersecurity Risk

The rapid growth in
sophistication and
widespread availability of
tools and processes
designed to exploit
vulnerabilities and
weaknesses in BPS
technologies and in
connected IT networks and
systems.



4

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Cybersecurity Risk

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

2019 NERC RISC Report




2019 NERC RISC Report























Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant
Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant

Table C 1: CIP Risks
Major Risk Examples

Extreme Physical Events
(Man-Made): Sabotage

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile









5

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Physical Security
Vulnerabilities

6

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Cybersecurity Risk

2019 NERC RISC Report
E-ISAC Watch list & Reports
FBI Bulletins & Flash Alerts
US-CERT
ICS-CERT

Note: Sabotage is defined as
a deliberate, well-planned
and often has an insider
component to it and has the
greatest potential for impact.

A lack of staff that is
knowledgeable and
experienced in cybersecurity
of control systems and
supporting IT/OT networks
(historically separate
organizations and skillsets).
This risk is symptomatic
across all industries and is a
risk because it hinders an
organization’s ability to
prevent, detect, and respond
to cyber incidents due to
organizational silos.

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)



2019 NERC RISC Report

























Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant
Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant

Table C 1: CIP Risks
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Ineffective teamwork and
collaboration among the
federal, provincial, state,
local government, private
sector and critical
infrastructure owners can
exacerbate cyber events.





7

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Cybersecurity Risk

Extreme Physical Events
(Man-Made): Attack







8

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Physical Security
Vulnerabilities

Note: Physical attacks are
often connected to a
grievance of some kind and
present the potential for
moderate impact. (Insider
Physical Threat)

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

2019 NERC RISC Report




2019 NERC RISC Report
E-ISAC Watch list & Reports
FBI Bulletins & Flash Alerts
US-CERT
ICS-CERT























Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant
Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant

Table C 1: CIP Risks
Major Risk Examples

Justification

Impact Areas

Total
Risk
Ranking

Associated NERC
2019 RISC Risk
Profile

Technologies and services





9

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Physical Security
Vulnerabilities

10

Security
Vulnerabilities –
Physical Security
Vulnerabilities

2019 NERC RISC Report

1. Increased reliance on
third party service
providers and cloudbased services for BPS
operations and support




2. Cybersecurity risks in the
supply chain: software
integrity and authenticity;
vendor remote access;
information system
planning; and vendor risk
management and
procurement controls
Extreme Physical Events
(Man-Made): Vandalism

Note: Vandalism is random
and opportunity-based;
although it occurs most
frequently, its results are
most likely of low impact.

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)







2019 NERC RISC Report
E-ISAC Watch list & Reports
FBI Bulletins & Flash Alerts
US-CERT
ICS-CERT























Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant
Loss of Situational awareness
monitoring
Loss of coordination during event
and restoration
Large block of power unexpectedly
flowing through SERC
Loss of communication – Data
Loss of communication – Voice
Loss of protection systems
Loss of electric generation
Loss of electric transmission
Loss of fuel supply
Market Disruption
Loss of CEII and NTI data
Loss of water supply/coolant

Appendix D

Definitions

Term or Acronym

Definition

BPS

Bulk-Power System

BPSA

Bulk-Power Situational Awareness

CEII

Critical Energy Infrastructure Information

CIPC

Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee

CMEP

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program

CPP

Clean Power Plan

CRISP

Cyber Risk Information Sharing Program

CRPA

Cybersecurity Risk Assessment Program

CS

Control System

DER

Distributed Energy Resource

DNR

Designated Network Resource

E-ISAC

Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center

EC

Engineering Committee

EIPC

Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative

EMS

Energy Management System

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

ERAG

Eastern Interconnection Reliability Assessment Group

ERO

Electric Reliability Organization

FBI

Federal Bureau of Investigation

FERC

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Term or Acronym

Definition

FFR

Faster Frequency Response

ICS

Industrial Control Systems

IROL

Interconnection Reliability Operating Limit

IPP

Independent Power Producer

IS

Information System

ISO

Independent System Operator

IT

Information Technology

LTSG

Long Term Study Group

MMWG

Multi-regional Modeling Working Group

NERC

North American Electric Reliability Corporation

NG

Natural Gas

NPP

Nuclear Power Plant

NTI

Non-public Transmission Function Information

OC

Operating Committee

OPSEC

Operations, Planning, and Security Executive Committee

OT

Operational Technology

PC

Planning Coordinator

PCS

Protection & Control Systems

PV

Photovoltaic

RAWG

Resource Adequacy Working Group

RC

Reliability Coordinator

RISC

Reliability Issues Steering Committee

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Term or Acronym

Definition

RRWG

Reliability Risk Working Group

RTO

Regional Transmission Organization

SA

Situational Awareness

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SERC

SERC Reliability Corporation

SIR

System Inertial Response

SME

Subject Matter Expert

SOL

System Operating Limit

SPOD

Single Point of Disruption

TLR

Transmission Loading Relief

TO

Transmission Owner

TP

Transmission Planner

TSP

Transmission Service Provider

UEA

Unauthorized Electronic Access

VER

Variable Energy Resource

VERWG

Variable Energy Resources Working Group

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)

Attachment 12

2018 THEMES AND LESSONS LEARNED
MITIGATING RISKS BEHIND THE CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION RELIABILITY STANDARDS

SECOND EDITION

PREAMBLE AND LIMITATION OF PURPOSE
Through their compliance monitoring and enforcement activities, and in coordination with North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”), ReliabilityFirst Corporation (“RF”), Western
Electricity Coordination Counsel, and SERC Reliability Corporation (collectively, the “Regions”) have
identified risk themes that have made it difficult for some entities to mitigate against risks associated with
the Critical Infrastructure Protection (“CIP”) Reliability Standards. 1 The purpose of this report is to
communicate these themes, and possible resolutions to them, so that we can work together to continuously
assure the reliability of the Bulk Electric System (“BES”). While there are many discrete valuable lessons
learned published by NERC and Regional Entities to promote strong CIP performance, this report is
intended to identify and share broader themes.
The suggestions for possible resolutions in this report are not, and should in no way be construed as,
directives to industry to undertake any actions. Rather, most of these possible resolutions are merely
approaches that have been successful for those certain entities. However, these possible resolutions may
not be the best approach for every entity because the impact of the resolutions is largely driven by variables
such as an entity’s size, corporate structure, workforce, technology, culture, and other factors. Thus,
before expending any resources to implement any of these possible resolutions, the Regions suggest that
the entity perform a cost/benefit analysis that considers both the practical realities of their operations and
themes identified in this report.

1

The power industry is subject to mandatory Reliability Standards for Critical Infrastructure Protection. The entities discussed
in this Report have worked with the Regions to resolve and mitigate any noncompliance with the CIP Reliability Standards.
More importantly, many of these entities have voluntarily agreed to take actions that go above and beyond what is required to
be compliant with the CIP Reliability Standards to further enhance the security of their operations.

1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To combat the ever-changing physical and cyber-threats landscape, entities
continue to improve their tools, expertise, and defense strategies. Yet, despite
these efforts to stay ahead of security threats, entities are sometimes held back
by deficiencies or limitations in their corporate structure, culture, or resources.
In 2014, RF, in coordination with NERC and several stakeholders, began
analyzing data around potential themes in these deficiencies and released its
findings in early 2015 in the first edition of this report.
Since then, the Regions have coordinated to continue to analyze data relating
to entities’ ability to mitigate risks behind the CIP Standards. In recent years,
the Regions have seen improvement and maturation with most entities’ CIP
programs. However, some entities continue to experience challenges with
implementing CIP compliance programs. Thus, in the spirit of continuous
improvement, the Regions are issuing this Second Edition of this CIP themes
report in order to help drive entities to continue to assess and strengthen their
CIP programs and thus mitigate security risks.
The main themes the Regions have identified are:
1. development of organizational silos;
2. disassociation between compliance and security;
3. lack of awareness of an entity’s needs or deficiencies; and
4. inadequate tools or ineffective use of tools.
Since the start of mandatory compliance for CIP Standards, the Regions have
resolved approximately 4600 violations. Figure 1 represents only the
violations that comprise what the Regions consider the more significant CIP
compliance program deficiencies reported or identified in their Regions
between 2010 and 2017.

15%
11%

45%

29%

Disassociation

Organizational Silos

Inadequate Tools

Lack of Awareness

Figure 1: CIP themes associated with significant compliance program deficiencies.

2

Generally, significant CIP compliance deficiencies are the result of multiple
causes that overlap and are interrelated. So, while the themes discussed in this
report are distinguished for ease of explanation, they are often comingled
when analyzing an individual entity’s CIP compliance program deficiencies.
The Regions determined the significant CIP compliance deficiencies through
consideration of the number and nature of violations per entity combined with
the severity of the risks posed by the violations individually or in the
aggregate. As Figure 1 indicates, most of the violations are rooted in entities
disassociating compliance from security and/or developing organizational
silos. Below is a detailed explanation of each of the four themes and
recommendations on how to prevent their occurrence.

Vertical Silos
(Between Business
Units or Departments)

THEME 1: DEVELOPMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL SILOS
ORGANIZATIONAL SILOS: Lack of internal coordination and
uniformity between business units, departments, or layers from the
top down.

Horizontal Silos
(Between Layers from
the Top Down)

Observations
Multiple entities have experienced CIP compliance deficiencies as a result of
a lack of internal coordination and uniformity that can be characterized as
organizational silos. These silos occur when entities fail to coordinate and/or
consolidate compliance efforts across all business units or departments and
between layers from the top down. Differing compliance programs within a
single entity can lead to internal confusion, contradictions between processes,
lack of ownership of projects or tasks, and other issues. Importantly, silos
may reduce security if the relevant groups are not closely communicating and
coordinating with one another. A failure to communicate may cause gaps in
areas such as access control, incident response, recovery planning, and change
management.
Silos can occur vertically (such as between business units) or horizontally
(between layers from the top down), or both.
Vertical silos occur when an entity does not coordinate across businesses,
business units, departments, or groups. This lack of uniformity and
coordination can be especially problematic because many of the CIP
Reliability Standards cross multiple business units or departments. For
example, Human Resources (“HR”) is usually one of the first departments, or
the only department, to know when an individual’s employment commences
or terminates. The combination of this fact with inconsistent processes (or
lack of processes) across HR and other business units routinely leads to an
inability to successfully implement CIP-004 because the lack of coordination
can result in unintentionally and improperly authorizing, or failing to revoke
the authorization of, an individual’s access to critical cyber assets.

3

Bureaucratic
Paralysis
occurs as a result of
too many unnecessary
layers of review.

Some entities see vertical silos develop because of corporate restructuring,
either due to mergers, acquisitions, or other actions. In the case of mergers or
acquisitions, silos arise when entities fail to integrate and instead continue to
operate as two separate companies, even if on paper they have a single
compliance program.
Regarding horizontal silos, these can arise between layers from the top down.
These silos have occurred at some larger entities where they had overarching
policies on compliance or an overarching compliance program and then
implemented individual compliance programs for the business units. The issue
arises when these individual programs are not coordinated with, and sometimes
contradict, the overarching compliance policies or program. As a result, the
subject matter experts within individual business units had difficulty trying to
reconcile which process to follow during implementation. This compliance
program splintering tends to occur when upper management institutes
processes in the overarching program that are not practical when applied to the
operational needs of the individual business units.
Additionally, middle management can either be the key to an entity’s success
or hinder an entity’s ability to implement an effective compliance program.
The Regions have observed issues with middle management occur in two
different ways. First, the right message regarding a policy on security and
compliance may be sent from the top down to middle management, but that
message can stop at middle management if they do not agree with the message.
On the other hand, top management may not have an accurate picture of the
state of security and compliance if middle management is not raising concerns
up the chain. In this scenario, middle management may be reporting that its
security and compliance program is running more smoothly or successfully
than it is in reality. Top management cannot set the right tone if they have an
inaccurate understanding of the state of the program.
One byproduct of horizontal silos can be bureaucratic paralysis. This has
occurred where there are multiple layers of review, which can result in tasks
getting lost in the review process and taking too long to complete. At one
entity, proposed fixes to simple problems had to go through many layers of
review before the entity was permitted to resolve them or submit the self-report
to the Region. As a result, the process changes that needed to occur were
delayed. Over time, employees stopped identifying or reporting issues, at least
in part because they could not see the immediate impact of identifying or
reporting issues. Consequently, this negatively impacted preventive and
corrective controls.

 Communication
 Cross-Functional
Teams
 Coordination
 Process Owners
 Collaboration
 Structured Plan

Common
Communication Channels

Suggestions to Address Organizational Silos
To avoid inconsistencies, entities should focus on coordinating compliance
programs throughout the entity, including between departments, business
units, and different levels of management. One way to coordinate compliance
programs is to identify process owners that have the authority, ability, and
responsibility to reach across business units to coordinate with other business
units. Also, using cross-functional teams where possible can help fill
knowledge gaps and ensure coordination and consistency between silos.

Exec.

Middle
Manager

Staff
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Regarding vertical silos created from corporate restructuring, we have seen
entities navigate this successfully with careful planning and thoughtful
execution. One entity’s strategy for integrating an acquired company into the
existing company included four steps – acclimate, plan, structure, and people.
First, the entity spent time bringing key compliance personnel and subject
matter experts from both companies together to learn about the existing
structure, culture, and general state of each entity’s compliance program. The
initial sessions also identified risks and challenges to the integration. This
acclimation step helped both entities collect the information and form the
relationships necessary to develop a strong integration plan. The second step
was to develop that detailed plan, which assigned responsibilities and
milestones to merge compliance processes and procedures. A lot of this work
was done before any restructuring actually took place so that on day one of the
restructuring, the entities could begin making changes necessary for successful
integration. Third, the entity developed a unified compliance structure to help
it get buy-in starting at the top. This structure included instituting a combined
NERC Steering Committee with senior management from both companies.
Fourth, the entity approached the integration as a partnership or collaboration
rather than an ownership takeover. This approach included simple things such
as using the term “we” instead of “them” and taking the time to explain and
understand why each entity did things certain ways rather than demanding they
be done a certain way. The entity also had an open mind regarding using best
practices from the acquired company’s compliance program and integrating
those into its existing compliance program; the entity did in fact adopt some of
the acquired company’s practices.
To sustain the integration process, entities need to be aware of institutional
burnout where people might be taking on too much work. Integration can be a
long process, so being aware of how hard people are working and where entities
can assist (with resources or work management) can help ensure the acquired
entity remains a participant in the process instead of retreating from the process.
Vertical silos may also be a source of inconsistent adoption of new or revised
Reliability Standards. For example, CIP-013-1, Supply Chain Risk
Management, will bring new departments into contact with the CIP Standards.
Entity management must decide who builds the compliance program and
compliance documents for these departments. When addressing new or revised
Standards, entity management should ensure that a consistent approach is
followed so that there are no gaps in security or compliance.
Regarding horizontal silos, when developing procedures, management should
work with those who implement the procedures to ensure that the procedures
are practical. If a compliance program is creating hurdles and is disconnected
from practical reality (as opposed to being efficient and considerate of the
obligations of the stakeholders), it is likely that compliance program splintering
may occur, which leads to compliance inconsistencies and, ultimately,
jeopardizes the secure operation of the system.
To assist in ensuring consistency across the entity (vertically and horizontally),
an entity’s CIP Senior Manager should have a deep understanding of the entire
CIP compliance program and the organization of the business and should be
able to identify any silos that exist. The CIP Senior Manager should then assess
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Create unified goals
across the
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staff when drafting
procedures
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processes

Ensure consistent
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the silos to ensure that they are appropriate for the entity’s situation. For
example, the Energy Management System department, IT, and the
physical security group might have separate compliance programs due to
being three different business units within the entity. Having three
separate programs for these areas may or may not be appropriate, but if
they are appropriate, the entity must ensure that the compliance processes
and procedures are coordinated and well documented. Entities need to
avoid situations where individuals or individual business units only
consider their own responsibilities rather than the larger picture and how
the business units must work together towards security and compliance.

Security

Compliance

An indicator of
disassociation may
be the compliance
department’s location
in the organization
chart (tucked away
within a single
business unit or as a
function of the
Information
Technology
department).

NERC
Compliance

Additionally, it is also important to remember that senior management is
where the messages starts, not ends. Senior management must ensure its
direction and message is carried down through middle management to the
staff. To do this, senior management can get involved in compliance
matters by: (a) holding periodic meetings with the individuals responsible
for executing the compliance programs to stay apprised on current issues
and monitor general compliance activities; (b) approving the compliance
program and significant changes to procedures; (c) reviewing and
approving all or a sample of self-reports, mitigation plans, selfcertifications, and other compliance documentation; and (d) participating
in or reviewing internal assessments or audit reports.

THEME 2: DISASSOCIATION BETWEEN COMPLIANCE
AND SECURITY
DISASSOCIATION: Treating security and compliance as completely
separate functions that serve separate purposes, resulting in a
diminished value or emphasis on compliance.

Observations
Issues often result from an entity disassociating compliance from security
(and by extension, reliability), which results in diminished value or
emphasis on compliance. Some entities may at times view CIP
compliance as merely a “paper” exercise rather than viewing it as a
baseline level of what an entity needs to do to maintain security, or, even
better, as a natural byproduct of implementing an entity’s procedures to
ensure the secure operation of its system.
The Regions have observed situations where entities’ NERC Compliance
departments, which were responsible for compliance for the entire
enterprise, were tucked away within a single business unit. On paper, the
compliance departments had the responsibility to ensure compliance
throughout the organization, but in practice, the groups were not
empowered or given resources to drive a consistent enterprise-wide
compliance program. As a result, NERC compliance was not a priority
among other business units, but rather, each business unit made its own
operations a priority. Consequently, certain aspects of compliance went
unaddressed due to gaps in processes.
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Verify that no security
gaps exist.
1. Ensure procedures,
policies, and programs
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firewalls, DMZ’s, and IDS
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and operating as intended.

The Regions have also identified problems where compliance and
operations are concentrated in the same management or within one
department, which becomes an issue if the manager has competing
concerns (day-to-day operations versus compliance). For example, some
entities charge IT with CIP compliance, but IT’s primary responsibility is
managing the entity’s information systems, and thus compliance may take
a back seat to IT’s operational duties.
One area that tends to be deficient when compliance and security are not
working together is patching, as it sometimes gets overlooked for the
perimeter security solutions such as firewalls and intrusion detection. No
single security solution can secure a network from all types of attacks—
some solutions prevent unauthorized access (e.g., firewalls and intrusion
prevention) and other solutions fix internal network weaknesses (e.g.,
vulnerability assessments). The Reliability Standards help ensure that all
security solutions are working together and complement each other to
reduce the possibility of successful attacks. Figure 2 illustrates the
multiple layers of security controls that entities should have in place to
protect critical information pursuant to the CIP Reliability Standards.

Procedures, Processes,
& Programs

4. Identify and verify ports
and services and that
network devices are
communicating.

Physical Security

5. Ensure antivirus,
monitoring, and change
controls are operational.

Electronic Security Perimeter

6. Verify only necessary
applications are installed,
patched, and up-to-date.

Network Security

Host Security

7. Ensure storage locations
and access provisioning
are implemented as
intended.

Application
Security
Info
Security

Figure 2: Layered security controls present with defense-in-depth strategies.

Suggestions to Address Disassociation between
Compliance and Security
Compliance efforts should be driven from the top down through adequate
resources, direction, communication, and structure.
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To that end, if an entity’s NERC compliance department is separate from
other business units, it should have the authority to implement practices and
procedures to ensure a consistent compliance program throughout the
company. Alternatively, if an entity’s corporate culture is such that
compliance is made a priority, it may not matter how much actual authority
it has. For example, a Region has observed an extremely successful
compliance program despite the entity housing the compliance department
in a separate business unit without much, or any, actual authority over other
business units. The program works well because senior management has
conveyed the message throughout the entity that compliance with the
Reliability Standards is valued and necessary to ensure secure operations,
thus enabling the compliance department to coordinate compliance efforts
and ensure all business units make compliance a priority.
The CIP Senior Manager should be a key resource in these efforts. The CIP
Senior Manager must have the responsibility and authority to lead and
manage both the implementation of CIP compliance and the ongoing
adherence to the CIP Standards.
Another strategy to ensure the entity strives to achieve reliable operations,
which are also compliant, is to write procedures and processes that go above
and beyond what is required for CIP compliance. These processes and
procedures allow and encourage the entity and its employees to focus on
reliable operations rather than focusing merely on what is necessary to meet
the CIP Reliability Standards.

Causes of Lack of
Awareness
1. Lack of Vigilance
2. Insufficient
Expertise
3. Lack of
Engagement with
the Regulator
4. Inadequate Root
Cause Analysis

THEME 3: LACK OF AWARENESS
LACK OF AWARENESS: Not understanding how an entity’s
systems work or how its compliance department is functioning
and performing.

Observations
An entity’s lack of awareness of how its systems work or how its compliance
department is functioning can result in significant CIP compliance
deficiencies. The reasons for the lack of awareness can vary, but the Regions
have recently observed four causes recur more often than others: (a) lack of
vigilance; (b) insufficient expertise; (c) lack of engagement with the
regulator; and (d) inadequate root cause analysis.
First, entities must stay vigilant in ensuring security and compliance. Entities
that are considered top performers regarding security practices and
compliance programs can sometimes fall victim to this theme. These entities
can get too comfortable knowing they have a good compliance history and
top security practices. But, assuming that the status quo will remain in place
can be misguided, especially in an industry where the technology, threats,
and rules are constantly evolving.
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Helpful Resource
In 2017, FERC Staff
released a summary
report, Lessons Learned
from Commission-Led
CIP Version 5 Reliability
Audits, which provides
information and
recommendations to
assist with assessing
risk, compliance, and
overall cyber security.

As an example, one entity was advanced in terms of security practices, had
a strong culture of compliance, and had a compliance history that indicated
the entity could successfully identify, assess, and correct noncompliance.
The entity assumed its program was working as intended in certain business
areas, but failed to verify this assumption, and as a result, its patch
management program in those areas suffered. The individual charged with
managing the program was not keeping up with the procedures, and the
entity failed to have quality checks in place to identify this deficiency.
Second, insufficient expertise can lead to deficiency in entities’ CIP
programs. For example, one entity tasked its compliance personnel, who
were not technical subject matter experts, with doing some of the technical
tasks required by the CIP Standards. This caused issues such as errors in
identifying the Electronic Security Perimeter, including access points,
which resulted in deficient security controls on the assets within the
Electronic Security Perimeter. The compliance personnel did not have
sufficient technical expertise to know they had a significant CIP
compliance issue.
Third, the level of engagement an entity has with the Regions can impact
the entity’s ability to identify and correct deficiencies. The Regions take a
proactive approach to security and compliance through external outreach
and individual engagements and interactions with entities. However, an
entity that is disconnected from this outreach or disinclined to raise
questions or issues with its respective Region(s) may be less aware of some
of its deficiencies. The entity’s attitude might be that it will work with the
regulator to the extent required. But, the Regions have found that entities
are generally more successful when they are actively engaged because it
allows the Regions to share with the entity best practices and trends that
the Regions are seeing across the industry.
Lastly, an entity’s lack of awareness may be caused by the entity not
digging deep enough into known violations to understand the true root
cause(s) in order to prevent recurrence. As illustrated in Figure 3, there are
often multiple root causes, but these are not always as obvious.

Where is your blind spot?
An entity should understand
why it lacks awareness
before trying to resolve its
issues.
As Donald Rumsfeld
explained:
[T]here are known
knowns; there are things
we know we know. We
also know there are
known unknowns; that is
to say we know there are
some things we do not
know. But there are also
unknown unknowns -- the
ones we don't know we
don't know. And if one
looks throughout the
history of our country and
other free countries, it is
the latter category that
tend to be the difficult
ones.
Entities should focus on the
“known unknowns” and the
“unknown unknowns” to
understand where it is weak
in its security posture.

Lack of vigilance

Insufficient expertise
Lack of Awareness
Lack of engagement
with regulator

Inadequate root cause
analysis

Figure 3: Root cause analysis basics.
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Often, entities submit Mitigation Plans that identify the root cause as human
error and then focus mitigation on re-training the individuals who made the
errors. But, when we dig a little deeper, there is typically also room for
improvement with respect to preventative controls. For example, an entity
had a recurring issue with applying patches several weeks or months late.
Because of the repeat nature of the issue, the Region took a closer look at the
entity’s procedure and determined it was lacking certain controls to ensure
the individuals responsible for implementing the patches were meeting
relevant deadlines. The entity then added a step to its process to have a small
group of individuals (some of whom were not responsible for actually
implementing the patches) meet on a monthly basis to track the
implementation of mitigation plans to help ensure the entity met
implementation deadlines. These types of verification controls can help
avoid human errors, especially where entities experience recurring issues.

Suggestions to Address Lack of Awareness
While the root cause of the entity’s lack of awareness may vary, the lesson
for entities is that they should invest the time or financial resources necessary
to fully understand their systems and programs and where their systems and
programs may be weak. This is a continuous process, especially because an
entity may be strong in a certain area, but then start falling behind due to
changes in threats, technology, rules, and people or as a result of becoming
comfortable with the status quo.
To understand where an entity is weak, entities should focus on quality
management, which includes objective evaluations of the quality of the
organization’s reliability activities. These evaluations could be done
internally by groups not performing the relevant tasks, or by third parties, or
both. They could be periodic, such as annual third party audits, or could be
embedded into existing procedures. For example, an entity could add an
independent check within its access provisioning procedure where an
individual (who is outside of the access process) could verify that the access
is being provisioned as intended before the procedure is complete.
Additionally, entities should use cross-functional teams where appropriate to
help ensure consistency across the different groups in implementing the
compliance program.
Another way to identify potential weaknesses is to perform benchmarking
activities. Several entities have recently spent significant time benchmarking
their security practices and compliance programs against each other and, as
a result, were able to learn from each other and identify ways to improve their
overall security postures. Entities can participate and engage in forums
provided by the Regions for sharing best practices and benchmarking, such
as seminars, outreach, and technical committees.
Lastly, if an entity does not have necessary expertise, then strong capabilities
and performance in workforce management practices can assist the entity in
ensuring it hires and trains the appropriate personnel to fit its needs.
Workforce management includes establishing baseline competencies
necessary to run a secure and reliable operation, taking an inventory of
current skills, identifying gaps, and addressing the deficiencies by hiring
appropriate personnel or providing training to current employees.
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focuses on objective
evaluations of the
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organization’s
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Helpful Resource
NERC’s Cause Code
Assignment Process: An
Event Investigation and
Data Analysis Tool,
available here, provides
a systematic approach
to assigning cause
codes after a bulk power
system event.

THEME 4: INADEQUATE TOOLS
OF TOOLS

OR INEFFECTIVE

USE

INADEQUATE TOOLS OR INEFFECTIVE USE OF TOOLS:

Not using tools
that are necessary given an entity’s environment, improper
configuration of tools, and overreliance on automated tools.

Automation Risks?
 Follow
documented
process to
configure.
 Validate
configuration.
 Conduct periodic
checks to ensure
automation is
functioning as
intended.

Observations
As CIP programs mature, entities tend to increase their use of automated
tools to assist with security and compliance. This is encouraged,
especially for larger entities that manage thousands of assets and people.
However, when implementing automated tools, entities should be careful
not to over rely on the automated tools, and should implement manual
controls to confirm that the tools are working as intended.
More recently, the Regions have observed some entities that, after
implementing new tools, failed to verify that the tools were properly
configured. In one case, an entity implemented a tool to create and track
baselines, but failed to verify that the tool captured all of the entity’s assets
when creating the baselines. As a result, the tool failed to capture several
assets and thus the entity was unable to track unauthorized changes to the
baselines. Entities need to properly configure or “tune” these tools and
then perform verification and validation exercises to ensure that they work
as intended in the entity’s environment.

Suggestions to Address Inadequate Tools or Ineffective
Use of Tools
Automated tools can be extremely valuable in security and compliance. In
the CIP world, such tools as log management, intrusion detection, and
configuration management, although initially expensive, can save
thousands of hours of manual effort and can help detect deficiencies or
security breaches that manual processes cannot detect. However, it is a
mistake to think that it is possible to purchase a tool and install it with no
additional work. Such tools must be configured for the intended job, with
input from end users, and this configuration is almost never simple.
Additionally, entities must continuously update and maintain their tools.
Periodicially
Check

Validate

Examples that the Regions have seen in the field include automated system
configuration tools that assume all applications install themselves in the
same way, and patch management systems that, by default, do not look in
all applicable locations for patches.

Configure
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CONCLUSION
Effective security and CIP compliance programs that are properly executed
require an appropriate amount of technical expertise, senior management
involvement, and a sense of ownership on the part of employees responsible
for executing procedures. Once an entity develops coordinated, effective
security and compliance programs, with input from senior management and
others responsible for executing the programs, the entity needs to consistently
execute this coordinated compliance program throughout the entity. And, to
help ensure entities are always improving, or at the very least not falling
behind, entities should create structured approaches to improvement that
include regular meetings to discuss implementation and challenges of their
programs. In addition, entities should continuously evaluate implementation
of the program.
If any of these pieces are missing, an entity may encounter significant struggles
in mitigating against the risks behind the CIP Reliability Standards.
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Attachment 13

SERC Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee Report
Board of Directors Meeting
October 23, 2019
Asheville, NC
1. Background
SERC Reliability Corporation established its Critical Infrastructure Protection
Committee (CIPC) to increase the physical and cyber security posture in the
SERC Region. The CIPC and the Physical Security Subcommittee (PSS) provide
a forum for member subject matter experts to actively participate in regional
security and reliability issues facing the industry. The following report highlights
the activities that support this effort. The CIPC met on October 1-2, 2019.
2. Committee Approval Items
The SERC Fall CIPC meeting attained quorum with 40 members attending in
person and 30 via WebEx.
The Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee approved the meeting minutes
for the March 19-20, 2019 Spring meeting and the agenda for the Fall meeting.
Subgroup Reports
CIPC - Physical Security Subcommittee (CIPC-PSS)
•

Chair Greg Cavaliere (SCE&G) reviewed the CIPC-PSS activities and
topics discussed since the last CIPC meeting, as well as the CIPC-PSS
meeting schedule for the remainder of 2019.

Reliability Risk Working Group (RRWG)
•

Chair Chuck Abell (Ameren) provided an update on SERC RRWG and the
cyber and physical risks identified for 2019.

NERC Committee Restructuring
•

CIPC members discussed identifying gaps/deficiencies and opportunities
that may be created by the restructuring proposal being considered by the
NERC Board.

3. Recognitions
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•

David Revill (GSOC) was recognized as the Outgoing Chair for his
contributions to the SERC CIPC over the past 4 years as he rotated off as
Chair effective July 1, 2019.

•

Chuck Abell (Ameren) was recognized as the SERC CIPC 2019
Outstanding Contributor Award winner and presented a plaque by Tim
Ponseti. Chuck currently serves as Chair of the SERC Reliability Risk
Working Group (RRWG) and is SERC’s operational representative to the
NERC CIPC and the NERC Reliability Issues Steering Committee (RISC).
Chuck has a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering from the
University of Missouri – Rolla.

4. Next meeting
•

March 17-18, 2020 – Charlotte, NC

For additional information on the CIPC activities, please contact the following:
• Tony Hall, Chair ((tony.hall@lge-ku.com)
• John Greaves, Vice-chair (jagreaves@southernco.com)
• Mike Hagee, Primary SERC Staff (mhagee@serc1.org)

Attachment 14

SERC Engineering Committee Report
Board of Directors Meeting
October 23, 2019
Asheville, NC
1. Engineering Committee Purpose
The SERC Engineering Committee (EC) promotes the reliability and adequacy of
the bulk power system (BPS), as related to the planning and engineering of the
Regional Bulk Electric System, through the development of SERC Regional
Reliability Standards and conducting near-term and long-term reliability analysis
in accordance with standing committee documents and practice.
The EC, along with its subcommittees, allows SERC and its member companies
to engage the reliability expertise provided by the active participation of industry
volunteers. The following report highlights the recent activities in support of this
effort.
The EC met on October 1-2, 2019 at the SERC Office in Charlotte, NC. The 39
member companies that participated established a quorum for conducting
committee business. Forty-six attendees attended the fall session either inperson or via WebEx.
2. Identifying and Addressing Engineering Risks
The primary focus of the Engineering Committee is to identify and address
emerging risks, conduct appropriate related engineering analysis, and provide a
platform for the member companies to provide input and feedback on the results
of the analysis and to share their own experiences in those areas.
The EC is addressing the SERC Reliability Risk Working Group’s (RRWG) 2019
SERC Reliability Risk Report; which, identified four high level risk: 1) Grid
Transformation, 2) Extreme Natural Events, 3) Security Vulnerabilities, and 4)
Critical Infrastructure Interdependency.
The SERC Variable Energy Resource Working Group (VERWG) will be
developing a scope of work document defining the risks associated with the
growth of Variable Energy Resources (VER) and recommend the appropriate
evaluations to ensure long-term reliability of the SERC Region. Additional, the
VERWG will continue their work to establish best practices for Inverter Based
Resource- Interconnection Requirements.
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3. Establishment of Working Group - Geomagnetic Disturbance Working Group
(GMDWG)
The EC accepted the proposal from Southern Company for the creation of a new
Working Group, which will report to the Planning Coordination Subcommittee
(PLCS). The GMDWG will be tasked with regularly maintaining and sharing of
Geomagnetically-Induced Current (GIC) system data for facilities within the
SERC Region. Additional, they will coordinate study methodologies and results,
along with development of best practices.
•

The PLCS will be voting to approve Rey Ramos (Southern Company) as
its initial chair.

4. Event Power Flow Simulator and Analysis Process (EPSA)
•

The EC approved the Event Power Flow Simulator and Analysis Process
document. The document outlines the process for case development and
analysis of significant events within the SERC footprint.

•

The EC approved the Near-Term Working Group (NTWG) and the
Operating Committee (OC) approved the Operational Planning Working
Group (OPWG) to jointly recreate a past significant SERC event using
planning models and operations data to validate the power system models
and analyze performance under similar conditions.

For additional information on Engineering Committee activities, please contact the
following:
•
•
•

Patrick Brown, Chair (pbrown@misoenergy.org)
Chris Wagner, Vice Chair (chris.wagner@santeecooper.com)
Richard Becker, EC Program Manager (ribecker@serc1.org)

Attachment 15

SERC Operating Committee Report
Board of Directors Meeting
October 23, 2019
Charlotte, NC
1. Operating Committee Purpose
The SERC Operating Committee (OC) and its subgroups allow SERC to engage
the reliability expertise provided by active participation of industry volunteers. The
OC promotes the reliability and adequacy of the bulk power system (BPS) by
identifying current and emerging operational reliability risks and providing
mitigation measures to address those risks. The OC provides a mechanism for
sharing routine and best practices in the area of operations and developing
technical committee documents.
The OC, along with its working groups, provides a forum for SERC and its
member companies to engage the reliability expertise provided by the active
participation of industry volunteers. The following report highlights the recent
activities in support of this effort.
The OC met on October 1-2, 2019 at the SERC Office in Charlotte, NC. The 39
member companies that participated established a quorum for conducting
committee business. Sixty-two attendees, including guests from FERC, NERC,
and Texas RE, attended the spring session either in-person or via WebEx.
2. Current and Future Operating Conditions
The OC reviewed the reports given by the working groups. The Reliability
Coordinator Working Group gave an update from each of the RCs on past
summer operations and expected winter operating conditions. Though the
outlook is preliminary, most RCs expected a mild winter with a few possible cold
days without extended cold snaps. The Reliability Risk Working Group
highlighted the ongoing and emerging risks and their mitigation strategies. The
top three risks continue to be Fuel Diversity, Changing Resource Mix, and
Extreme Weather. Many of the mitigation strategies continue to be ongoing. A
big focus of the Joint Meeting and follow-up into the OC meeting was the Cold
Weather Report, Best Practices, and Lessons Learned.
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Howard Gugel, guest from NERC, answered questions and addressed concerns
for the proposed NERC Committee restructure. Additionally, he gave an update
on Phase 2 of the Standards Efficiency Review project.
3. Sharing of Lessons Learned and Best Practices
David Penney, guest from Texas RE, presented on how ERCOT and Texas RE
perform their yearly winter generator inspections. He shared with the OC how
generators are selected, the goals/purpose of the site visits, the types of
questions and types of equipment that are inspected.
Greg Tenley, SERC O&P auditor, gave a presentation on best practices for a
successful audit. He identified some of the changes to the audit process to help
improve efficiency and accuracy.
Hassan Hamdar, SERC Events Analysis Program Manager, gave an overview of
the NERC Events Analysis program. He identified the goals and benefits from
participating in the program, including root cause analysis, industry trending, and
the development of Lessons Learned.
4. Industry Outreach
SERC introduced two now surveys to address ongoing risks. The first survey will
be for Generator Owners/Operators in helping to identify cold weather
preparations best practices. The second survey is to identify risks and mitigation
related to equipment ratings (FAC-008).
An update from the NERC Resource Subcommittee (RS) on the industry-wide
Generator Operator Survey that was recently sent out was provided. The goal of
the survey is to identify frequency issues using a voluntary program, rather than
a standard.

Attachment 16

Final 2020 Board and Board Committee Meeting Dates
Board of Directors
Thursday, April 23, 2020 – New Orleans, LA
Wednesday, October 21, 2020 – Savannah, GA
Board Executive Committee
[No January meeting proposed]
March 18, 2020 – Charlotte, NC
June 24, 2020 – Charlotte, NC
September 9, 2020 – Charlotte, NC
December 9, 2020 – Charlotte, NC
Board Compliance Committee
January 28, 2020 – WebEx
April 22, 2020 – New Orleans, LA
June 23, 2020 – Charlotte, NC
October 20, 2020 – Savannah, GA
Human Resources and Compensation Committee
[No January meeting proposed]
March 18, 2020
April 22, 2020 – New Orleans, LA
June 24, 2020 – Charlotte, NC
October 20, 2020 – Savannah, GA
December 9, 2020 – Charlotte, NC
Finance and Audit Committee
January 23, 2020 –WebEx
April 21, 2020 – New Orleans, LA
June 18, 2020 – WebEx
August 27, 2020 – WebEx
October 19, 2020 – Savannah, GA
Nominating Committee
January 22, 2020 – WebEx
March 12, 2020 – WebEx
June 23, 2020 – WebEx
October 20, 2020 – Savannah, GA

